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Executive Summary 
The commercial nuclear power industry has proposed several mitigation techniques to address 
safety concerns due to primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) in nickel-based 
dissimilar metal (DM) welds (specifically Alloy 82/182 welds) in pressurized water reactors 
(PWRs).  Since many of these welds reside in primary piping systems that have been approved 
for Leak-Before-Break (LBB), the mitigation strategies chosen must ensure that these systems 
still satisfy the LBB criteria.  Mechanical Stress Improvement Process (MSIP), Full and 
Optimized Structural Weld Overlay (FSWOL, OWOL), and Inlay and Onlay cladding are 
examples of the currently proposed mitigation methods.  The industry claims that these methods 
provide either a reduction in the inner diameter residual stress field (MSIP and WOL), and/or 
apply a non-susceptible corrosion resistant barrier to stop or retard PWSCC crack growth from 
forming a through-wall leak path (WOL, Inlay, Onlay).  This report focuses on an evaluation of 
the inlay process for the mitigation of PWSCC since it may be the technique of choice for the 
large-diameter reactor coolant nozzles.   Currently the ASME Section XI code is developing 
Code Case N-766 ‘Nickel Alloy Reactor Coolant Inlay and Cladding for Repair or Mitigation of 
PWR Full Penetration Circumferential Nickel Alloy Welds in Class 1 Items.’  This code case is 
documenting the procedures for applying inlay welds. 
 
In this effort, confirmatory welding residual stress and flaw evaluation analyses were conducted 
to evaluate the inlay as a mitigation technique.  Two large bore, reactor coolant nozzle 
geometries were considered.  The first was an 872 mm (34.3 inch) diameter, 68.1 mm (2.68 mm) 
thick reactor coolant outlet nozzle taken from an Areva inlay submittal.  The second was a 923 
mm (36.3 inch) diameter, 83.8 (3.3 inch) thick reactor coolant nozzle used to develop welding 
residual stress results for probabilistic fracture mechanics calculations.  For each of these 
geometries, detailed finite element simulations were conducted to predict the welding residual 
stress through the application of the inlay.  The effects of temper bead welding and weld repairs 
were considered.  The following repair sizes were considered: 
 

• 50% deep ID pre-service repair (before stainless steel safe end) 
• 50% deep ID PWSCC repair (after stainless steel safe end but before inlay) 
• 75% deep ID pre-service repair 
• 75% deep ID PWSCC repair 
• 50% deep ID pre-service repair and a 75% deep ID PWSCC repair 
• 12% deep ID pre-service repair 
• 12% deep ID PWSCC repair 
• 12% deep ID pre-service repair and a 12% deep ID PWSCC repair 

 
For each case, a final inlay thickness of 3mm was considered since this corresponded to the 
minimum thickness required by Code Case N-766.  In addition, a 6-mm deep inlay was 
considered for the 50% deep ID pre-service and 50% deep ID PWSCC repair cases. 
 
The results from the welding residual stress analyses suggest that the regardless of the repair 
history, the ID stress state is driven by the inlay repair.  In most cases, the ID axial stress due to 
the inlay was about 400 MPa (58 ksi), which is just above the yield strength for the DM weld 
material.  Even the beneficial effect of the stainless steel safe end weld was eliminated by the 
thin layer of inlay material on the ID surface of the pipe.  For all of the inlay cases with pre-
service repairs, the high axial stress on the ID dropped to zero at about 15 percent of the wall 
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thickness for all repair depths.  For the cases with PWSCC repairs, the axial stress dropped to 
zero between 40 and 50 percent of the wall thickness for repairs greater than 50 percent deep and 
it dropped to zero at about 20 percent of the wall thickness for the 12 percent deep repair.   
 
The results from the welding residual stress analyses were used in PWSCC growth analyses 
using both idealized-shaped and natural-shaped cracks assuming simulated crack growth rates.  
The idealized flaw analyses followed the techniques documented in the ASME Section XI flaw 
evaluation guidelines.  Sensitivity studies were conducted on crack growth rate, bending stress, 
operating temperature, initial flaw size and orientation, and inlay depth. 
 
For the idealized flaw analyses, the ASME Section XI flaw evaluation guidelines were used in 
conducting PWSCC growth calculations.  The effects of crack initiation were ignored and an 
initial surface breaking defect was assumed in all analyses.  This assumption is consistent with 
the Code Case N-766 requirement that a postulated surface breaking planar flaw that is 1.5mm 
deep will not grow through thickness due to fatigue for the life of the inlay.  Crack growth times 
through the inlay, to through-wall penetration and to rupture were calculated.  The following 
significant conclusions were obtained: 

• The time for the initial defect to grow through-wall was dominated by the time for the 
initial defect to grow through the inlay, i.e., a large portion of the crack growth time is 
spent in the first 3mm of wall thickness.   The only exception to this case was for the 
small weld repair (12%).  In this case, the flaw arrested after passing through the inlay. 

• For the 3mm deep inlay, the time through the inlay was typically about 10 years.  After 
that point, the time to leakage varied with repair size, ranging from an additional 5 years 
for a 50% deep repair to arrest for a 12% deep weld repair. 

• For the 6-mm deep inlay, the time through the inlay was about 25 years, with the 
additional time to leakage the same as for the 3-mm cases. 

• The crack growth times through the inlay are directly proportional to the crack growth 
rate used.   More experimental data on Alloy 52 crack growth rates is needed to quantify 
the uncertainty in the crack growth rate.   

• Bending stress did not have a large effect on the time for the crack to pass through the 
inlay, but had a large effect on time to leakage, i.e., the lower bending stresses caused the 
crack to slow considerably near the middle of the wall thickness. 

• Temperature had a large effect on the crack growth behavior. The time through the inlay, 
time to leakage, and time to rupture were increased by about a factor of 6 by reducing the 
temperatures from hot leg (327C) to cold leg (288C) conditions.  Even for the fastest 
crack growth considered, the time to leakage was over 50 years at the cold leg 
temperatures. 

• Initial crack length did not have a large impact on the time through the inlay or to 
leakage. 

• Axial cracks grew faster than circumferential cracks due to the larger hoop stresses in the 
inlayed welds. 

 
For the natural flaw growth analyses, the PipeFracCAE code, which was used in the Wolf Creek 
analyses, was modified to handle the unusual crack growth that may occur in an inlayed DM 
weld.  Due to the differences in the crack growth rates between the inlay material (Alloy 52) and 
the DM weld (Alloy 82/182), a discontinuous, “balloon” shaped crack forms.  After 
modifications to the PipeFracCAE code were complete, several sample cases were run for 
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comparisons to the idealized flaw analyses.  The intent of these natural flaw analyses were to 
verify that the unusual flaw shapes did not highly impact the time through the inlay and leakage 
calculated using the idealized flaw assumption.  The results from these runs illustrated that in 
some cases, the natural crack analyses gave slightly longer times to leakage, while in other cases 
the times to leakage were slightly shorter.  The differences stemmed from the effect of the 
natural crack shape on the crack driving force and the more accurate representation of the 
welding residual stress field in the natural flaw analyses.  Overall, the natural crack shape 
analyses demonstrated that reasonable approximations of crack growth time through the inlay 
and to leakage can be made with idealized flaw analyses. 
 
Overall, several general conclusion can be made regarding the effectiveness of inlays as a 
mitigation technique.  First, the sensitivity studies conducted assuming a postulated initial defect 
indicate that for the hot leg locations, the time to leakage values are less than the inlay design life 
even with Alloy 52 PWSCC crack growth rate improvement factors of 30 – 100.  For the case of 
a 3-mm inlay, the times to leakage from the postulated defect ranged from about 12 years to 30 
years.  This conclusion assumes that the effect of crack initiation in Alloy 52 inlay materials is 
neglected and can be considered an additional conservatism in the results. 
 
Second, the results presented in this report are highly influenced by the Alloy 52 crack growth 
rates assumed.  Due to the limited Alloy 52 crack growth data, additional crack growth data is 
needed for these materials to fully understand and quantify the uncertainty in the results. 
 
Third, the times to leakage calculated in this effort do not support sample inspections for inlay 
mitigated hot leg temperature welds. However, the effect of temperature on the growth rates is 
dramatic and therefore the results from this study support sample inspection for inlay mitigated 
cold leg temperature welds. 
 
Finally, the results from this study suggest that a large portion of the time to leakage is spent 
growing the postulated defect through the inlay.   Since the inlay may only be about three to five 
percent of the total wall thickness, it is recommended that both volumetric and ID surface 
examination be performed to locate a defect that may be present in the inlay material.   
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1 Introduction  
Primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) in nickel-based dissimilar metal (DM) welds 
(specifically Alloy 82/182 welds) in pressurized water reactors (PWRs) can cause a safety 
concern due to the high crack growth rate and irregular shaped flaws.  Since many of these welds 
reside in primary piping systems that have been approved for Leak-Before-Break (LBB), the 
domestic commercial nuclear power industry has proposed a number of mitigation strategies for 
dealing with the issue and assuring LBB is still applicable.  Some of these methods include 
Mechanical Stress Improvement Process (MSIP), Full and Optimized Structural Weld Overlay 
(FSWOL, OWOL), and Inlay and Onlay cladding.  The industry claims that these methods 
provide either a reduction in the inner diameter residual stress field (MSIP and WOL), and/or 
apply a non-susceptible corrosion resistant barrier to stop or retard PWSCC crack growth from 
forming a through-wall leak path (WOL, Inlay, Onlay). 
 
For the larger bore piping systems, i.e. hot leg outlet nozzle, the industry considers methods such 
as FSWOL unfeasible due to various constraints.  Hence, inlay cladding welds are being 
proposed on the inside surface of the pipe.  Currently, the ASME code is developing Code Case 
N-766 ‘Nickel Alloy Reactor Coolant Inlay and Cladding for Repair or Mitigation of PWR Full 
Penetration Circumferential Nickel Alloy Welds in Class 1 Items.’  This code case is 
documenting the procedures for applying these inlay welds. 
 
As part of a confirmatory analysis, the US NRC Office of Research and its contractor, 
Engineering Mechanics of Columbus, have conducted both welding residual stress (WRS) and 
flaw evaluation analyses to evaluate inlay welds as a mitigation technique.  Using two large bore 
geometries, detailed welding simulation analyses were conducted following the procedures set 
forth in draft Code Case N-766.  Effects of weld repairs and temper bead welding are included.  
Using these residual stress results, PWSCC growth analyses using both idealized-shaped and 
natural-shaped cracks were conducted using simulated crack growth rates.  Sensitivity studies 
conducted on crack growth rate, bending stress, operating temperature, initial flaw size and 
orientation, and inlay depth shed light on an appropriate inspection schedule for DM welds with 
inlays. 
 

2 Inlay Description 
Code Case N-766 ‘Nickel Alloy Reactor Coolant Inlay and Cladding for Repair or Mitigation of 
PWR Full Penetration Circumferential Nickel Alloy Welds in Class 1 Items’ is currently being 
developed by ASME Section XI to document the procedures for designing and applying a weld 
inlay.  The code case defines an inlay as 
 

A corrosion resistant barrier applied on the inside diameter surface of the pipe between the 
stress corrosion cracking (SCC) susceptible material and the reactor coolant, requiring 
excavation of some portion of the SCC susceptible material.  
 

The geometry and material for an inlay is specifically defined in Code Case N-766 and has the 
following requirements: 
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• Weld filler metal for the inlay or cladding shall be nickel alloy with a minimum 
chromium content of at least 28%.   

• The minimum thickness shall be 1/8 in. (3mm). 
• The inlay or cladding shall consist of at least two (2) layers after final surface preparation 

and comply with the minimum thickness requirements. These two layers shall each 
contain a minimum of 24% chromium 

• The minimum thickness shall extend over and beyond the DM weld fusion zones by at 
least twice the demonstrated accuracy of the locating technique or 1/4 in. (6 mm), 
whichever is greater. 

 
In addition, the following structural requirements are given 
 

• A inspection of the DM weld must be done prior to the application of the inlay 
o If a defect is found, it must be repaired or shown to be acceptable per ASME 

Section XI, IWB-3600. 
o If a repair is needed, a post repair inspection with liquid die penetrant or the eddy 

current method is required. 
• To aid in the reduction of hot cracking in the inlay, a stainless steel buffer layer is 

acceptable over the stainless steel (SS) base materials.  This thickness is not credited to 
the thickness of the inlay. 

• A postulated flaw of 1/16 inch (1.5 mm) depth must be shown to be acceptable for the 
life of the inlay for both Service levels A and B loading.  The code case only requires a 
fatigue evaluation for this flaw. 

 
A schematic of the inlay geometry is shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1  Inlay geometry schematic 
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3 Weld Residual Stress Modeling for Inlays 

3.1 Overview of Weld Modeling  
No attempt is made here to provide a complete overview of the development of weld process 
models over the years.  However, many of the papers, and the publications cited therein, listed in 
this section can be viewed by the interested reader.  Perhaps the first attempt to predict the 
residual stresses induced by the welding process was carried out by Rodgers and Fletcher [1] 
using an analytical approach. A number of other analytical approaches were developed from this 
time through the early 1970’s to predict distortions and residual stresses (see for instance the 
survey paper by Masubuchi [2]).  These approaches were quite novel and often provided 
reasonable predictions when compared with experimental measurements, but were often limited 
to single pass welds. 
 
Such analytical approaches were replaced by numerical approaches in the early 1970’s as the 
power of the finite element method was realized.  The earliest published finite element models 
developed for predicting the residual stresses induced by the weld process were developed 
independently by Kamichika et al. in Japan [3]  and Friedman [4] in the USA.  Researchers 
(Barber et al. [5], McGuire [6] , and Brust, Rybicki, and Kanninen et al. ([7], [8], [9] and 
references cited therein)) extended these models in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s to account 
for (among other features) multiple pass welds, material re-melting and annealing, phase changes 
and heat sinks.  This work was also perhaps the first to use closed form analytical solutions to 
develop accurate high speed weld thermal analysis procedures for finite thickness (including 
thin) plates.  These models were used extensively in studies for the nuclear power industry to 
develop weld procedures to mitigate heat affected zone inter-granular stress corrosion cracking 
in stainless piping systems in Boiling Water Reactors (BWR).  Methods such as Heat Sink 
Welding (HSW – Barber [5]), Induction Heating for Stress Improvement (IHSI –McGuire et al. 
[6]), Backlay Welding (BW – Brust and Rybicki [7]) which were early forms of weld overlay 
repair procedures), were developed and optimized using these models.  The methods are still 
used in many industries today.  In fact, feasibility studies for the early forms of the mechanical 
stress improvement process (MSIP) were examined in these programs [9].  As such, this work 
probably represented the first industrial application of a weld process model to aid in solving a 
manufacturing fabrication problem. 
 
Since 1990, weld process models have been extensively developed and are being used by many 
different organizations.  Fricke, Keim, and Schmidt [10], Goldak et al. [11], Yang and Feng [12], 
and Buchmayr [13] summarize methods used by organizations in Germany, Canada, USA 
(Edison Welding Institute), and Austria, respectively, to model weld induced residual stresses 
and distortions.  No attempt to summarize the methods used by these and other organizations is 
attempted here; rather the interested reader can consult these references and references cited 
therein and below for details.  In the early to mid 1990’s, the present authors began to greatly 
improve all of these weld analysis tools that were developed in the early 1980’s.  In particular, 
the high-speed thermal solution procedures and the structural procedures such as local annealing, 
melt element detection, etc., were extensively updated and improved for the nuclear industry, the 
aerospace industry, the Department of Energy, the automotive industry, among others.  Zhang, 
Dong, and Brust [14] and Brust, Dong, and Zhang [15] and Zhang, Dong, Brust, Shack, 
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Mayfield, and McNeil [16] et al. describe these developments for thick plate nuclear 
applications.  Further details can be found in all of these works. 
 
Finally, the primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) issue in nozzle dissimilar metal 
welds, beginning circa 2001 to present, has led to the latest improvements in computational weld 
models.  Rudland, Shim, Xu, and Wilkowski [17] performed a complete study of PWSCC and 
corresponding natural crack growth studies using the latest model developments and a similar 
study was performed by nuclear industry researchers (Broussard et al. [18]).  A summary of 
numerous industrial applications of computational weld models along with mitigation methods 
for both weld residual stress and distortion control can be found in the book chapters by Chen, 
Brust, and Yang [19] and Brust and Kim [20].  In fact, the PWSCC issue has led to the 
development of weld residual stress and cracking sessions at the ASME pressure vessel and 
piping conferences from circa 2000 to the present 2010 [21].  The current methods used are 
completely documented in these references and those sited therein.  It is seen that computational 
weld modeling has come a long way since the early analytically based models by Rogers and 
Fletcher in 1938[1]! 

3.1.1 Weld modeling overview 
Computational weld modeling is challenging because many of the processes of welding are 
highly nonlinear.  Materials melt and re-solidify; very high transient thermal gradients are 
experienced; non-linear temperature dependent plastic straining and phase transformations can 
occur; these are among the multiple sources of nonlinearity that must be addressed in any weld 
modeling effort.  Moreover, for weld modeling to have practical advantages in industrial 
production, computational solution times must be manageable since an optimum weld design of 
large, complex fabrications and nuclear piping systems requires numerous separate analyses.  
Figure 2 illustrates the three different types of advantages of computational weld modeling.  On 
the first level, weld residual stresses can cause or lead to cracking.  Both fatigue and stress 
corrosion crack growth can be affected by tensile weld residual stresses caused by welding.  The 
second concern is distortions caused by welding (middle illustration in Figure 2).  Distortion 
control can lead to fabrication cost savings, especially for large fabrications since rework to 
‘straighten’ structures can be very expensive.  Distortion control may lead to decreased 
fabrication costs in new nuclear plants for tolerance critical components.  Finally, microstructure 
control (phases, hardness), as illustrated in the bottom illustration in Figure 3, is sometimes of 
concern.   
 
Most computational weld models available commercially are mathematics and physics based 
models.  ABAQUS and ANSYS are the main codes used in the nuclear industry for modeling the 
weld process, although other codes are used as well.  The weld modeling procedure generally 
follows the outline shown in Figure 3.  One first builds a finite element model (often from a 
CAD drawing).  Next, the thermal solution is performed, either using a user written thermal flux 
routine (discussed in Section 3.1.2) or analytical solutions (often for three dimensional solutions 
to reduce solution time [19]).  Next, the temperature time histories for each pass at each node 
point serve as input for the thermal elastic-plastic structural portion of the solution.  This 
sometimes uses a user routine (UMAT in ABAQUS) or the constitutive laws in the finite 
element library.  Finally, the distortions and weld residual stresses induced during weld metal 
shrinkage are calculated and post processed. 
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Figure 2 Purpose of computational weld models 
 

 
Figure 3 Typical computational weld model  
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3.1.2 Thermal models 
An axis-symmetric model was used to obtain the temperatures that are used to calculate the 
residual stress field caused by the welding process in this study.  Compared to three dimensional 
modeling, two-dimensional modeling of the thermal weld process is somewhat artificial and 
requires engineering judgment. Let us consider an axis-symmetric axial cross section in a pipe 
DM weld.  In the actual pipe weld process, the weld beads approach the cross section, heat it up, 
and then the section cools.  The cross section of interest does not ‘feel’ the heat from the weld 
bead until the heat source is very close to cross section (of course this depends on the torch 
speed).  As the molten bead moves past the cross section the heat spreads out, especially in the 
directions normal to the weld bead direction as the molten metal cools.  As the torch moves 
further along the circumference, material points on the cross section of interest cool down in an 
exponential fashion.  Material points away from the weld bead reach their peak at a later time 
and then cool exponentially in time.  By the time the weld torch completes a 360-degree 
revolution to complete the butt weld pass, the cross section of interest has cooled down.   
 
When performing an axis-symmetric weld model analysis, the weld bead is assumed to be 
deposited at once, and cools at once.  The thermal gradients and transients in the direction of the 
weld (both ahead of, and behind the weld torch) are ignored.  Moreover, excessive constraint is 
introduced due to the ‘tourniquet’ effect of the complete cooling of the weld bead along the 
entire 360-degree region of the pipe weld.  Appendix A, which compares two-dimensional and 
three dimensions welding simulation analyses, suggests that axis-symmetric analysis often 
produces stress predictions that are higher in absolute magnitude compared to the three 
dimensional solution.  There are a number of different strategies for modeling the thermal weld 
process in a two dimensional solution, none of which is entirely satisfactory.  There are a variety 
of thermal models to simulate the weld heat process for two dimensional problems ranging from 
a constant body flux over the weld bead, to analytical solutions, to the Goldak model where the 
weld power varies spatially within the weld bead as well as in the torch movement direction.  
Our results have shown that using a Goldak [22] double ellipsoidal with heat intensity varying 
throughout the weld bead, results in stresses that do not vary much from assuming a constant 
volumetric heat source.  The procedure used here is discussed below. 
 
The weld simulation process first requires application of sufficient heat to melt the weld metal 
(up to 1,700 K) and a small layer of the base metal.  No two dimensional heat input model is 
purely predictive, the best approach is to adjust the heat input until there is a good agreement 
with measured temperatures, observed microstructure changes, and the size of the weld puddle.  
Here, the welding arc is treated as a volumetric moving heat source, taking the double-ellipsoidal 
distribution proposed by Goldak et al. [22].  However, such moving source analyses can be 
computationally intense because the heat intensity has to be calculated for all elements within the 
pass.  Our experience when comparing the two methods is that the benefits for two dimensional 
or even three dimensional solutions are debatable.  Therefore a uniform heat distribution was 
used across the weld bead cross-section.  This approach, compared to other methods such as 
Goldak’s double-elliptical heat flux model, has been proven to be easier to implement and more 
robust for irregular shapes of weld metal.  Experience in separate sensitivity studies suggests that 
the difference in the final distortion or residual stresses is insignificant between Goldak’s model 
and the current approach [23].  This axis-symmetric method effectively ignores the motion of the 
welding arc, allows for heat transfer radially away from the centerline of the weld path with no 
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heat transfer ahead or behind the weld bead, and “shortens” the welding time.  To do this, a 
uniform energy density is added to the whole weld pass in an exponential function form:  
 

[ ]22 /)(33 Ttt oe
VT
Qq −−=

π                                   (1) 

 
This is Goldak’s [22] model with constant flux within the weld bead itself.  Where q is the 
energy density (W/mm3) from the weld arc, V is the total volume of the weld pass, t0 is a starting 
time, T is the characteristic time of the traveling arc, and Q is the total heat input during the time 
of welding.  Here t0 is the time when the heat source attains its maximum value when it is at the 
axis-symmetric section.  For this heat source model, every material point in the weld will 
experience the same heat source cycle and hence similar temperature histories.  Therefore, at any 
time, there is no heat flux gradient and therefore minimum temperature gradients over the entire 
weld pass.  This was implemented through ABAQUS subroutine DFLUX.  Another subroutine 
UFIELD is used to track the peak temperature at each node so that the coefficients can be 
adjusted to ensure the entire weld region is properly molten.   
 
The weld parameters for the DM weld and butter were not specified for each nozzle but rather 
ranges of proper procedures were specified in the weld specification sheets.  Typical stainless 
steel weld parameters were used since specification sheets are not available.   

3.1.3 Structural models 
The approach used in the predictions of welding residual stresses and strains is based on 
extensive knowledge of the welding process and has been refined as the commercial finite 
element codes have been updated and improved.  Thermo-elastic-plastic FE simulations were 
performed to simulate welding of the hot leg butt welds and corresponding inlay.  The formation 
of the welding residual stress is a result of the thermo-mechanical deformation process during 
welding.  The heat flow and mechanical deformation during welding were simulated using a 
sequentially coupled approach with the temperatures discussed above in Section 3.1.2.  With this 
approach, the transient heat-transfer analysis was conducted to solve the temporal and spatial 
distribution of the temperature in the model, and then the computed thermal history was used as 
thermal loading input in the subsequent mechanical analysis calculating the residual stress field.  
Temperature-dependent mechanical properties were utilized and isotropic hardening was 
assumed here.  Experience suggests that isotropic hardening tends to predict conservative (in 
absolute magnitude) stresses.  The effects of melting, solidification, and annealing were 
simulated in the analysis.  The welding heat flow was modeled as a heat-conduction problem.  
Temperature-dependent material properties, as summarized in Appendix B, were used here.  The 
welding simulation was performed on a pass-by-pass basis.  A weld pass was activated only 
when it was deposited.   
 
The ABAQUS procedure for material annealing is used for elements adjacent to the weld metal 
that experience heating higher than the user defined temperature (which can range between the 
austenitic phase change temperature to melting, depending on material).  This prevents 
unrealistic large plastic strains from developing in the material at very high temperatures where 
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the yield stress is very low.  Note that isotropic hardening is frequently considered conservative 
to use, however, in certain cases where compressive residual stresses occur, it may be non-
conservative to use.  For instance, if the ID weld residual stresses were compressive, or for repair 
methods such as weld overlays where compressive stresses are used to prevent SCC from 
occurring, kinematic hardening may be considered more conservative for PWSCC growth.  The 
effects of melting and re-solidification in metals subjected to high-temperature processes were 
treated by using the ‘anneal’ option in ABAQUS.  When the temperature of a material point 
exceeds the annealing temperature, ABAQUS assumes that the material point loses its hardening 
memory. The effect of prior work hardening is removed by setting the equivalent plastic strain to 
zero.  If the temperature of the material point falls below the annealing temperature at a 
subsequent point in time, the material point can work harden again. Depending on the 
temperature history, a material point may lose and accumulate memory several times, which in 
the context of modeling melting would correspond to repeated melting and re-solidification.  The 
anneal temperatures for different materials are summarized in Appendix B.  The boundary 
condition is constrained rigid body motion in normal direction at the end of nozzle end.  This 
region is far away from the welding zone.  While progressive annealing (used for instance in the 
VFT code [19]) may be physically more reasonable compared to the sudden approach in 
ABAQUS, the annealing feature does capture the appropriate effect.   
 

3.1.4 Other issues 
In many cases as with this study, computational weld models use the assumption of two-
dimensional (2D) modeling because of the complexities of full moving-arc three-dimensional 
(3D) modeling.  There are many cases where the 2D assumptions produce erroneous results.  
Numerous large-scale weld models have been analyzed in order to control weld distortions, 
residual stresses, and micro-structure.  Appendix A and the references discusses many of these 
example problems and points out situations where full 3D solutions are desired compared with 
the 2D solutions often performed due to computational time constraints.  Full 3D weld modeling 
is now possible and will become the rule rather than the exception in the future as computational 
resources continue to improve.   
 
The constitutive laws used for all inlay analyses used classical plasticity theory with isotropic 
hardening.  Isotropic hardening typically provides predictions that are larger in absolute 
magnitude compared with other hardening laws.  Kinematic hardening tends to produce lower 
bound weld residual stress predictions.  Mixed hardening within the Lemaitre-Chaboche 
framework [24], which is an option within ABAQUS, produces the most accurate predictions.  
However, for PWSCC crack growth assessment, it is possible that isotropic hardening may 
produce an over prediction (in absolute magnitude) of compressive residual stresses.  This may 
reduce crack growth rates when the crack is growing through the compressive region and may 
possible result in arrest.  Hence, there may be some cases where kinematic hardening may 
produce more accurate PWSCC growth. 
 
Finally, phase transformation plasticity is a phenomenon which occurs in a number of ferritic 
steels, including A508.  The thermal and thermal-mechanical processes associated with weld 
residual stress evolution during welding can be extremely complex.  Rapid arc heating during 
welding produces a molten weld pool.  The weld pool shape can be largely influenced by the 
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weld metal transfer mode and corresponding fluid-flow characteristics. On cooling, both rapid 
solidification within the weld pool and solid-state phase transformation in heat affected zones 
(HAZ) occur, depending on both peak temperature and cooling rate.  The process becomes even 
more complicated in multi-pass welds.  There are significant research activities on-going 
currently to address both the fundamental physics and numerical methods associated with these 
phenomena.   

 
However, as far as WRS modeling is concerned, numerical procedures can be significantly 
simplified with adequate results. For residual stress predictions and distortion predictions, 
localized temperature distributions ranging from room temperature to above melting and 
structural restraint are of primary importance in determining the final residual stress state in a 
weldment.  Considering an equivalent fusion profile in conduction-based heat flow solution 
techniques can ignore detailed weld pool phenomena.  The material-melting behavior within the 
weld pool can be treated using phenomenological thermal-plasticity model within the continuum 
mechanics context (Brust et al, [25]).  Here we briefly overview the numerical procedure for 
accounting for phase transformation effects within the framework of a computational weld 
model. 

 
When the A508 nozzle steel adjacent to the weld is heated to a high enough temperature, which 
occurs near the weld/nozzle interface, the A508 reverts to austenite and becomes a face centered 
cubic (FCC) crystal.  During cooling, at about 700C or so, the FCC changes phase to a body 
centered cubic (BCC), whereby the volume changes.  Not only does the volume change, but 
there is an induced plasticity term associated with the expansion, cooling rate, and 
transformation kinetics.  This can have a profound effect on the prediction of weld residual 
stresses.  Reference [26] discusses applications of the Leblond model [27,28], which was 
developed to account for this phenomenon.  For the inlay problem, this phenomenon would not 
be important unless one of the repairs were made near the interface, or partially within, the 
nozzle.  The effect of phase transformation was not considered in this study.  
 

3.1.5 Validations/verification  
There is extensive validation of the computational weld models used for single material welds 
(see for instance [9,19,20]).  However, for DM welds, there is little validation data at present.  
Figure 4 shows a comparison for the DM weld validation problem discussed in European NESC 
program [29].  This was a DM weld round robin problem where, after the entire weld was 
completed, it was post weld heat treated (PWHT).  Therefore, modeling of the PWHT process 
was critical and proper creep constants for this are important.  The measurements were made 
using neutron diffraction and it is seen that the predictions are reasonable, certainly given the 
uncertainty regarding the PWHT creep process modeling.  There were also comparisons between 
predictions at other locations which were also satisfactory. 
 
In addition, the computational weld models are beginning to be validated as part of joint 
NRC/EPRI mock-up program, but that validation data will not be finalized for some time.  
However, EMC2 does have a validation case for a DM weld safety nozzle performed for a 
European utility, which showed good comparison to measurements based on deep hole drilling.  
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However, that comparison is not yet available, but will be presented at the 2010 ASME PVP 
conference.  
 

 
Figure 4 Axial residual stresses after welding, PWHT, and final machining is complete 

compared with neutron diffraction measurements (center of butter). 
 

3.2 Modeling of Inlay 
Figure 1 illustrates a typical inlay mitigation model that provides the current code case rules 
(which are being considered for approval).  The ferritic nozzle steel, seen on the left in Figure 1, 
is usually an A516-70 or A508 type of steel, although other ferritic materials are used.  This is 
clad with a stainless steel weld.  Prior to the inlay application, the DM weld is made.  Butter is 
applied to the nozzle steel, the Alloy 82/182 weld is deposited to the safe end, and then the safe 
end is welded to a section of stainless steel pipe in the field.  The inlay PWSCC mitigation 
method consists of machining a section of the DM weld and material on each side of the weld, 
and Alloy 52 is deposited in the region that is machined.  The Alloy 52 inlay is typically added 
for a distance of at least 1.5 mm below the pipe ID.  This extra material is then machined to the 
actual pipe ID.  At least two layers must be present after the final Alloy 52 machining step.  The 
inlay itself must extend at least 6 mm beyond any of the Alloy 82/182 material in order to fully 
protect the susceptible material.  The code case specifies temper bead deposition of the inlay to 
control micro-structure of the heat affected zone.  The maximum heat input for the inlay temper 
bead deposition is currently specified to be 1.8 kJ/mm.  Welding of the Alloy 52 material to the 
pipe is difficult.  Large grains are produced which can migrate across different weld passes and 
micro-cracks can develop in the weld metal.  The protective Alloy 52/152 layer, which has a 
higher chromium content compared to Alloy 82/182 (making it much less susceptible to 
PWSCC), must prevent fluid paths to the PWSCC susceptible Alloy 82/182 material.  Hence, 
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micro-cracking in the inlay material is a potential concern that is dealt with by using careful 
temper bead welding. 

3.2.1 Inlay weld process  
This effort was designed to examine the effects of inlays for the purpose of mitigating PWSCC 
in DM welds in PWR nozzles.  The first step in this analysis is to perform weld analyses of the 
inlay process for hot leg geometries.  After this, flaw growth calculations will be made to ensure 
that the inlay is effective in mitigating PWSCC.   
 
Two finite element models were developed for the inlay analyses.  The geometries chosen and 
the inlay application are being developed to conform to inlay draft code case requirements 
(discussed above), including the temper bead procedure.  Model 1 is identical to the case 
examined by AREVA in Document 81-9082202-000 (07-25-08), and Model 2 is a modification 
of the geometry used to produce the residual stresses that appear in the PRO-LOCA code [30].  
Both are Type 3A DM weld hot leg geometries.   
 
There are several key issues that make inlay modeling somewhat different from other DM weld 
models.  First, the temper bead welding process for the inlays must be included.  Second, the 
effect of phase transformation plasticity may need to be included (in later analyses) since the 
inlay only deposits a small layer of material along the length of the nozzle steel (this was 
neglected here).  Finally, the three-dimensional nature of the weld is not considered.   
 

3.2.1.1 Inlay weld model 1 
Figure 5 illustrates the weld model for the case examined by industry in the code case support 
analyses.  This geometry is referred to as Model 1.  As seen, a rather long section of nozzle is 
included but this is not important since boundary conditions prescribed at different locations 
along this length result in minimal differences in residual stresses.  As seen in Figure 5, A508 
nozzle material (orange color) is clad with 304 stainless steel prior to the DM weld.  The DM 
weld was deposited in 19 passes to a 316 stainless steel safe end.  (The results presented here 
actually combined the first two passes, so there were 18 DM weld passes deposited).  The 
deposition of the butter layer, followed by post weld heat treatment (PWHT) was not considered 
here since prior experience shows that it has little effect on the weld residual stresses in the DM 
weld region.  The PWHT tends to remove most residual stresses induced by the butter process.  
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Figure 5  Weld model for the dissimilar metal weld (DMW) and stainless steel (SS) safe end 

welds.  The weld passes are shown in different colors. 
 
Figure 6 illustrates one of the weld repairs modeled for this case.  A 50% region of material was 
removed from both the Alloy 82/182 butter and weld as seen in the top of Figure 6. Such a deep 
repair produces considerable tensile weld residual stresses along the pipe ID.  Such a deep repair  
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Figure 6  Weld repair model definition (top) which consisted of removing material to 

about 50% of the thickness and re-depositing in 12 passes.  The bottom Figure 
shows the inlay mesh and model along with dimensions after final machining. 

 
is considered to produce a conservative (highly tensile) weld residual stress state prior to the SS 
weld.  The repair shape, which is a little irregular, does not matter much in defining the final 
residual stress state.  It is also noted that repairs may occur entirely in the weld and butter, 
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partially in the weld and nozzle steel, or partially in the weld and the stainless steel.  Here the 
repair was entirely in the weld and butter.  Sensitivity studies performed recently, some of which 
are presented in Appendix C for repairs in the weld and butter alone, suggest that the repair depth 
is most important.  The effect of repairs being made partially in the nozzle or stainless steel safe-
end should be looked at in the future. 
 
Next, the stainless steel weld is deposited in 23 passes (Figure 5) to a section of 316 stainless 
steel pipe.  It is interesting to note that this stainless steel weld provides an important beneficial 
effect on the axial and hoop weld residual stresses that develop in the vicinity of the DM weld 
along the pipe ID.  The radial shrinkage of the stainless steel weld acts in a similar manner as the 
mechanical stress improvement process (MSIP) if the weld is close enough to the DM weld.  
Here (Figure 5), the centerline to centerline distances between the DM and SS welds is about 93 
mm, which is well within the beneficial range.  It is noted that the VC Summer plant did not 
have this stainless steel safe end weld which may have contributed to the cracking in the hot leg 
pipe.  Finally, as seen in the bottom of Figure 6, the inlay region is machined out and the Alloy 
52 inlay material is deposited in three layers.  After deposition of the three layers, the inlay 
material extends 1.5 mm below the original pipe ID.  The final step consists of machining this 
1.5 mm layer. 
 
The inlay modeling procedure is fully described in Figure 7 and Figure 8 with a series of eight 
steps for Model 1.  Example stresses are shown here, but are described in more detail later.  In 
Step 1 of Figure 7, the original DM weld is made.  The effect of modeling the butter and post 
weld heat treat (PWHT) prior to the deposition of this DM weld was omitted here.  Step 1 shows 
the DM weld area in red, which is the weld fusion zone from the weld model.  Step 2 shows the 
removal of the weld repair material in gray.  The repair weld was deposited in 12 passes. 
 
Step 3 shows the axial weld residual stresses after completion of the weld repair.  The stress 
contours are shown in MPa in the scale in Figure 7.  Tensile axial residual stresses appear on the 
pipe ID at the location of the DM weld.  These high stresses are driven by the weld repair.  Step 
4 shows the effect of the hydro-test application to the safe end.  A pressure equivalent to 1.25 
times the operating pressure of 15.5 MPa is applied and released.  From Figure 7, it is seen that 
the hydro-test application slightly reduces the axial weld residual stresses. 
 
Step 5 in Figure 7 shows the axial weld residual stresses after application of the stainless steel 
safe end to pipe weld.  The weld lines are drawn in the Step 5 figure for both DM and SS welds.  
It is seen that the stainless steel weld reduces the axial stresses in the region of the DM weld. 
 
Figure 8 (Step 6) shows the axial weld residual stresses after deposition of the three inlay layers.  
These three layers were deposited using 137 passes.  The final layer, which extends 1.5 mm 
below the pipe ID, is evident here.  Note that a rather significant length of tensile weld residual 
stresses occur along the entire inlay region for a distance above the inlay along much of the pipe 
ID and at the DM weld location.  It is seen from Figure 5 that a very fine mesh was required in 
this region to capture the weld residual stress pattern correctly.  Clearly, while the inlay material 
is resistant to PWSCC compared to the Alloy 82 material, the weld residual stresses produced are 
tensile.  This will have an important impact on inlay effectiveness. 
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Figure 7  Weld modeling steps for inlay.  Steps through deposition of the SS weld.  This is 

for Case 1 of Table 1, which had a 50% pre-service repair (see Section 3.2.3). 
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Figure 8  Inlay modeling steps 6 to 8 and some axial stress results.  This is for Case 1 of 

Table 1, which had a 50% pre-service repair (see Section 3.2.3). 
 
Finally, Steps 7 and 8 of Figure 8 show the axial weld residual stress pattern after removal of a 
1.5 mm region of the inlay, and at operating pressure and temperature (300 C) conditions.   

3.2.1.2 Inlay weld model 2  
The second model chosen for inlay analysis is for a hot leg geometry that was used to produce 
the weld residual stress distributions that appear in the PRO-LOCA code in Reference [30].  This 
geometry is quite a bit thicker than the model analyzed above (~86 mm versus 68 mm).  The 
original PRO-LOCA hot leg model is shown at the top of Figure 9.  The original model used 
A516-70 material for the nozzle and a machined region under the Alloy 82/182 DM weld.   
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Figure 9  Model and dimensions for second inlay analysis.  This model is identical to the 

geometry used to produce the PRO-LOCA residual stress distribution for the 
hot leg. 

 
The hot leg Model 2 considered in this report is shown in Figure 9.  The inlay model considered 
here also included a safe end weld.  Other inlay models will be analyzed using this same 
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geometry, but will not include the safe end weld.  The full inlay model is seen in Figure 10.  It 
has the slight offset between the nozzle and the stainless steel pipe as often seen in practice.  
However, we have observed that this offset has little effect on the DM weld residual stresses. 
 

 
Figure 10 Full hot leg model for inlay model number 2. 

 
 
Before presenting the inlay results for Model 2 (Section 4.2) it is useful to compare the weld 
residual stresses predicted here with those produced several years ago for this model [30].  These 
are nearly identical models except the nozzle materials were different (A516-70 for the original 
model and A508 for Model 2).  The material property differences between A516 and A508 are 
small.  Figure 11 compares the axial weld residual stresses after the DM weld is completed 
between the original model and Model 2 (before application of the inlay).  This is after the 
hydro-test and release, at room temperature.  This figure illustrates that despite a large difference 
in mesh refinement, the final results are quite close.  Note also that the new analysis, which used 
an extremely fine mesh in the area where the inlay will be subsequently deposited, did not alter 
the results significantly.  Therefore, the mesh refinement used in the past is adequate for weld 
analyses. 

3.2.2 Temper bead welding 
Figure 12 illustrates the temper bead weld process.  Because Alloy 52 weld material is difficult 
to weld, the temper bead process is used, as specified in the code case.  As the weld bead is 
deposited and cools, there are several temperature ranges that the base metal and prior weld 
metal (for passes which are deposited on or near previously deposited passes) experience.  The 
material closest to the molten weld bead, which experiences temperatures to about 1050 C, tends 
to lead to a coarse grain heat affected zone (HAZ) structure.  Beyond this, to about 900 C, a fine 
grained HAZ structure develops.  Figure 12 also shows the inter-critical and sub-critical zones as 
well.  The sizes of these zones depend on weld heat input and the corresponding cooling rates.   
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Figure 11  Comparison of axial weld residual stresses from original model [30] and the 

new Model 2.  These results are after repair weld of 12% of the thickness with 
no stainless steel weld or inlay applied.  Top model is the original model. 
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Figure 12 Temper bead weld metallurgy 

 
 

Figure 13 illustrates how additional weld beads ‘temper’, or can be used to control the 
microstructure of the HAZ regions for the base and weld materials. One can see that the coarse 
and fine grained HAZ regions can be controlled by the temper bead process. In general the 
temper bead process utilizes small weld passes and low heat input.  Modeling this effect in a 
three dimensional weld model poses no difficulties since the heat inputs (amps, volts, torch 
speed) are simply input.  However, modeling this in a two dimensional model is more of a 
challenge since two dimensional effects are somewhat artificial.  Here we attempted to keep the 
weld melt zone about 5 to 10% (maximum) beyond the molten deposited metal.  Also, two heat 
input ranges for the temper bead welding were considered.  For Model 1, the effect of heat input 
on the weld residual stresses after cool down (room temperature) are compared in Figure 14.  
 
This figure presents line plots of weld residual stresses through the pipe thickness at the weld 
centerline and along the butter – weld interface for different heat inputs.  It is clearly seen that 
the higher the heat input used for the inlay temper bead weld process, the lower the magnitude of 
weld stresses produced.  However, the spatial distribution is very similar.  The weld residual 
stresses are mainly affected in and near the inlay region.  The weld residual stresses are very 
similar except that the lower heat input case produces stresses that are lower in magnitude.  Also 
shown in Figure 14 are line plots of weld residual stresses predicted independently by another 
organization for code case support.  The code case analysis used kinematic hardening but the 
actual heat input used is not known.  The comparison of the solutions indicates the results 
between the analyses are similar. Note that isotropic hardening, used here, tends to predict the 
pass to pass stress fluctuations more so than kinematic hardening.  Also, kinematic hardening 
tends to produce lower bound results. 
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Figure 13 Overlapping weld beads and tempering. 
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Figure 14 Weld residual stresses for inlay temper bead welds – heat input effect. 
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3.2.3 Cases studied and description  
There were a number of weld analysis cases considered for each hot leg geometry in this study.  
Moreover, using these weld residual stress analyses results different crack growth analyses were 
performed, which will be discussed later.  A complete listing and description of the welding 
residual stress results are given in Appendix C.   
 
 

Table 1 Weld Residual Stress Analysis Cases Considered for Model 1 

WRS 
Case # WRS case 

Inlay 
depth Comments 

1 50% pre-service repair 3mm DMW-50% Repair-SS Weld- Inlay 
2 50% PWSCC repair 3mm DMW-SS Weld-50% Repair-Inlay 
3 75% (2-inch) pre-service repair 3mm DMW-75% Repair-SS Weld- Inlay 
4 75% (2-inch) PWSCC repair 3mm DMW-SS Weld-75% Repair-Inlay 
5 50%preservice-75%PWSCC repair 3mm DMW-50% Repair-SS Weld- 75% Repair- Inlay 
6 50% pre-service repair 6mm DMW-50% Repair-SS Weld- Inlay 
7 50% PWSCC repair 6mm DMW-SS Weld-50% Repair-Inlay 
8 50% pre-service repair – No SS Weld None DMW-50% Repair* 
9 50% pre-service repair –SS Weld None DMW-50% Repair-SS Weld* 

10 Pre-existing flaw cases 3mm Deep embedded OD flaw and embedded flaw near ID*

11 50% pre-service repair 3mm 
DMW-50% Repair-SS Weld- Inlay* 

Cast Stainless Steel Properties 
*Results only in Appendix C 

 
 
 
Two general weld analysis cases were considered here with two distinct types of repairs.  The 
first is called a pre-service repair.  This type of repair considers the original DM weld, a repair, 
followed by the stainless steel weld, and then the inlay application.  The second type of repair is 
called a PWSCC repair.  This is defined as a repair that occurs after the stainless steel weld, but 
prior to the inlay application.  For Model 1 (Figure 5), the different inlay weld analysis cases are 
listed in Table 1.  The weld residual stress analyses performed for Model 2 (Figure 10) are 
shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2  Weld Residual Stress Analysis Cases for Model 2. 

WRS 
Case # WRS case 

Inlay 
depth Comments 

1 12% pre-service repair 3mm DMW-12% Repair-SS Weld- Inlay 
2 12% preservice-12%PWSCC repair  3mm DMW-12% Repair-SS Weld-12% Repair-Inlay
3 12% PWSCC repair 3mm DMW-SS-12% Repair-Inlay 
4 50% pre-service repair 3mm DMW-50% Repair-SS-Inlay 
5 50% PWSCC repair 3mm DMW-SS-50% Repair-Inlay 
6 25% pre-service repair 3mm DMW-25% Repair-SS-Inlay 
7 25% PWSCC repair 3mm DMW-SS-25% Repair-Inlay 
8 12% repair – No SS weld None DMW-12% repair – No SS weld* 
9 25% repair – No SS weld None DMW-25% repair – No SS weld* 

10 50% repair – No SS weld None DMW-50% repair – No SS weld* 
11 12% repair –SS weld None DMW-12% repair – SS weld* 
12 25% repair –  SS weld None DMW-25% repair – SS weld* 
13 50% repair – SS weld None DMW-50% repair – SS weld* 

*Results only in Appendix C 
 

4 Weld Residual Stress Results 
The inlay weld residual stresses for both Model 1 and Model 2 for the cases listed in Table 1 and 
Table 2, respectively, are presented in this section.  Only the cases relevant to the flaw 
evaluations are summarized here.  For completeness, all welding residual stress results are 
summarized in Appendix C. 

4.1 Model 1 Weld Residual Stress Results 
The first case considered is Case 1 in Table 1 which is a 50% pre-service repair with the inlay 
applied.  This case will be presented in some detail while only key results of some of the other 
similar cases will be presented.  The axial weld residual stresses after deposition of the full three 
inlay layers are shown in Figure 15.  The top illustration shows the stresses for a large region of 
the DM weld and the stainless steel weld.  It is seen that the stresses in the DM weld region go 
from a high value of tension at the region of the inlay, through a compression zone in the middle 
of the DM weld, to tension at the ID.  The axial weld residual stress zone in the inlay region 
extends over nearly the entire inlay region.  The lower illustration in Figure 15 shows details of 
the axial weld residual stresses after deposition of all three inlay layers.  The white lines illustrate 
the boundaries of the nozzle material, the Alloy 82/182 butter and weld material, the stainless 
steel safe end, and the Alloy 52 inlay material (outlined with dash lines separating the first two 
layers from the third layer.)  The butter near the left side of the lower illustration is seen to 
undercut the nozzle material as is typical in DM welds.  The required mesh refinement is evident.  
The inlay was deposited with 137 passes to properly model the effect of the temper bead weld 
procedure. 
 
The hoop weld residual stresses after deposition of the full three inlay layers are shown in Figure 
16.  Again, the top illustration shows the stresses for a large region of the DM weld and the 
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stainless steel weld.  It is seen that the hoop stresses in the DM weld region are quite high at the 
region of the inlay.  As with axial weld residual stresses, the hoop weld residual stress zone in 
the inlay region extends over nearly the entire inlay region.  The lower illustration in Figure 16 
shows details of the hoop weld residual stresses after deposition of all three inlay layers.   
 
The axial weld residual stresses prior to, and after machining the third inlay layer are compared 
in Figure 17 (room temperature).  It is seen that the axial stress transfer after machining actually 
increases the stress very near the ID of the pipe.  The large axial tensile stresses in the inlay 
could help initiate and grow micro-cracks in the Alloy 52 inlay.  This effect will be studied 
Section 5 where PWSCC is modeled. 
 
Finally, weld residual stress contour plots are presented in Figure 18 and Figure 19 for the inlay 
at service conditions (15.5 MPa pressure, temperature = 300C).  Figure 18 presents axial stresses 
and Figure 19 presents hoop stresses.  It is important to emphasize that proper prediction of weld 
residual stresses for inlay PWSCC mitigation cannot be made without a very fine mesh.  For 
these predictions isotropic hardening and axis-symmetry assumptions were used.  The Alloy 52 
material was modeled using Alloy 82/182 properties since material properties Alloy 52 material 
were not available at the time.  However, it is now known that the stress-strain curves for Alloy 
182/82 and Alloy 152/52 are very similar and only differ slightly at room temperature.  The 
comparison is shown in Appendix B. 
 
Finally, it is noted that ABAQUS was used for these predictions.  Since the Alloy 182/82 
material and Alloy 52/152 material are different, the modeling approach required careful 
attention to when the different materials were deposited, removed, and re-deposited.  Since one 
cannot change material definitions within ABAQUS, it was necessary to define two sets of 
elements (over lapping) with the identical nodes.  Each element set was assigned a different set 
of properties and removed/activated when necessary.   
  
The contour plots of weld residual stresses for the other cases considered in Table 1 will not be 
shown here since only the line plots are important for the PWSCC assessment.   
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Figure 15  Axial weld residual stresses after deposition of the Alloy 52/152 inlay but prior 
to machining Layer 3 of the inlay.   The top illustration shows a global view of 
the stress pattern at the DM and SS weld regions.  The bottom illustration 
shows the stresses with the mesh refinement shown near the DMW weld.   
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Figure 16  Hoop weld residual stresses after deposition of the Alloy 52/152 inlay but prior 
to machining Layer 3 of the inlay.   The top illustration shows a global view of 
the stress pattern at the DM and SS weld regions.  The bottom illustration 
shows the stresses with the mesh refinement shown near the DM weld.  
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Figure 17  Comparison of axial weld residual stresses before and after machining of inlay 

layer number 3.   
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Figure 18  Axial weld residual stress in inlay repair at service conditions (15.5 MPa 

pressure and 300C).   
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Figure 19  Hoop weld residual stress in inlay repair at service conditions (15.5 MPa 

pressure and 300C).   
 

4.1.1 Line plots of weld residual stresses for Model 1 
Line plots of the weld residual stresses at several locations are shown for many of the cases listed 
in Table 1.  These line plots are used for the PWSCC crack growth analyses conducted in Section 
5.   
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4.1.1.1 Case 1 (50% Pre-service repair) 
Structural integrity assessments will be made for all inlay models considered.  This will consist 
of PWSCC analyses of cracks growing through the Alloy 52 inlay layer and through the Alloy 
82/182 DM weld.  Both idealized and natural crack growth is considered in Section 5.  For this 
purpose, line plots of stresses through the thickness at several critical locations will be presented.  
 
The weld residual stress distribution that develops along the inner surface of the DM inlay weld 
is presented prior to showing the through thickness stresses.  Figure 20 and Figure 21 show both 
axial and hoop weld residual stresses (respectively) along the inner surface of the pipe at the 
different stages of welding (after the 50% pre-service weld repair is complete).  The pre- and 
post- hydro test results represent the axial stresses that develop in the safe-end prior to 
introducing the stainless steel weld.  The pre-hydro test results are before introducing the hydro-
test load (1.25 time operation pressure).  These plots also show the butter weld line and both 
sides of the Alloy 82/182 weld on the ID of the pipe for reference.  The centerline of the stainless 
steel weld is also shown.  The hydro-test has a minimal effect on the weld residual stresses 
within the butter and weld, reducing both axial and hoop stresses slightly along the right half of 
the weld at the pipe ID.  It is seen that the introduction of the stainless steel safe-end to pipe weld 
has an important effect of significantly lowering both axial and hoop weld residual stresses in the 
Alloy 82/182 region of the DM welded pipe.  This effect is well known and suggests that pipe 
systems without this weld may develop PWSCC (as was seen in VC Summer).  The ‘inlay 
complete’ and ‘inlay-machine’ in Figure 20 and Figure 21 represent the stresses after completing 
the inlay and after machining the bottom layer, respectively.  The inlay significantly raises both 
axial and hoop weld residual stresses along the ID.  Although not shown here, the constraint 
(measured as the one third the trace of the stress tensor) is quite large in this region as well.  
High constraint is known to reduce fracture toughness.  Finally, the service stresses are shown in 
these figures and are reduced mainly due to the elastic modulus decrease as the temperature rises 
from room temperature to 300C.  However, the thermal expansion mismatch between the 
materials, where the stainless steel expands more as it is heated, plays a role in service stresses as 
well. 
 
The weld residual stresses through the thickness of the DM weld tend to drive the PWSCC 
growth rates.  These stresses are shown at several different times during the weld and inlay 
fabrication process in the following plots.  Figure 22 shows the axial weld residual stresses along 
the weld/safe-end line.  The inset in Figure 22 illustrates this location.  The normalized distance 
is measured from the bottom of the pipe at the location of the inlay prior to machining (hence the 
values in Figure 22 start at a normalized distance of about 1.5/68 = 0.02) since these results are 
all presented after machining.  These stresses would then drive a circumferential crack through 
the pipe wall along this interface.  The stresses along this line have not been smoothed.  
However, because this location is at a junction between different materials, and the hoop stresses 
can be discontinuous (see for instance Figure 19), such local fluctuations are possible.  However, 
the ABAQUS plotting routine contributes to this effect and the results will be smoothed before 
structural integrity assessments are made.  From Figure 22, the inlay markedly increases the weld 
residual stresses for a significant distance through the pipe wall thickness.  The normalized 
length of the inlay thickness is about 0.07t and it is seen that the stresses go from tensile to 
compressive at about 0.14t.  This shows that the inlay increases the tensile stress zone for a 
distance of about twice the total inlay thickness (before machining).   
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Figure 20  Axial weld residual stress line plots along the inner surface of the DM weld at 

different stages of the analysis. 
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Figure 21  Hoop weld residual stress line plots along the inner surface of the DM weld at 

different stages of the analysis.   
 
Figure 23 through Figure 25 illustrate through-wall residual stresses at the center of the DM 
weld, the butter/weld fusion line, and the butter/nozzle fusion line, respectively.  In all cases, the 
axial stresses increase from the compressive stress state that existed after deposition of the safe 
end weld to tensile after deposition of the inlay.   
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Figure 22  Axial weld residual stress line plots along the DM weld and 316 SS safe end at 

different stages of the analysis.   
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Figure 23  Axial and hoop weld residual stress line plots along the centerline of the DM 

weld at different stages of the analysis. 
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Figure 24  Axial and hoop weld residual stress line plots along the Butter/DM Weld at 

different stages of the analysis. 
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Figure 25  Axial weld residual stress line plot along the A508/Butter weld line at different 

stages of the analysis. 

4.1.1.2 Cases 2 (50% PWSCC Repair), Case 3 (75% pre-service repair), and Case 4 (75% 
PWSCC repair 

Results are presented for Cases 2 through 4 from Table 1 in the form of line plots.  The analysis 
procedures were quite similar to that shown in detail for Case 1.  The line plots will be presented 
for different locations through the DM weld. 
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Figure 26 shows the weld residual stresses plotted through the weld centerline.  The result for the 
50% pre-service repair (Case 1 of Table 1) is represented by the red curve (this result was also 
shown in Section 4.1.1.1).  The black line represents the case of a 50 % PWSCC repair (Case 2).  
It is seen that the magnitude of the axial weld residual stresses remains about the same.  
However, for the PWSCC repair, the axial stresses reverse from tension to compression at about 
25% of the wall thickness compared with about 15% for the case of the pre-service repair.  This 
will result in PWSCC crack growth rates that are different from the baseline case of the repair 
before the stainless steel weld, with growth rates likely to be higher.   
 
As seen also in Figure 26 for the weld centerline case, the 75% deep pre-service repair (Case 3 in 
Table 1) does not significantly affect the stress state as compared with the 50% repair.  
Apparently, the repair depth effect is obliterated by the inlay weld.  In addition, the 75% deep 
PWSCC repair (Case 4 in Table 1) does not significantly affect the stress state as compared with 
the 50% PWSCC repair.  In essence, when inlay is involved, the depth of the repair (50% or 
75%) has less of an effect on the through-wall residual stress distribution compared with whether 
the repair occurs before or after the stainless steel weld.  The beneficial effects of the stainless 
steel weld are eliminated when the repair is made after the stainless steel weld is deposited.  
 
The stress results along the DMW/SS line is shown at the bottom of Figure 26.   The trends are 
similar to the results from the weld centerline, but the values differ slightly. 
 
Results of Cases 1 through 4 from Table 1 are also shown in Figure 27 for the DMW/Butter line 
in (top) and Butter/Nozzle line (bottom).  Again, the trends shown in Figure 27 are similar to that 
from the weld centerline results.  The effect of the weld repair depth is not as important as 
whether the repair is made before or after the stainless steel weld.   
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Figure 26  Through thickness stresses at operating temperature (300C), no pressure, for 

different analysis cases.  (top) weld centerline (bottom) DMW/SS line. 
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Figure 27  Through thickness stresses at operating temperature (300C), no pressure, for 
different analysis cases.  (top) DMW/Butter (bottom) Butter/Nozzle. 
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4.1.1.3 Case 5 (50% pre-service repair and 75% PWSCC repair) 
From Table 1, Case 5 is a combination repair case and consists of a 50% pre-service repair and a 
75% PWSCC repair that is applied prior to the inlay application.  Figure 28 shows the weld 
residual stresses through the nozzle weld centerline for Case 5 (black line with black markers).  
It is seen that Case 5 is the worst possible repair scenario, although it appears to be unlikely.  The 
weld residual stresses are tensile for more than 60% of the wall thickness.  For all of the PWSCC 
repair examples (Cases 2, 4, and 5), the stress does not cross from tension to compression until 
nearly 60% of the wall thickness and the stress at the OD remains compressive.  For all of the 
pre-service repair examples (Cases 1 and 3) the weld residual stresses are tensile at the pipe OD.  
However, it is clear that the inlay causes tensile weld residual stresses at the nozzle ID of 
between 300 and 400 MPa for all repair cases. 
 

 
 

Figure 28  Axial through-wall stresses at weld center-line for Cases 1 to 5. 
 
The results for other locations for Case 5 are shown in Figure 29 for the DMW/SS line location, 
Figure 30 for the DMW/butter line, and Figure 31 for the nozzle/butter line.  The results for Case 
4, which was a 75% PWSCC repair, are shown as well for comparison purposes.  Case 4 is the 
worst location in terms of weld residual stresses for driving a PWSCC crack.   
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Figure 29 Axial through-wall stresses at DMW/SS line for Case 5. 

 
 

 
Figure 30 Axial through-wall stresses at DMW/Butter line for Case 5. 
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Figure 31 Axial through-wall stresses at Nozzle/Butter line for Case 5. 

 

4.1.1.4 Cases 6 and 7 inlay 6-mm thick (50% pre-service repair and 75% PWSCC repair) 
The crack growth assessments discussed later in Section 5 show that crack growth through the 
inlay and into the underlying Alloy 182/82 weld metal may be rather fast for some of the severe 
weld cases.  In this section, a thicker inlay was investigated.  While it can be anticipated that a 
thicker inlay may have a residual stress field similar to the 3-mm inlay, the additional time it 
takes to grow through the thicker material would provide more margin.  Here the weld residual 
stresses for Cases 6 and 7, a 6-mm thick inlay, are presented. 
 
The weld residual stresses for Case 6, which is a 50% pre-service repair, followed by the 
stainless steel weld and the application of the 6-mm inlay are shown in Figure 32 (at the weld 
centerline and along the DM weld and stainless steel line and in Figure 33 along the DMW/butter 
and nozzle/butter lines).  It is seen for both these pre-service repair cases that the maximum 
magnitude of the axial weld residual stresses at the ID are almost identical between the two inlay 
cases.  Moreover, the distance where the stresses cross from tension to compression is deeper 
through the thickness for the 6-mm inlay as compared with the 3-mm inlay.  The level of 
compressive stress is also slightly larger in magnitude for the thicker inlay.  This will lead to 
slightly faster PWSCC growth within the 6-mm inlay due to the higher weld residual stresses.  
However, as will be seen in Section 5, the time growth within the inlay is much greater. 
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Figure 32   Axial weld residual stresses for 6-mm inlay for Case 6 compared with the Case 
1 result.  These are both pre-service repairs with different inlay thickness. 
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Figure 33  Axial weld residual stresses for 6-mm inlay for Case 6 compared with the Case 

1 result.  These are both pre-service repairs with different inlay thickness. 
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The weld residual stresses for the 6-mm and 3-mm inlay with a 50% PWSCC repair are 
compared in Figure 34 and Figure 35.  Again, the 6-mm inlay case has slightly higher weld 
residual stresses.  
 

 
Figure 34   Comparison of weld residual stresses between Case 2 (3-mm inlay) and Case 7 

(6-mm inlay) at the weld centerline and along the DMW/SS line. 
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Figure 35  Comparison of weld residual stresses between Case 2 (3-mm inlay) and Case 7 

(6-mm inlay) along the DMW/butter line and along the nozzle DM weld line. 
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Finally, a comparison between the 50% pre-service and PWSCC repair cases with different 
thickness inlays are shown in Figure 36.  The PWSCC repair case has higher weld residual 
stresses at the ID and cross into compression deeper through the pipe wall.  Also, the 6-mm inlay 
produces a slightly more tensile WRS field as compared with the thinner inlay. 
 

 
Figure 36  Residual stress comparisons for the 50% repair cases. 

 
Additional weld residual stress analyses (Cases 8-11 in Table 1) were performed for the Model 1 
case and are presented in Appendix C.  Cases 8 and 9 provide baseline analysis results with no 
inlay.  Case 10 examines a pre-existing flaw in the DM weld prior to applying the inlay.  Finally, 
Case 11 examines the effect of assuming cast stainless steel material properties for the safe end.  
 

4.2 Model 2 Weld Residual Stress Results 
The details of the Model 2 geometry were presented in Section 3.2.1.2.  Here, only the results for 
Case 1 of Table 2 are presented so that a direct comparison of the full field weld residual stresses 
for Models 1 and 2 can be made.  Figure 37 illustrates the axial weld residual stresses after 
completion of the inlay, but prior to machining of the third inlay layer.  Comparing to Figure 15, 
the residual stress pattern from Model 2 differs from the Model 1 results.  In particular, the 
compressive residual stresses are higher in magnitude for this model (Model 2).  Recall that the 
repair for Model 1 was 50% through the thickness while the repair depth for Model 2 was 12%.  
Figure 38 shows the effect of machining on the axial stress state.  The response is similar to 
Model 1 where overall the axial stresses slightly decreased, but the stresses at the pipe ID 
increased.  Finally, Figure 39 and Figure 40 illustrate the axial and hoop residual stresses for the 
Model 2 case at operation temperature and pressure, respectively.  In general, the weld residual 
stresses for Model 1 are lower in absolute magnitude than those for Model 2. 
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Figure 37  Axial weld residual stresses after deposition of the Alloy 52/152 inlay but prior 

to machining the third inlay layer.   The top illustration shows a global view of 
the stress pattern at the DM and SS weld regions.  The bottom illustration shows 
the stresses with the mesh refinement shown near the DM weld.   
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Figure 38  Comparison of axial weld residual stresses before and after machining inlay 

layer number 3 for Model 2 
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Figure 39  Axial weld residual stress in inlay repair at service conditions (15.5 MPa 

pressure and 300C) for Model 2. 
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Figure 40  Hoop weld residual stress in inlay at service conditions (15.5 MPa pressure and 

300C) for Model 2 
 

4.2.1 Model 2 line plots for structural integrity assessment 
Finally, line plots of residual stresses are presented for Model 2.  These are the stresses that are 
used for structural integrity assessments.  As with the line plots for Model 1, some of these line 
plots have a jagged appearance.  This is due to the ABAQUS plotting routines and occurs along 
different material interfaces. 

4.2.1.1 Case 1 (12% pre-service repair) for Model 2 
Figure 41 and Figure 42 illustrate line plots along the pipe inner diameter (ID) at different stages 
of the analysis, for axial and hoop components, respectively.  The post hydro-test plot line  
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Figure 41  Axial weld residual stress line plots along the inner surface of the DM weld at 

different stages of the analysis for Model 2  
 
 
shows tensile weld residual stresses in the butter region and low-level tensile stresses in the weld.  
For Model 1 (Figure 20), the same general pattern is observed but the axial stresses are more 
tensile in the weld for this model.  Recall that Model 1 had a 50% repair while Model 2 had a 
12% repair.  The hoop stresses likewise show a similar shape between Model 1 (Figure 21) and 
Model 2 (Figure 42).  However, the post hydro-test hoop stresses remain tensile along the ID for 
Model 2.   
 
After the stainless steel weld, the axial stresses reduce, but remain tensile near the edge of the 
butter region (Figure 41).  By contrast, the axial stresses remain tensile for Model 1 (Figure 20) 
after the SS weld is completed.  This is because the DM and SS welds are farther apart for this 
model (~12 mm closer centerline to centerline) compared with the Model 1.   
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Figure 42  Hoop weld residual stress line plots along the inner surface of the DM weld at 

different stages of the analysis for Model 2 
 
If the stainless steel safe end to pipe weld is too far from the DM weld the benefit of the SS weld 
is not realized.  If a repair occurs after the SS weld, it will likely remove all benefit of the SS 
weld.  Such situations should be carefully examined in nuclear plant repair procedures since 
these pipes are more likely to experience PWSCC.  
 
Figure 41 and Figure 42 also show the effect of the inlay on the axial and hoop weld residual 
stresses.  Both stress components are quite high.   
 
Figure 43 shows axial weld residual stress line plots through the pipe wall at the weld centerline 
and compares the stress to those from Model 1.  The centerline plot is at a temperature of 300C 
only while the bottom plot at the DMW/SS line include pressure loads.  These plots are 
normalized by the thickness (recall that Model 1 is 68mm thick and Model 2 is 86 mm thick).  
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Very high levels of tensile axial weld residual stress develop near the pipe ID.  The Model 2 
stresses remain tensile for a distance of almost 30% through the pipe wall along the DMW/SS 
interface.  This is significant since tensile stresses exist for a large distance into the Alloy 182/82 
material for Model 2.  Since the inlay thickness (after machining) is 3mm, this represents only 
3.4% of the wall thickness for Model 2!  The compressive stresses for Model 2 are larger in 
magnitude compared with Model 1 along both interfaces (Figure 43).  Figure 44 illustrates the 
axial weld residual stresses in the DMW/Butter for both Models 1 and 2.  The axial stresses for 
Model 2 extend to nearly 30% of the pipe wall.   
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Figure 43 Axial stresses at the DM weld centerline for Models 1 and 2. 
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Figure 44 Axial stresses at the DM weld interfaces for Models 1 and 2 
 

4.2.1.2 Cases 2 and 3 for Model 2 
From Table 2, Case 2 represents a 12% pre-service/12% PWSCC repair and Case 3 represents a 
12% PWSCC repair only.  This repair depth is small compared with the repair depth considered 
with Model 1.  Figure 45 illustrates the through-wall thickness weld residual stresses (axial) at 
the weld centerline (top) and the DMW/SS line (bottom).  It is seen that the stresses are quite 
similar between Cases 1 to 3.  Case 2, a 12% pre-service/12%PWSCC repair, is the worse case 
since the stresses rise sharply to about 200 MPa just after crossing the zero stress line.  However, 
the differences between the 12% deep repair cases are relatively small.  Figure 46 shows a 
comparison of stresses at the DMW/butter and the nozzle/butter line.  There are some 
differences, especially along the nozzle/butter line.  However, the PWSCC crack growth should 
not differ significantly between the cases. 
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Figure 45 Weld residual stresses for Model 2, Cases 1 to 3 (center line and DMW/SS line). 
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Figure 46  Weld residual stresses for Model 2, Cases 1 to 3 (DMW/butter and 

nozzle/butter). 
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4.2.1.3 Cases 4 and 5 for Model 2  
To complete the weld residual stress distributions for Cases 4 to 7 are presented here, with 
emphasis on the 50% repair cases (see Table 2).  More details of the 25% repair cases (Cases 6 
and 7) along with WRS with no inlay are included in Appendix C for reference.  Figure 47 
shows the axial WRS distribution for the Model 2, PWSCC repair cases considered here.  These 
are at 300C, with no pressure applied.  It is clear that the deeper PWSCC repair cases will result 
in the more rapid through-wall circumferential crack growth at all locations.  In particular, the 
50% PWSCC repair has the lowest magnitude of compressive stresses (which will slow down 
crack growth as the crack transgresses this compressive field), and the longest depth through the 
nozzle wall where tension prevails.  Note also by comparison to Figure 34 and Figure 35 (model 
1 50% PWSCC results) that Model 1 has a similar WRS field except that the axial stresses on the 
OD remain compressive for Model 1.  This means that the circumferential length of the crack for 
Case 1 will be longest for the 50% PWSCC cracks. 
 

 
Figure 47 Axial through-wall WRS for PWSCC repairs for Model 2. 
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Figure 48 shows the pre-service repair through thickness axial WRS at the weld centerline and 
along the dissimilar metal weld/butter line (the other locations at the nozzle/DMW and DMW/SS 
lines are similar).  The 50% pre-service repair case showed slightly higher compressive stress 
mid-wall, which will increase the crack growth rate as compared to the other cases. 
 

 
 

Figure 48 Axial through-wall WRS for Pre-service repairs for Model 2. 
 
Finally, Figure 49 compares weld residual stresses for two of the different types of repairs 
considered here (50% pre-service and 50% PWSCC) for Model 2.  These represent Cases 4 and 
5 from Table 2.  The PWSCC repair eliminates the stress benefit of the stainless steel safe-end 
weld.  Because the inlay is applied after all other processes are completed, the stresses in the 
inlay itself, for both Models 1 and 2, are very similar over the inlay and slightly beyond it (about 
10% of nozzle wall on average).  The inlay produces tensile axial WRS in this region.  The effect 
of the repair depth is only important if the depth is considerably deeper than the inlay depth.  
Here, for the three repair depths considered (12%, 25%, and 50%), only repairs greater than 25% 
had an important effect on the final inlay stresses.  This is because the inlay dominates the WRS 
for depths less than about 10% of the nozzle wall for 3 mm deep inlays. 
 
Appendix C provides WRS results for some of the other cases listed in Table 1 and Table 2 that 
were not presented in this section.  In particular, the WRS field for these model geometries with 
and without the stainless steel weld (with no inlay are presented) for both model geometries for 
cases of different repair depths.  These can be used as references values for PWSCC analyses 
performed in the future. 
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Figure 49  Comparison of the 50% pre-service and PWSCC repair cases for Model 2. 
 

5 Crack Growth Efforts 
ASME Section XI Draft Code Case N-776, “Nickel Alloy Reactor Coolant Inlay and Onlay for 
Mitigation of PWR Full Penetration Circumferential Nickel Alloy Welds in Class 1 Items,” 
states that it is required to demonstrate that a postulated surface breaking planar flaw that is 
1.5mm deep will not grow through thickness due to fatigue for the life of the inlay.  Only fatigue 
is required because the Alloy 52 material used for the inlay is assumed to be non-susceptible to 
PWSCC.   In this section of the report, using current PWSCC growth rate data on Alloy 52/152, 
PWSCC growth analyses are conducted for a similar postulated surface breaking flaw in the 
inlay.  These analyses will add insight into the in-service inspection intervals required for welds 
mitigated with inlays. 
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5.1 Determination of Crack Growth Parameters  

5.1.1 PWSCC growth model – MPR-115 
PWSCC of the inlay and main DM weld is the only subcritical cracking mechanism that is 
considered in this study.  For many of the applications where inlays may be used, the fatigue 
usage factor is small and therefore can be neglected.  Over the recent years, researchers have 
conducted laboratory experiments to measure the growth rate of PWSCC in Alloy 82/182 DM 
welds.  The collective experimental data used in this effort have been gathered and analyzed by 
EPRI in MRP-115 [31].   In this effort, a distribution of crack growth rates as a function of 
temperature, alloy, and crack orientation were developed.  These data were fit to the following 
functional form: 
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where 
a&   =  crack growth rate at temperature T in m/s 
Qg  =  thermal activation energy for crack growth = 130 kJ/mole 
R  =  universal gas constant = 8.314 x 10-3 kJ/mole-K 
T  =  absolute operating temperature at the crack location in K 
Tref  =  absolute reference temperature to normalize data = 598.15K 
α  =  power law constant = 9.83 x 10-13  
falloy  =  1.0 for Alloy 182 
forient  =  1.0 for growth parallel to dendrite solidification direction 
fweld = 1.49 for 75th percentile of data 
K  =  crack stress intensity factor, MPa-m0.5 
β  =  exponent = 1.6 

 
The uncertainty in the crack growth rate was characterized by fweld.   In [31], the MRP disposition 
curve for Alloy 182 was defined as the 75th percentile of the distribution of the crack growth 
data.  This curve was used as a baseline in this investigation. 

5.1.2 Recent A52/152 PWSCC Data 
Alloy 52/152 weld metal is known to be less susceptible to PWSCC than the lower Chromium 
content Alloy 82/182.  However, even though the material is labeled as being less susceptible to 
stress corrosion cracking, it is not resistant to cracking.   Current research is being conducted by 
both the US NRC and the nuclear industry on the cracking behavior of Alloy 52/152 in PWR 
environments.  Many issues such as heat treatment, cold work, and hold time are currently under 
investigation.  The results from these efforts are suggesting that even though the crack growth 
behavior is scattered, it is on average lower than the crack growth rate measured in the Alloy 
82/182 material.  In a recent [32] presentation given by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 
(PNNL), the collection of current Alloy 52/152 crack growth rate data at operating pressure and 
temperature were presented.  This data is reproduced in Figure 50.  Also included with this figure 
is the Alloy 182 disposition curve from MRP-115 [31], and offsets of that in multiples of 10, i.e., 
10, 100, 1000.   
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The data in this figure represents compact tension PWSCC growth experiments conducted at 
PWR operating conditions.  Three laboratories conducted these experiments as part of this data 
set, i.e., Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) 
and General Electric (GE).  Due to the difficult nature of conducting these experiments and the 
complicated procedures to initiate and sustain PWSCC growth in these materials, different hold 
times at constant load were employed.  In between these regions of constant load, high R-ratio 
(minimum over maximum stress) fatigue was used to re-initiate the crack growth, which was 
then transitioned back to PWSCC.   The labels in the figure document the hold time at constant 
load for each data point.  A label of “constant” represents a hold time over 100 hours. 
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Figure 50   Comparison of Alloy 52/152 PWSCC growth test data to MRP-115 disposition 

curve 
 
As shown in Figure 50, the data generated by PNNL suggests that as the hold time during these 
experiments was increased, the crack growth rate decreased by two orders of magnitude.  For the 
same hold time, the ANL data was higher than the PNNL data by two orders of magnitude.  
Similarly, the GE data showed a decrease in crack growth rate by one order of magnitude as the 
hold time increased by a factor of 10.  Clearly, this data suggests that the hold time is affecting 
the crack growth rate; however, the discrepancy between the ANL and PNNL data at constant 
load also illustrates the effects of different material heats and testing capabilities.  Therefore, in 
conducting flaw growth analyses using this data, the uncertainty in the crack growth rate must be 
investigated.    For the analyses conducted in this effort, the MRP-115 Alloy 182 data with a 
factor of 100 offset (A182/100) will be used as the baseline case.  Changes to the crack growth 
rate will be investigated in the sensitivity study. 
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5.2 Idealized Flaw Growth  
Following the ASME Section XI flaw evaluation guidelines, crack growth calculations were 
conducted to assess the effectiveness of the inlay as a PWSCC mitigation technique.  In this 
section, idealized flaw analyses, i.e., surface flaws with a semi-elliptical crack front and through-
wall flaws with a radial crack front, were conducted.  For these analyses, it was assumed that the 
geometric shape of the initial flaw, i.e., semi-elliptical for surface flaws, did not change as the 
crack grew.   As indicated in the previous section, it is assumed that the crack tip stress intensity 
factor controls the driving force for these flaws.  A description of the stress intensity solution is 
provided in the next section. 

5.2.1 Stress intensity solutions 
For a cracked structure under remote or local loads, the stress intensity factor (K) is a measure of 
the stress field ahead of the crack. In elastic fracture mechanics, when the applied value of the 
stress intensity exceeds the materials critical value, crack advance occurs.   For subcritical 
cracking, the process of crack advance is linked to the applied values of the stress intensity 
though curve fits with extensive experimental data, see Figure 50.  The stress intensity is not 
only a function of the loading, but also the global component geometry and local crack shape.  
Over the years, many researchers have developed K-solutions for circumferential and axial 
surface and through-wall cracks in cylindrical vessels based on finite element parametric 
analyses.  In all cases, the K-solutions were developed using the principle of superposition.  The 
principle of superposition states that the solution for a multiple load case is equal to the sum of 
the results from the individual load cases.  These individual cases can then be combined to 
describe a more complicated loading history.  
 
For the idealized crack growth analyses conducted in this investigation, K-solutions for both 
surface and through-wall cracks in cylinders from API-579 were used.  The K-solutions for a 
circumferential surface crack on the inside pipe diameter are given in [33].   Per [33], given that 
a through-wall stress distribution in an uncracked cylinder can be represented by a polynomial of 
the form 
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when a crack is introduced into this stress field, the stress intensity can be calculated as 
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where Q is the surface-crack shape parameter and Gi are the influence functions1, which are non-
dimensional representations of K.   
 
The solutions from [33] were generated for R/t values from 3 to 100, c/a values from 1 to 32 and 
a/t values from 0.2 to 0.8.   Influence functions G0 and G1, and G5 (global in-plane bending) were 

                                                 
1 Note that σ5 is the global in-plane bending stress, and G5 is the influence function for this stress. 
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generated using parametric finite element techniques.  The influence function G2, G3, and G4 are 
inferred from the weight function formulas given in [34].   For the case of a circumferential 
semi-elliptical surface crack, the crack growth at both the deepest (90 degrees) and surface (0 
degrees) locations are calculated and applied to the initial crack sizes.  The finite length surface 
crack is always assumed to remain semi-elliptical. 
 
There are several shortcomings to these solutions.  First, the influence functions were only 
generated for a/t values from 0.2 to 0.8.  This becomes a problem when trying to predict crack 
behavior from initiation to failure.  Therefore, several assumptions are made.  First, it is assumed 
that the influence functions can be extrapolated from a/t=0.8 to a/t=1.0.  Secondly, a solution by 
Chapuliot [34] is used for a/t approaching 0.  Linear interpolation is used between these values 
and Anderson’s results at a/t = 0.2. 
 
In addition to the elliptical surface crack results, K solutions for a/c = 0 (infinitely long surface 
crack) were also used from [33].  Since long surface crack K-solutions are currently not 
available, it is assumed that for surface cracks with c/a greater than 32, the K solution at the free 
surface is equal to the K-solution at c/a = 32.  At the deepest point, the K-solutions equals that of 
the K-solution for a/c = 0.   This assumption is conservative in the length direction, because as 
the crack length gets longer, the influence functions (hence the K-solution) at the free surface 
tend toward zero.  By using the K-solution at the free surface equal to c/a = 32, slightly larger 
crack growth will occur, producing conservative time to leakage probabilities.   
 
The K-solutions for a circumferential through-wall crack in a pipe are given in [35].  These 
solutions were generated for R/t values from 1 to 100 and to crack lengths of about 66 percent of 
the circumference.   The solutions were generated for both the inside and outside surface of the 
through-wall crack, however; only the G0, G1 and G5 influence functions are available.  In [35], 
the through-wall crack K solutions were curve fit and the coefficients were presented for R/t 
values of 1, 3, 5, 10, 20, 60, and 100.  These coefficients are used in this study and linear 
interpolation was used to predict the coefficients for other R/t values.  The influence function on 
both the inside and outside surface of the through-wall crack are calculated, and then averaged to 
get the K-solution for through-wall-crack growth. 
 

5.2.2 Conditions for crack growth 
Since only PWSCC was considered in this study, the loads defined for crack growth will be 
limited to this mechanism.  Since PWSCC grows under static load conditions, only the loads 
present during normal operation will be considered for subcritical crack growth.   Therefore, the 
loads (membrane and global bending) considered include: 

• Temperature 
• Pressure 
• Dead weight 
• Thermal expansion  
• Welding residual stress 
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For the analyses conducted in this study, the axial loads and the pressure were held constant, 
while the bending stress, weld residual stress and temperature were varied in a sensitivity study.  
The baseline loads used in these analyses are: 
 

• Bending stress = 96.5 MPa (14 ksi) - varied in sensitivity analysis 
• Axial stress = 38.6 MPa (5.6 ksi)  - includes pressure loading = 15.5 MPa (2250 psi) 
• Temp = 326 C (620F) - varied in sensitivity study 

 
 
Using this list and the definitions from the previous section, the total stress used for crack growth 
is given as 
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where 
 
σ0A =  Axial stress 
σ0CFP  =  Crack face pressure 
σnWRS  =  Weld residual stress curve fit coefficients 
σB  =  Bending stress 
t  =  Wall thickness 
x  =  Distance from pipe inner diameter 
 
The welding residual stress (WRS) terms used in these analyses are described in the next section. 

5.2.3 Welding residual stress 
Welding residual stress is one of the major drivers to stress corrosion cracking and must be 
included for proper predictions of subcritical crack growth.  Issues such as weld repairs, 
grinding, etc., will all impact the calculated crack growth rates.   For these analyses, the welding 
residual stresses described in Section 4 were used.   These through-thickness stress profiles were 
fit to a 4th order polynomial using the standard Microsoft Excel routine.  A 4th order fit was used 
to be compatible with the influence functions described earlier in this report.  An example of the 
fit relative to the finite element results is shown in Figure 51.  
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Figure 51  Weld residual stress curve fit 

 
A couple of points to be made about making this curve fit approximation: 

• A 4th order fit to the FE results does not always produce an ideal representation of the 
stress.  In these cases, uncertainty is added to the crack growth results.  As described in 
Section 5.5, the analyses used for natural growth of the cracks do a much better job of 
approximating the through-thickness stress distribution.  As those results illustrate, the 
difference due to this uncertainty is small. 

• In some cases, the curve fit was forced to match the behavior near the ID surface.  While 
this did not drastically change the coefficient of determination (R2) for the fit, it did 
provide a more accurate representation of the stress field on the inner 25 percent of the 
wall thickness. 

5.2.4 Transition from surface crack to through-wall crack 
As an internal surface crack begins to penetrate the wall thickness, only a small breach of the 
pressure boundary is first observed.  For an internal surface crack that becomes a leaking crack, 
the crack length on the OD is much smaller than that on the ID due to the previous crack growth.  
In idealized through-wall behavior, the crack front runs radially, and the actual OD crack length 
is longer than that on the ID, see Figure 52.   
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(a) Penetrating crack (b) Idealized through-wall crack 

Figure 52 Illustration of penetrating cracks and idealized through-wall crack 
 
For the crack shapes in Figure 52a, general stress intensity solutions do not exist.  There are flat 
plate solutions in the WinPraise manual [36], and cylinder solutions for R/t=8 that were 
developed through the NURBIM program [37], but the accuracy of those solutions relative to the 
low R/t values for primary piping is unknown.  Therefore, for this study, it will be assumed that, 
as the surface crack penetrates the wall thickness, an idealized through-wall crack with the same 
crack area will be formed.  The assumption is conservative from a crack growth/stability 
standpoint, but may be non-conservative from a leakage perspective.   

 

5.3 Crack Stability 
The behavior of through-wall cracks and surface cracks in nuclear grade piping has been the 
subject of many experimental programs conducted by the NRC.  Many reports have been written 
with the majority of the past research summarized in [38].  This report deals with flaw stability in 
base metals and similar metal welds.  Although limited research has been performed on flaw 
stability for DM welds, the NRC published a technical note [39] that recommends several 
methodologies for handling cracks in DM welds.   
 
In cases of elastic-plastic fracture, which will be prevalent for DM welds, the operating stresses 
used to calculate critical flaw size are independent of the local welding residual stress.  The 
plasticity that forms during the deformation process eliminates the influence of the local weld 
residual stresses.  Therefore, for elastic-plastic crack stability, the total stress used in making 
critical crack determinations is given as 
 

( ) BCFPACS σσσσ ++= 00       (6) 
 
The Section XI IWB-3640 and Appendix C equations account for EPFM fracture behavior in a 
very simplified, but effective manner.  The approach is to use a correction factor on the limit-
load solution, where that correction factor is a function of the toughness of the cracked material, 
as well as the pipe diameter.  This approach was first developed by Zahoor and Gamble for the 
EPRI as the technical basis for the stainless steel SAW crack evaluations [40], and later for 
ferritic pipe flaw evaluations [41].  This EPFM correction factor is called a Z-factor, which is 
simply the thin-shell Net-Section-Collapse [42] predicted maximum load divided by the 
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maximum load determined from the GE/EPRI J-estimation scheme for circumferential through-
wall cracks in pipes [43].  The base-metal strength was used in the GE/EPRI scheme for 
Z-factors for welds.  Although the ratio of limit load/EPFM varies with crack length for the 
through-wall-crack GE analysis, the Z-factor was conservatively taken as the maximum value.  
This Z-factor changes with pipe diameter, i.e., a Z-factor equation exists as a function of pipe 
diameter for each material.  Even though the Z-factor was developed from a through-wall-crack 
analysis, it is applied to surface-cracked pipes.  From the prior discussion on constraint 
differences between surface and through-wall-cracked pipes, this is a conservative approach.  
However, to date a Z-factor for cracks in Alloy 82/182 welds has not been incorporated into the 
Code.   
 
The Z-factor used in this study [44] was taken from a series of analyses conducted using the 
LBB.ENG2 [45] J-estimation scheme and limit-load analyses using the stainless steel base metal 
strength.  The J-R curve used for the Alloy 182 weld metal came from a CE cold-leg DM weld 
[46].  The flow strength of the stainless steel base metal was assumed to be 314 MPa. 

5.4 Idealized Flaw Growth Results  
For the idealized flaw analyses, the calculations were conducted using the parameters in Section 
5.2.2.   An example of the crack growth results for Model 1 with a 50% PWSCC repair before 
the 3mm inlay (Case 2) is shown in Figure 53.  In this figure, the solid diamonds are the crack 
depth results and the solid squares are the crack length results.  The large change in slope for the 
crack depth results at about 11 years represents the crack tip as it crosses the inlay-DM weld 
boundary.  At this point, the crack growth rate increases until the crack penetrates the wall in 
about 16 years.  The through-wall crack continues to grow until rupture at 25 years.  Credit for 
leakage detection was not considered in these analyses. 
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Figure 53  Crack growth results for PWSCC repair with inlay 
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5.4.1 Effects of repair assumptions 
In the first set of analyses, the weld repair and inlay assumption were varied.  For each of the 
cases, the following variables were held constant: 

• Bending stress = 96.5 MPa (14 ksi)  
• Axial stress = 38.6 MPa (5.6 ksi)  - includes pressure loading = 15.5 MPa (2250 psi) 
• Temp = 326 C (620F)  
• Crack growth rate = A182/100 
• Initial crack size: 1.5 mm deep and 10 mm long. 

The inlay and repair cases used are fully described in Section 4, but are summarized here for 
convenience. 

1. The first case is Model 1 with a 50% deep pre-service repair.  This repair occurs before 
the stainless steel safe end weld.  The 3-mm inlay is placed after the stainless steel safe 
end weld. 

2. The second case is Model 1 with a 50% deep PWSCC repair.  This repair occurs after the 
stainless steel safe end weld but before the 3-mm inlay weld.   

3. The third case is Model 1 with a 75% deep pre-service repair. This large repair was 
chosen to match that of a recent inlay submittal.  The repair occurs before the stainless 
steel safe end weld.  The 3-mm inlay is placed after the stainless steel safe end weld. 

4. The fourth case is Model 1 with a 75% deep PWSCC repair. The repair occurs after the 
stainless steel safe end weld but before the 3-mm inlay weld.   

5. The fifth case is Model 1 with a 50% deep pre-service, which occurs before the stainless 
steel safe end weld and a 75% deep PWSCC repair, which occurs after the safe end weld 
but before the 3 mm inlay weld. 

6. The sixth case is the same case Case 1, but contains a 6-mm inlay weld. 
7. The seventh case is the same as Case 2, but contains a 6-mm inlay weld 
8. The eighth case is Model 2 with a 12% back-chip and re-weld repair before the stainless 

steel safe end weld.  The 3-mm inlay occurs after the safe end weld. 
9. The ninth case is Model 2 with a 50% deep PWSCC repair after the stainless steel safe 

end weld, but before the 3-mm inlay weld. 
 
The results from the idealized flaw analyses for these cases are given in Table 3.  Comparing the 
first five cases illustrate that there is not a large difference in the time it takes for the crack to 
cross from the inlay into the original Alloy 182 weld.   This similarity is due welding residual 
stress behavior from the inlay controlling the through-thickness stresses in the first 3mm of the 
wall thickness. The most severe case is the 75% deep PWSCC weld repair, which had a time 
through the inlay of only 7.5 years.  Realistically, a 75% deep weld repair is not practical since 
much of the base metal on both sides would have to be removed to accommodate such a deep 
repair.  The other four cases gave a time through the inlay of about 10 years.   Also, the time to 
through wall leakage is much greater for the 50% deep pre-service then for the 50% deep 
PWSCC repair.  This difference is due to the location where the welding residual stress crosses 
through zero.  As shown in Section 4, for the PWSCC repair, the welding residual stress remains 
tensile until about 50% of the wall thickness, which the pre-service repair becomes compressive 
at about 15% of the wall thickness.  For these cases, the effect of the stainless steel safe end weld 
counteracts the effects of the pre-service weld repair and reduces the through-wall stress.  The 
high ID stress in these cases is due to the inlay. 
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Table 3  Idealized flaw analysis results for a variety of repair and inlay configurations 
Flaw 

Analysis 
Case # 

WRS case and # from  
Table 1 or Table 2 

Model 
# 

Inlay 
depth 

Time, years 

Inlay Through-wall Rupture
1 50% pre-service repair, Case 1 1 3mm 9.7 25.1 33.7 
2 50% PWSCC repair, Case 2 1 3mm 10.9 15.9 24.8 
3 75% pre-service repair, Case 3 1 3mm 10.1 31.0 39.7 
4 75%PWSCC repair, Case 4 1 3mm 7.5 12.1 23.3 
5 50%preservice-75%PWSCC repair, Case 5 1 3mm 10.3 15.1 24.0 
6 50% pre-service repair, Case 6 1 6mm 23.6 38.8 46.0 
7 50% PWSCC repair, Case 7 1 6mm 28.5 33.4 40.6 
8 12% pre-service repair, Case 1 2 3mm 10.0 >100 >100 
9 50% PWSCC repair, Case 5 2 3mm 10.3 16.1 23.7 

 
The effects of the inlay depth are illustrated in Cases 6 and 7 in Table 3.  As mentioned earlier, 
the initial flaw depth is the same for these cases, but the inlay depth is doubled.  As expected for 
the 6mm inlay, the time from the start of the analysis to the time when the crack passes out of the 
inlay into the Alloy 182 material is about double that of the 3-mm inlay.  In addition, the time 
between leakage and the time the crack passes through the inlay is the same for both the 3mm 
and 6mm deep inlay.  This is to be expected since the welding residual stresses in the weld away 
from the inlay are the same for both inlay depths.   
 
A smaller weld repair with Model 2 in investigated in Case 8.  The effect of the 12% deep weld 
repair on the time until the crack passes through the inlay is minimal, i.e., the welding residual 
stresses from the inlay control the behavior.  However, the time until leakage is greatly increased 
for the shallow repair case.  In fact, for the case analyzed, the time to leakage was greater than 
100 years.  As discussed in Section 4, for this case, without the influence of the deep weld repair, 
the welding residual stress dips deeply into compression at about 40% of the wall thickness.  As 
the crack tip approaches this point, the growth slows down tremendously until it passes through 
this compression region.  Clearly, the depth of the weld repair has a significant influence on the 
time to leakage results for inlayed DM welds. 
 
The crack arrest behavior demonstrated in Case 8 was further investigated in Case 9, which 
increased the weld repair to 50% deep and placed it after the stainless steel safe end weld.  In this 
case, the times through the inlay, to leakage and to rupture are nearly identical to those of Case 2, 
which was the same repair case but on Model 1 geometry.  This result suggests that the geometry 
had little effect on the result, and size of the weld repair drove the time through wall.  In 
addition, the weld repair size had no effect on the time through the inlay since Cases 2, 8 and 9 
had about the same time through the inlay. 

5.4.2 Effects of crack growth rate 
In order to investigate the effects of the crack growth rate uncertainty on the time to leakage and 
rupture, Case 2 from Table 3 was revisited with different crack growth rates.  Using the trends 
shown in Section 5.1.2, the crack growth results were generated and are shown in Table 4.  A 
quick statistical analysis of the data from Section 5.1.2 confirmed that the A182/1000 
represented about the 5th percentile, while A182/30 represented the 95th percentile of the data 
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presented.  Therefore for these analyses, these growth rates were chosen.  As expected the crack 
growth rate has a large influence on the time to leakage and rupture.  In addition, the time for the 
crack to travel through the inlay is also highly dependent on the crack growth rate.   
 

Table 4  Idealized flaw analysis results for a variety of crack growth rates 
Flaw 

Analysis 
Case # WRS case Growth Rate 

Time, years 

Inlay Through-wall Rupture

2 50% PWSCC repair 
A52=1/100(A182) 10.9 15.9 24.8 
A52=1/30(A182) 3.4 8.4 16.0 

A52=1/1000(A182) 108.5 114.9 123.2 
 
The crack growth times through the inlay are directly proportional to the crack growth rate factor 
applied to the MPR-115 crack growth rate.   For instance, the time through the inlay for the 
A182/1000 is 100 times longer than the time for the A182/10 case.  This difference again 
illustrates the importance of the crack growth rate assumption in predicting leakage times for 
inlayed DM welds. 
 

5.4.3 Effect of global bending stress 
Another variable that will impact the leakage times is the level of global bending stress.  For the 
cases presented in Table 3, the global bending stress was held constant at 96.5 MPa (14ksi).  For 
the cases presented in Table 5, the global bending stress was varied between 48 MPa and 129 
MPa.  These values were chosen to bracket typical global stress values for the reactor coolant 
inlet/outlet nozzles.  As illustrated, when the bending stress was halved, the time through the 
inlay was only decreased by about 15 percent, but the time to leakage was increased 
dramatically.  For the inlay welding residual stress cases chosen in Table 5, the additional 
bending stress in the 96.5 MPa case was enough to increase the total through thickness stress to a 
level to drive the crack through-thickness.  For the 48MPa bending stress, this was not the case, 
and the low crack driving force mid-thickness caused the crack to slow down considerably.  This 
behavior is similar to that of the 12% deep weld repair case shown in Table 3. 
 

Table 5  Idealized flaw analysis results for a variety of global bending stresses 
Flaw 

Analysis 
Case # WRS case Bending 

Time, years 

Inlay Through-wall Rupture

4 75%(2-inch) PWSCC repair 
96.5 MPa (14ksi) 7.5 12.1 23.3 
 48.0 MPa (7ksi) 8.6 61.7 84.2 

129.0 MPa (18.7 ksi) 6.9 10.2 17.5 
 

5.4.4 Effects of operating temperature 
As illustrated in Equation 1, the PWSCC growth rate behavior is corrected for temperature by 
using an Arrhenius relationship, which has been verified by comparison with experiments in 
MRP-115 [31].  Since the inlay procedure may be used on both hot and cold leg components, 
there temperatures were investigated in the analyses.  The results from the analyses are given in 
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Table 6.  For the average (A182/100) and the 5th percentile (A182/30) crack growth rates, the 
operating temperatures of 327C (620F) and 288C (550 F) were considered.   As expected, the 
effects of this temperature difference are dramatic.  The time through the inlay, time to leakage, 
and time to rupture were increased by about a factor of 6.    Even for the fastest crack growth 
considered, the time to leakage was over 50 years at the cold leg temperatures.   
 

Table 6  Idealized flaw analysis results for a variety of operating temperatures 
Flaw 

Analysis 
Case # WRS case Growth Rate Temperature 

Time, years 

Inlay Through-wall Rupture 

4 50% PWSCC repair 
A52=1/100(A182) 

327C (620F) 10.9 15.9 24.8 
288C (550F) 68.6 99.3 145.4 

A52=1/30(A182) 
327C (620F) 3.4 8.4 16.0 
288C (550F) 21.0 51.7 91.4 

 

5.4.5 Effects of flaw orientation and size 
The effects of flaw orientation and flaw size on the time to leakage are given in Table 7 and 
Table 8, respectively.  For the analyses in Table 7, the same input was used, but the flaw was 
orientated in the axial direction instead of the circumferential direction.  The axial crack 
influence functions in [33] were used to predict the stress intensity factors.  Hoop welding 
residual stress was used for the axial crack analyses.  The results from these analyses suggest that 
the time to leakage is slightly shorter for the axial flaw as compared to the circumferential flaw.   
However, the time between when the flaw crosses the inlay boundary to the time to leakage is 
much shorter for the axial case as compared to the circumferential.  This is mainly due to the 
hoop stress through-thickness profile.   As is typical in these analyses, the hoop welding residual 
stress is tensile throughout the wall thickness, while the axial stress crosses into compression and 
back into tension.  The high through-thickness hoop tensile stresses push the axial crack much 
faster through wall after the inlay.  The differences in the time through the inlay are represented 
by the differences in the ID stress for the hoop and axial direction. 
 

Table 7  Idealized flaw analysis results for different flaw orientations 
Flaw 

Analysis 
Case # WRS case Flaw orientation 

Time, years 

Inlay Through-wall 

4 75%(2-inch) PWSCC repair 
Circumferential 7.5 12.1 

Axial 10.1 10.6 
 
In order to investigate the effects of flaw size on the results, the initial flaw length was increased 
while keeping the initial flaw depth constant.  All other inputs were kept constant.  The results of 
the analyses are given in Table 8.  As illustrated in Table 8, the effects of increasing the initial 
flaw length were minimal on the time to leakage.  An approximate 18 percent decrease in time to 
leakage was observed as the initial crack length was increased by a factor of 3.  As the initial 
crack length is increased further, it is expected that the difference in the time to leakage would 
decrease significantly, since the influence functions at the crack free surface do not change 
greatly for long surface cracks. 
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Table 8  Idealized flaw analysis results for a variety of initial crack lengths 
Flaw 

Analysis 
Case # WRS case Flaw size 

Time, years 

Inlay Through-wall Rupture 

4 75%(2-inch) PWSCC repair
Circ 1.5x10mm 7.5 12.1 23.3 
Circ 1.5x15mm 6.6 11.1 22.0 
Circ 1.5x30mm 5.4 10.0 19.9 

 

5.4.6 Effects of embedded defects 
One of the scenarios from Code Case N-766 is that embedded flaws may be left in place after 
repair and inlay applications.  Specifically, the code case states, “Surface indications with major 
dimensions greater than 1/16 in. (1.5 mm) shall be removed, reduced in size, or weld repaired in 
accordance with the following requirements.”  Therefore, an existing flaw may be reduced in 
size by the repair and/or the inlay and placed back into service.  Once the flaw is partially 
repaired, an embedded defect is present, and may be in line with an initiating PWSCC flaw in the 
inlay.  Even though this scenario is unlikely, the effects on the time to leakage were investigated.  
Two cases were considered.  First, for Case 4, the 75% deep PWSCC repair, it was assumed that 
a 90% deep surface connecting flaw was present before the 75% deep repair was conducted.  
This repair left 15% of the wall thickness cracked.  Second, for Case 1, a 50% deep flaw was 
assumed before the inlay, leaving about 45% of the wall thickness cracked.  As illustrated in 
Section 4, the welding residual stress analyses with embedded defects were not different in the 
weld away from the embedded defect.  However, near the defect, the stress were redistributed 
and concentrated near the tip of the defect.   For these analyses, it was assumed that the residual 
stress was not modified, but the flaw in the inlay was inline with the embedded defect.  This 
alignment caused a jump in the crack behavior as the inlay flaw interacted with the embedded 
defect.  The change in the leakage times are illustrated in Table 9.  As expected, the time through 
the inlay was not affected by the presence of the embedded defect.  However, the time to leakage 
was decreased by the presence of the embedded defect.  The time to leakage estimates are very 
conservative since it is unlikely that the flaws would be in perfect alignment with each other. 
 

Table 9  Idealized flaw analysis results for embedded flaws 
Flaw 

Analysis 
Case # WRS case Embedded flaw 

Time, years 

Inlay Through-wall Rupture

4 75%(2-inch) PWSCC repair 
none 7.5 12.1 23.3 

a/t=90% before PWSCC repair 7.5 9.5 21.6 

1 50% preservice repair 
none 9.7 25.1 33.7 

a/t=50% before inlay 9.7 17.2 25.3 
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5.5 Natural Flaw Growth  
The idealized PWSCC flaw growth analyses can be performed rather quickly and it will be seen 
that these provide a good estimate of growth through the wall compared to the natural flaw 
growth analyses presented in this section.  Figure 54 illustrates natural crack growth in a pipe 
with an inlay.  The top left illustration in Figure 54 shows Model 1 with the pipe dimensions.  
The right side illustration shows the idealized crack growth assumptions discussed in Section 
5.4.  As seen, the crack growth rate in the Alloy 82 is determined by the PWSCC equation for 
Alloy 82 while for the inlay the Alloy 52 growth law, which is much slower than Alloy 82, is 
used.  When the crack becomes a through-wall crack, a thickness weighted average PWSCC 
growth law is used in the idealized analysis.  The illustration at the bottom of Figure 54 shows 
the anticipated ‘balloon’ shaped crack expected.  When the surface crack meets the Alloy 82 
material under the inlay, the growth increases dramatically, leading to the crack shape shown at 
the bottom of Figure 54. 
 
With the advanced finite element analysis (AFEA) approach, the crack growth is controlled by 
the local stress intensity factors along the crack front.  Ideally, AFEA automatically grows the 
crack an increment, then automatically re-meshes the new crack size, calculates K again, etc.  
However, for the balloon growth in the inlay, this automatic growth procedure was challenging 
as discussed in the next section.  Due to the complexity of the problem, automated natural crack 
growth was possible for portions of the growth and manual growth was required for other 
portions of the growth. 
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Figure 54 Illustration of idealized and natural crack growth for PWSCC in Model 1 
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5.5.1 AFEA method description  
The AFEA method for use in PWSCC calculations was mainly developed and used for the Wolf 
Creek crack growth analyses [17].  Figure 55 illustrates the approach.  The PWSCC crack 
growth law is a relation based on the stress intensity factor, K, as seen in the box at the top of 
Figure 55, where the loads consisting of weld residual stress, temperature gradients, internal 
pressure (with end cap forces), and bending moment during operation are considered.  The 
PipeFracCAE code is used for the analyses.  As seen at the bottom, a mesh is automatically 
developed with an initial flaw with all loads applied.  The stress intensity factors at points along  

 
Figure 55 Advanced finite element analysis (AFEA) crack growth procedure 

 
the crack front are determined from an ABAQUS analysis.  Based on the stress intensity factors, 
the equation in the box at the top of Figure 55 is used to increment the crack over some 
prescribed time increment.  The arrows in the right hand illustration of Figure 55 show the crack 
growth direction, which are assumed to be perpendicular to the current crack front.  The crack 
size is then incremented, a new crack mesh is developed with PipeFracCAE, and an input file 
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with all loads, boundary conditions, etc., is developed. A python scripting procedure is used to 
submit the job as an ABAQUS analysis.  ABAQUS calculates the stress intensity factors, and the 
crack is incremented through another time step, and so on.  The procedure for the Wolf Creek 
analyses was automated so that the crack grew through the nozzle wall, became a through wall 
crack (TWC), and then grew around the circumference.  The time at which a leaking crack 
occurs and the resulting through-wall crack becomes unstable is recorded. 

5.5.1.1 Inlay enhancements to AFEA 
The crack growth shape for growth through inlays, discussed in Section 5.5 and seen in Figure 
54, was quite different from the cracks grown without an inlay using PipeFracCAE.  The 
challenges were mainly caused by the unique crack shapes that developed when an inlay is 
considered.  This process was semi-automated, but could not be made fully automatic.  Next, a 
description of the process used to grow the cracks into a balloon shape is given. 
 
The initial flaw shape (a0 = 1.5 mm, c0 = 5 mm) is shown as the ‘blue’ half ellipse in the upper 
part of Figure 56 for Case 4.  The vertical axis represents the symmetry plane.  The three 
millimeter deep inlay depth is shown shaded red and the plot is in plane view (curved pipe not 
shown).  After about 6.525 years, the crack hits the Alloy 82 weld metal and begins to grow 
much quicker.  In the meantime, the growth in the circumferential direction in the Alloy 52 
material remains slow, resulting in a bubble shaped crack.  After 7.11 years, the crack is growing 
quite fast in the Alloy 182/82 material and has the shape represented with the red line shown in 
Figure 56.  At this point, the automated PipeFracCAE meshing scheme begins to break down 
because of the ‘kink’ in the crack shape labeled as ‘B’ in Figure 56.  Essentially, the crack 
growth profiles cross each other since growth is assumed to be normal to the current crack shape, 
leading to overlapping meshes.  Crack instability occurs and the crack becomes balloon shaped.  
Due to the numerical difficulties, a spread sheet calculation is performed that uses the stress 
intensity factors at each point along the crack front to estimate the balloon shape.  The crack is 
grown normal to the crack front for a time increment (0.1 year).  This is shown with the triangle 
marked line in Figure 56.  The crack growth in the Alloy 52 inlay during this time is quite slow 
due to the growth law assumption used (A52=A82/100 in this case).   Note in the bottom 
illustration in Figure 56, K is very large near the crack ‘kink’ point at ‘B’.  This is rather typical 
for fracture analysis as stress intensity factors at crack front discontinuities reach large values.  
The automated crack growth procedure within PipeFracCAE estimates the balloon shape and an 
updated procedure is used to grow the crack from the balloon shape.  A key assumption made 
here is that point ‘B’ grows very rapidly to the balloon shape.  Another assumption with this 
approach is that when the crack front discontinuity (kink) forms (7.11 year curve shape in Figure 
56), only growth in the depth direction is permitted since meshing difficulties occur.  This 
general procedure was used for all natural crack growth analyses. 
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Figure 56 Crack growth procedure for growth to ‘balloon’ shaped crack (Case 4) 
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To further illustrate the PipeFracCAE improvements and challenges required to model inlay 
growth, a series of mesh snap shots is given in Figure 57 as the crack grows through the wall for 
the Case 4 residual stress fields.  The initial crack shape and the shape just after the inlay is 
breached (depth location) are shown in this figure.  The crack then grows rapidly in the Alloy 
182/82 material as seen after 7.125 years.  As discussed above, during the period prior to the 
balloon shape, the crack in the Alloy 182 only grows in the depth direction because otherwise 
crack mesh instability occurs.  After a short period of time, the first balloon shape is shown at 
7.255 years.  Note that the weld residual stress distributions (Figure 27) are tensile throughout a 
large portion of the wall thickness and becomes compressive at the nozzle OD.  The crack will 
tend to grow for a long distance in the Alloy 182/82 material into a large balloon shape.  It will 
be seen that for other cases (eg. Case 1) this type of growth is not as severe.  The next crack 
shape shown in Figure 57 is at 7.775 years and then 8.65 years.  Due to the welding residual 
stress distribution, the crack growth through the pipe thickness slows down considerably as the 
crack reaches the compressive field and is only driven by the service loads which produce a low 
level of tension at the crack tip.  As such, by 9.6 years, there is a very large balloon shaped crack.   
 
The meshing scheme to automatically grow this shape required extensive modifications to the 
PipeFracCAE code.  It required the building of mesh development ‘blocks’ to manage the mesh 
at different portions along the crack.  Moreover, at times, due to the unique crack growth patterns 
which developed, meshing errors would occur.  When this happened, the analysis was stopped, a 
corrected mesh was developed by hand which overcame these local shape difficulties, and the 
analysis was continued.  As seen at the bottom of Figure 57, the automatic growth process for the 
balloon shaped cracks required very large meshes (on the order of 175,000 to 200,000 elements 
for each time step).   
 
When the crack was ready to penetrate the wall thickness (bottom left, Figure 57), a spread sheet 
growth analysis was performed to develop the first through-wall crack (TWC).  The automated 
procedure for going from a large balloon shaped surface crack to a TWC could not be automated 
due to meshing issues.  During the TWC portion of growth, partial automation and partial spread 
sheet growth was required since, from time to time, the TWC mesh would become unstable.   
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Figure 57 Crack growth progression through wall for Case 4 
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5.5.2 Natural flaw growth results 
Natural flaw growth analysis results are presented here and compared to the idealized growth 
results.  Only select analyses for the cases listed in Table 3 were conducted.  The results from 
these analyses are used to verify the reasonableness of the idealized flaw growth predictions 
presented in Section 5.4. 

5.5.2.1 Case 1 50% Pre-service Repair 
Case 1 from Table 3 is the baseline case of a 50% deep repair made before the stainless steel 
safe-end and inlay welds.  Figure 58 shows the crack mesh just before leakage.  The weld 
residual stress distribution is shown in Figure 26 and also repeated in the inset in Figure 58.  The 
WRS are tensile near the ID, cross to compression at a/t = 0.12 and back to tension at a/t = 0.81.  
This suggests that the crack will grow quickly at the beginning, slow down, and then grow 
quickly again when it reaches the OD.  The size of the balloon shaped crack for this WRS 
distribution is also much smaller than that for the PWSCC repair cases (discussed later) because 
of this distribution.  The top illustration shows an axial stress contour plot with the outline of the 
crack shape just before leakage at 31.5 years.  A blow-up of the crack mesh, also shown with 
axial stress contour plots, is shown in the middle illustration.  The crack mesh regions are also 
shown near the top and bottom illustrating the ‘spider web’ features necessary to produce 
accurate K values.  The crack in the inlay is subject to high tensile stresses and corresponding 
high K-values (greater than 100 MPa-m1/2).  However, since the PWSCC growth rate in the 
Alloy 52 inlay is much lower (100 times less) than the Alloy 182/82 growth rate, the crack 
remains slow.  On the other hand, the K-values on the crack tip near the nozzle OD are on the 
order of 60 MPa-m1/2 (since the crack now resides in the high tensile weld residual stress field 
along with the tensile service loads) and the crack is growing rapidly.  In fact, the crack breaks 
through the wall in 0.15 years from this point.   
 
As the surface crack progressed through wall thickness, there was a question of whether the inlay 
would tear due to the service loads.  At several times during the analysis, a separate elastic-
plastic analysis was performed using the service loads and the weld residual stresses.  For crack 
instability predictions, it has been assumed in the past that weld residual stress distributions are 
eliminated by the large amount of plasticity that occurs near a crack tip.  However, since the 
loads are relatively low (in this case), the weld residual stresses may play a more important role.  
The effects of the WRS were included, and the service loads were applied for the elastic-plastic 
analysis.  The WRS increase the values of the J-integral at the inlay region slightly, and were 
thus included.  For the crack shape just before leakage (Figure 58 and Figure 59), the maximum 
value of the J-integral calculated in the inlay at the nozzle ID was 52 kJ/m2.  This is much lower 
than the tearing value for Alloy 52 material (which is proprietary).  Hence, the conclusion is that 
tearing of the inlay ligament during PWSCC caused by the service loads is not expected for Case 
1.  As will be seen shortly, this is not always the case. 
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Figure 58   PWSCC growth crack shapes (along with axial stress) for Case 1 of Table 3 

after 31.4 years of growth (just before leakage) 
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Figure 59  Crack profile shapes for Case 1 of Table 3. 

 
The progression of crack growth from the just before leakage to through-wall crack growth is 
shown in Figure 59.  This is plotted in plate view coordinates and the crack shape shown is the 
actual shape that was predicted with AFEA analysis.  The final surface crack shape, shown in 
green, occurs at 31.35 years of growth and first leakage is at 31.5 years.  After first leak, the 
crack continues to grow, especially along the ID where the high tensile residual stress field 
exists.  At mid thickness, the crack grows slower due to the compressive WRS.  Note that this 
figure presents only half of the crack front with the crack symmetry plane at the 0-degree line.   
 
For the through wall crack shape at 34.214 years, it is assumed that tearing of the inlay ligament 
occurs to increase the size of the crack at the inlay.  The J-Resistance curve for Alloy 52 is lower 
than that of Alloy 82/182 material.  Figure 60 (reference [46]) summarizes some J-resistance 
data collected for Alloy 182 material.  It is seen that the lowest value for the fusion line has an 
initiation value of about 308 KJ/m2).   The proprietary J-resistance curve for Alloy 52, which 
cannot be published here, is lower than this.  Moreover, the slope of the curve is lower than that 
of Alloy 182, suggesting less resistance to tearing instability is expected for Alloy 52.  For the 
crack shape shown Figure 59 at 34.214 years, an elastic plastic analysis was performed to 
calculate J.  The value of J at the inlay ligament region is 315 kJ/m2.  This is higher than the 
fusion line J-initiation value for A182 and much higher than the proprietary Alloy 52 value.  This 
suggests that the crack will tear at the inlay ligament at this time (and possibly before this time).  
A true tearing instability analysis would require continued calculation of J while growing the 
crack at the inlay location and following the J-resistance curve until instability occurs.  This 
cannot be done easily and was not performed in this study.  
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Figure 60 J-Resistance Curves for A182/82 material [46]. 

 
Moreover, recall that crack growth in the Alloy 52 inlay in the negative radial direction (ie., 
toward the ID) is not included in the PipeFracCAE calculations since the meshing of the growing 
crack is not possible.  If crack growth were permitted in the inlay, the effective inlay thickness 
would be less than 3 mm at the crack location and as this dimension becomes smaller, meshing 
becomes more and more difficult.  In reality, it is likely that the crack will grow there, effectively 
reducing the ligament thickness along the inlay crack region.  This will have the effect of 
increasing J (and K if it were included for the PWSCC calculations).  Therefore, it is reasonable 
to assume that, at time of 34.214 years, the inlay crack tears, and a new crack shape evolves.  
This is certainly conservative from an instability standpoint, although it may not be from a leak 
rate calculation. 
 
Figure 61 shows the crack shape after this local tearing to TWC instability.  The crack shape 
prior to inlay crack tearing at 34.214 years is shown in this figure (it is also included as the last 
shape in Figure 59).  After inlay tearing, the growth through the entire weld is based on the Alloy 
182/82 crack growth law.  The slow inlay growth for the TWC will tend to retard the overall 
growth.  However, the elastic-plastic J-integral calculations for the through-wall crack show that 
the inlay will further tear.  This procedure was followed for all crack growth cases.  From Figure 
61, it is interesting to note that the TWC is slightly larger at the OD and ID (where the tensile 
WRS reside) and approaches a slight ‘C’ shape.  TWC instability for this case occurs at an 
average crack angle of about 63-degrees. 
 
Crack growth through the inlay is predicted in 11.9 years, time to leakage is 31.5 years, and 
crack instability is predicted after 37.4 years. 
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Figure 61  Case 1 through-wall crack shapes after 34.214 years. 

 

5.5.2.2 Case 2 50% PWSCC Repair 
Case 2 represents a 50% PWSCC repair from Table 3.  Figure 26 shows the axial WRS 
distribution used for the PWSCC calculations.  This WRS distribution starts with tensile values 
at the ID, then, due to the repair being performed after the stainless steel weld, the tensile stresses 
rise again and do not cross into compression until an a/t value of 0.6.  The WRS then go to 
compression and stay in compression at the nozzle OD.  As one may expect, this results in a 
drastically different balloon shaped crack.  The crack grows for a long distance along mid-
thickness just above the inlay because the through thickness growth slows down as the depth of 
the crack reaches the compressive zone.  This case is shown in some detail to illustrate the 
issues.  
 
The evolution of the crack shape up to just before the time of surface crack penetration is shown 
in Figure 62. The bottom illustration presents crack initiation (a0 = 1.5 mm, c0 = 5 mm) through a 
time of 11.625 years.  The red shape shows that after the crack leaves the inlay and begins 
growing faster in the Alloy 182 material, the crack front is discontinuous at the inlay interface.  
As discussed earlier, this is where the PipeFracCAE meshing routine breaks down because mesh 
points begin to overlap.  The growth to the green shape is performed in a spreadsheet and the 
bubble shaped crack is determined from the procedure discussed in Figure 54. 
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Figure 62  Evolution of crack shape for Case 2 up to leakage. 
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After the bubble shaped crack forms, another routine is used to automatically grow the crack 
within the PipeFracCAE framework up to a time of 11.625 years.  This shape is represented by 
the purple crack shape in the top illustration in Figure 62.  Note the slow crack growth at the 
inlay on the ID due to the PWSCC growth rate in Alloy 52.   
 
After reaching 11.625 years of growth (for Case 2) meshing issues occur due to the small inlay 
crack size and the large balloon shaped crack.  The top illustration in Figure 62 shows the 
evolution of crack growth from the time of 11.625 years to leakage.  During this time, the growth 
is automatically controlled within the PipeFracCAE framework.  Finally, the crack is grown to 
leakage using a spreadsheet calculation.  The through-wall crack growth is controlled by using a 
combination of spreadsheet growth increments and PipeFracCAE. 
 
It is also interesting to observe the crack shape formation within the framework of meshing.  
Figure 63 shows the axial stress distribution close to the crack just before and just after bubble 
shape forms, and after 11.625 years of growth.  The fine meshes required to model these unique 
shapes are shown.  Note that the axial stresses shown in Figure 63 are elastic for PWSCC 
growth, and are large.   
 
For the Case 1 description discussed in Section 5.5.2.1, the possibility of ductile tearing due to 
the service loading was considered.  It was found that the Case 1 crack shape is not expected to 
tear at the inlay.  The crack shape shown in Figure 64 is the actual shape just prior to leakage.  
Because of the nature of the WRS, which is compressive along the nozzle OD for Case 2, the 
crack growth slows in the depth direction.  While this occurs, the PWSCC balloon shaped 
growth in the Alloy 182 material is quite rapid leading to this crack shape.  For this crack shape, 
an elastic-plastic finite element analysis was performed for the service loads and the J-integral 
was calculated along the crack.  The weld residual stresses were included in this analysis.  This is 
shown in Figure 64 where J is calculated along the crack front.  The points ‘A to F’ are 
illustrated on the crack and also on the J plot for easy reference.  It is seen that J at the inlay 
location (A-B) is about 310 kJ/m2, which is quite a bit higher than the initiation value for Alloy 
52.  This suggests that the inlay crack will tear.   
 
For this example, the inlay crack length, c, is about 16 mm (the half crack angle from the nozzle 
centerline is 2.44-degrees).  The crack may tear a small amount and stop.  Identical elastic-plastic 
finite element analyses were performed for inlay crack lengths of 32, 48, 64, 79, 95, and 111 
mm.  The plot of the average J-integral along line A-B (in Figure 64) is plotted in Figure 65.  It is 
seen that J is still about 250 kJ/m2 even for an inlay opening of nearing 120 mm, which is nearly 
complete tearing of the inlay ligament.  This value is high and suggests that complete tearing will 
occur.  It also clearly shows that J at the deepest point of the crack is quite low (~28 kJ/m2) and 
is also nearly independent of inlay tearing length. 
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Figure 63   Axial stress distribution in Case 2 as the crack growth transitions into the 

bubble shaped crack until 11.325 years 
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Figure 64  Crack shape and J-calculation for Case 2 crack just prior to leakage. 

 
Figure 65  Calculations of J versus inlay crack length (‘c’) just prior to leak. 

 
For a correct tearing analysis one would have to grow the crack following the J-resistance curve 
since resistance increases as a function of crack length.  Hence comparing the driving force J to 
the JIc value to determine how much crack tearing along the inlay occurs is not strictly valid.  
However a full tearing analysis of the inlay crack caused by service loads is beyond the scope of 
this program.  Since crack growth underneath the inlay (along B-C-D downward in Figure 64) is 
not permitted here it is likely that the inlay ligament will actually be smaller than the inlay depth 
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of 3 mm.  This smaller depth will increase J significantly along A-B since the ligament is even 
smaller.  Therefore, it is a reasonable conclusion to expect tearing of the ligament for Case 2 
when leakage occurs. 
 
The crack growth for the through-wall crack portion of the analysis was made assuming that 
tearing of the inlay ligament occurred from time to time.  Crack growth through the inlay is 
predicted in 8.5 years, time to leakage is 15.1 years, and crack instability is predicted after 19.3 
years. 
 

5.5.2.3 Case 4 75% PWSCC Repair 
The weld residual stresses for Case 4 of Table 1 (75% PWSCC repair) at the four different 
locations considered here (weld centerline, DMW/SS line, DMW/Butter line, and Nozzle/Butter 
line) can be compared to those of Case 2 (50% PWSCC repair) in Figure 26 and Figure 27.  The 
axial WRS are very similar between Case 2 and Case 4 over about 60% of the wall thickness.  
Beyond 60% of wall thickness, the distributions between the two differ significantly.  Case 4 has 
a large compressive stress at the OD.  Case 2 also has compression at the OD, but is much lower 
in magnitude.  Therefore, for Case 4 it is to be expected that large circumferential crack growth 
will occur in the Alloy 82/182 weld metal while the crack grows through the pipe wall.  
Moreover, due to the large compression for Case 4, PWSCC will slow down as the crack 
approaches the OD, and grow further circumferentially at the mid-wall thickness. 
 
The evolution of the crack shapes for Case 4 (surface crack portion) were already discussed in 
Section 5.5.1.1 with regard to the AFEA enhancements required to model inlay crack growth.  
Figure 57 provided the evolution of the crack shapes during PWSCC growth.  As was the case 
for Case 2, it is seen that large growth in the DM weld occurs while the growth on the ID is 
rather small.   
 
Figure 66 shows the through-wall crack growth profiles.  The top illustration shows the shapes as 
a function of time when it is assumed that tearing of the inlay crack continuously occurs.  Note 
that the crack begins leaking at about 11.1 years of growth.  A J-integral analysis for this case 
clearly shows that tearing will occur at the inlay – especially when the crack is leaking.  The lack 
of ligament near the inlay causes the J-integral to be large.  The J-value is larger at this region for 
the through-wall crack case as compared to the corresponding surface crack since there is no 
ligament along the OD to carry the stress.  Assuming tearing occurs continuously during the 
through-wall crack growth is certainly conservative.  For this growth assumption, the crack 
grows from leakage to rupture in 2 years. 
 
The lower illustration in Figure 66 shows the crack profiles as a function of time when the 
assumption of intermittent tearing of the ID inlay ligament occurs.  The inlay crack location can 
be seen at each time at the ID.  For this case, the ID crack is not permitted to grow for some 
period of time until the J-integral value is clearly large enough to guarantee an increment of 
tearing.  For this case, the time from leakage to rupture is 4.25 years.  Note that the crack shape 
is not ‘smoothed’ during the growth process.  This leads to some irregular crack shapes that 
correct themselves as the growth proceeds.   
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Figure 66   Case 4 TWC growth: top (assume ID tearing as crack grows, and bottom 

(assume intermittent tearing occurs) 
 
Crack growth through the inlay is predicted in 6.5 years, time to leakage is 11.1 years, and crack 
instability is predicted after 13.2 or 15.8 years depending on the tearing assumptions used.  For 
all other cases the more conservative ‘continuous tearing’ assumption is reported for the time 
between leakage and rupture. 
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5.5.2.4 Case 11 Modified 50% PWSCC Repair (Alloy 52 growth law = A182/30) 
Case 11 has a residual stress distribution identical to that for Case 4, which is for a 75% PWSCC 
repair.  The residual stress distribution for this case (75% PWSCC repair) is shown in the upper 

 
 

Figure 67  Crack profiles for Case 11 and Case 4 just before leak. 
 
 
right in Figure 67.  As discussed in Section 5.5.1, the residual stress field is fit with a thermal 
distribution through the nozzle wall thickness to mimic the weld residual stress field.  WRS are 
similar to a displacement controlled thermal stress field since the stress state can decrease as the 
crack grows2.  Because the WRS field can actually be fit with separate thermal distributions to 
through the thickness, the actual shape can be fit rather well, as seen in the comparison in Figure 

                                                 
2 Recent developments in AFEA permit the use of the weld residual fields directly.  They are transferred from the 
mesh used to predict the weld residual stresses to the crack growth mesh and used to drive the PWSCC crack.  This 
has the advantage of permitting the entire WRS field, including spatial variations within the weld, to be accounted 
for correctly.  This is especially necessary for axial PWSCC crack growth.  The thermal field was used here.  In 
addition, future plans are to permit tearing to occur automatically based on local J-integral analysis and following 
the J-R curve. 
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67.  Note that the use of a polynomial fit (Figure 51) cannot capture the distribution as well as a 
multi-thermal fit.   
 
Also seen in Figure 67 are the crack shapes for Case 4 and Case 11 just prior to leakage.  These 
two shapes are similar except that the inlay circumferential length is almost five times larger for 
Case 11 (74 mm for Case 11 compared with 16 mm for Case 4).  Of course, this is due to the 
much higher inlay growth rate used (Alloy 52 growth = A182/30).  Finally, Figure 68 shows a J-
integral calculation for the crack shape just prior to leakage.  It is clear that tearing of the surface 
crack is expected since the J values are higher the resistance at the inlay (A-B, see also Figure 
60). 

 
Figure 68  Elastic-plastic J for Case 11 just before leak 

 
Crack growth through the inlay is predicted in 1.65 years, time to leakage is 5.2 years, and crack 
instability is predicted after 6.8 years.  This is due to the rapid growth through the inlay 
compared with the lower Alloy 52 inlay growth rates used for the other analyses. 

5.5.2.5 Case 16 Modified 75% PWSCC Repair (Large bending moment) 
Case 16 is identical to Case 4 (75% PWSCC WRS distribution) except the larger bending 
moment is applied (129 MPa (18.7 ksi) for case 16 versus 96.5 MPa (14 ksi) for Case 4).  Crack 
growth through the inlay is predicted in 6 years, time to leakage is 9.5 years, and crack instability 
is predicted after 11.5 years.  The crack growth shapes for this case is quite similar to Case 4, 
except faster. 
 

5.6 Comparison of Idealized and Natural Flaw Growth Results  
Comparison of the idealized and natural crack growth results for PWSCC through the inlay are 
presented in Table 10.  Considering the differences in crack shape which evolve with the two 
different crack growth methods, surprisingly good comparisons are seen in Table 10.  The 
idealized PWSCC growth analysis procedure is much faster and easier to perform since natural 
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crack growth analyses, which result in balloon shaped cracks, are a challenge to automate, as 
discussed in Section 5.5.1.  The idealized crack procedure summarized above in Section 5.2 and 
illustrated in Figure 54 is seen to be quite adequate here.  As such, the PWSCC predictions used 
for the cases which were not analyzed with the natural growth procedure should be considered 
reasonable.  Note that Cases 1, 2, and 4 are the same as in Table 3.  The last two entries in Table 
10 come from Table 6 and Table 5 respectively.     
 
 

Table 10  Comparison of idealized and natural flaw growth results for selected cases. 

Case # WRS case 

Total time, years  
(Idealized Growth) 

Total time, years  
(Natural  Growth) 

Inlay TWC Rupture Inlay TWC Rupture

1 
Case 1 

50% pre-service repair 9.7 25.1 33.7 11.9 31.5 37.4  

2 
Case 2 

50% PWSCC repair 10.9 15.9 24.8 8.5 15.1  19.3  

4 
Case 4 

75% PWSCC repair 7.5 12.1 23.3 6.5 11.1 
15.8+ 
13.2* 

4 

Case 4 Modified 
75% PWSCC repair 
(A52=1/30(A182)) 3.4 8.4 16 1.7 5.2 6.8 

4 

Case 4 Modified 
75% PWSCC repair 

(Larger Bending Moment) 6.9 10.2 17.5 6.0 9.5 11.5 
+Assuming Intermittent Tearing of Inlay 

*Assuming full tearing of inlay at each growth step 
 
In Table 10, it is seen that five cases were considered for the natural flaw analyses.  For Case 1, 
the 50% pre-service repair, the time of growth for all three stages (inlay, through-wall crack 
(TWC), and rupture) were slightly under-predicted using the idealized growth assumptions.  For 
the rupture life prediction with this case, it is assumed that tearing occurs locally at the inlay for 
each time step of the natural growth procedure.  This means that, essentially, the Alloy 82 
growth law was used for the TWC growth predictions, which is conservative.  For Case 2, the 
50% PWSCC repair, the growth through the inlay and the time from through-wall crack to 
rupture is predicted to occur faster with the natural crack growth procedure.  However, the time 
to a TWC is very close between the two approaches.   
 
For Case 4, the 75% PWSCC repair, the natural crack growth was slightly faster compared with 
the idealized growth.  This may be due to the fact that the idealized growth WRS fit (Figure 51) 
misses the ‘hump’ in stress caused by the deep repair prior to application of the inlay near a 
normalized depth of about 0.2.  Even so, the comparison is quite good.  For Cases 11 and 16 
(Table 10) the natural growth predictions are slightly faster perhaps for this same reason.   
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In summary, the idealized crack growth predictions compare quite well with the natural growth 
predictions.  This is very convenient since idealized growth is much simpler and faster compared 
with the natural growth procedure.  As discussed above in Section 5.5 natural crack growth in the 
inlay is quite a challenge because of the odd crack shapes predicted.  The automated crack 
growth procedure becomes unstable and increments of growth using a spread sheet is required to 
go from one crack shape type to the next.  Moreover, when the crack is long in the Alloy 82/182 
weld metal, and short at the inlay, and tearing is likely to occur at the inlay.  As such, a 
combination of PWSCC and tearing can occur which cannot be modeled automatically.   
 
The predictions using idealized growth are considered to be quite reasonable for the other cases 
that were not modeled with AFEA since the comparison for the cases analyzed using both 
methods were reasonable.   
 
 

6 Summary and Conclusions  
In this report, the effectiveness of inlays as a mitigation technique was assessed by conducting 
confirmatory welding residual stress and flaw evaluation analyses.  Using two large bore 
geometries, detailed welding simulation analyses were conducted following the procedures set 
forth in draft Code Case N-766.  Within the welding residual stress analyses, the following inlay 
and repair sizes were considered: 

• 50% deep ID pre-service repair (before stainless steel safe end) 
• 50% deep ID PWSCC repair (after stainless steel safe end but before inlay) 
• 75% deep ID pre-service repair 
• 75% deep ID PWSCC repair 
• 50% deep ID pre-service repair and a 75% deep PWSCC repair 
• 12% deep ID pre-service repair 
• 12% deep ID PWSCC repair 
• 12% deep pre-service repair and a 12% deep PWSCC repair 
• 3mm deep inlay in all cases  
• 6mm deep inlay for the 50% deep ID pre-service and 50% deep ID PWSCC repair cases. 

 
The results from the welding residual stress analyses suggest that the regardless of the repair 
history, the ID stress state is driven by the inlay repair.  In most cases, the ID stress due to the 
inlay was about 400 MPa (58 ksi), which is just above the yield strength for the DM weld 
material.  Even the beneficial effect of the stainless steel safe end weld was eliminated by the 
thin layer of inlay material on the ID surface of the pipe.  For all of the inlay cases with pre-
service repairs, the high axial stress on the ID dropped to zero at about 15 percent of the wall 
thickness for all repair depths.  For the inlay cases with PWSCC repairs, the axial stress dropped 
to zero between 40 and 50 percent of the wall thickness for repairs greater than 50 percent deep 
and it dropped to zero at about 20 percent of the wall thickness for the 12 percent deep repair.   
 
Using these residual stress results, PWSCC growth analyses using both idealized-shaped and 
natural-shaped cracks were conducted using simulated crack growth rates.  Sensitivity studies 
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were conducted on crack growth rate, bending stress, operating temperature, initial flaw size and 
orientation, and inlay.  Conclusions from these analyses include: 

• The time for the initial defect to grow through-wall was dominated by the time for the 
initial defect to grow through the inlay, i.e., a large portion of the crack growth time is 
spent in the first 3mm of wall thickness.   The only exception to this case was for the 
small weld repair (12%).  In this case, the flaw arrested after passing through the inlay. 

• The 75% deep, PWSCC repair case had the lowest time to leakage.  However, this size 
repair is not practical and was only used in these analyses since a licensee used it for an 
inlay relief request. 

• For the 3mm deep inlay, the time through the inlay was typically about 10 years.  After 
that point, the time to leakage varied with repair size, ranging from an additional 5 years 
for a 50% deep repair to arrest for a 12% deep weld repair. 

• For the 6mm deep inlay, the time through the inlay was about 25 years, with the 
additional time to leakage the same as for the 3mm cases. 

• The crack growth times through the inlay are directly proportional to the crack growth 
rate factor applied to the MPR-115 crack growth rate.   For instance, the time through the 
inlay for the A182/1000 case was 100 times longer than the time for the A182/10 case.   

• Bending stress did not have a large effect on the time for the crack to pass through the 
inlay, but had a large effect on time to leakage, i.e., the lower bending stresses caused the 
crack to slow considerably near the middle of the wall thickness. 

• Temperature had a large effect on the crack growth behavior. The time through the inlay, 
time to leakage, and time to rupture were increased by about a factor of 6 by reducing the 
temperatures from hot leg (327C) to cold leg (288C) conditions.    Even for the fastest 
crack growth considered, the time to leakage was over 50 years at the cold leg 
temperatures. 

• Initial crack length did not have a large impact on the time through the inlay or to 
leakage. 

• Axial cracks grew faster than circumferential cracks due to the larger hoop stresses in the 
inlayed welds. 

• The time through the inlay was not affected by the presence of an embedded defect.  
However, the time to leakage was decreased by the presence of the embedded defect.  
The time to leakage estimates are very conservative since it is unlikely that the flaws 
would be in perfect alignment with each other. 

 
Natural flaw growth analyses were conducted to verify that the unusual flaw shapes did not 
highly impact the time through the inlay and leakage calculated using the idealized flaw 
assumption.  The results from these runs illustrated that in some cases, the natural crack analyses 
gave slightly longer times to leakage, while in other cases, the times to leakage were slightly 
shorter.  The differences stemmed from the effect of the natural crack shape on the crack driving 
force and the more accurate representation of the welding residual stress field in the natural flaw 
analyses.  Overall, the natural crack shape analyses demonstrated that reasonable approximations 
of crack growth time through the inlay and to leakage can be made with idealized flaw analyses. 
 
Overall, several general conclusion can be made regarding the effectiveness of inlays as a 
mitigation technique. 
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• The sensitivity studies conducted assuming a postulated initial defect indicate time to 
leakage values less than the inlay design life even with Alloy 52 PWSCC crack growth 
rate improvement factors of 30 – 100. 

• The effect of crack initiation in Alloy 52 inlay materials is neglected here and can be 
considered an additional conservatism in the results. 

• Due to the results using the currently available Alloy 52 crack growth data, additional 
crack growth data is needed for these materials to fully understand and quantify the 
uncertainty in the results. 

• The results from this study do not support sample inspections for inlay mitigated hot leg 
temperature welds. 

• The results from this study support sample inspection for inlay mitigated cold leg 
temperature welds. 

• The results from this study demonstrate a need for both volumetric and ID surface 
examination due to the rapid growth that may occur after a growing flaw passes out of the 
inlay into the original DM weld material. 
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Appendix A 
 

Axis-symmetric and Three-dimensional  
Pipe Weld Models 

 

 

The three-dimensional aspect of weld modeling is a topic of interest in the computational weld 
community at present.  In this appendix, we briefly discuss the effects of three-dimensional 
modeling on predicted weld residual stress.  More details on three-dimensional modeling can be 
found in References [1, 2, 3].  In general, it can be said with confidence that an axis-symmetric 
pipe weld model will produce conservative weld residual stress results compared with a full 
three-dimensional solution as long as the axis-symmetric solution is considered away from any 
weld start/stop locations. 

Early computational work used the axis-symmetry assumption because 3D pipe modeling was 
not possible.  The conservative predictions came about mainly by comparing predictions to 
measurements [4,5], and observing that the measurements were usually lower in absolute 
magnitude compared to predictions.   

Consider the safe-end weld shown in Figure A-1.  A safe-end is a controlled shop weld intended 
to provide a transition between a carbon steel nuclear containment vessel nozzle (A508 or A516 
in Figure A-1) and a stainless steel pipe (304 or 316 stainless).  The weld is made with an 
Inconel alloy (A82 in Figure A-1).  In Figure A-1, Passes 1 to 9 represent what is called ‘butter’ 
welds that are made directly over the carbon steel.  The assemblage with the butter weld is then 
post-weld heat treated (PWHT) by heating to 593C and holding at this temperature for about  
1 hour for every 25 mm of pipe thickness.  This is modeled by permitting secondary creep to 
occur during the PWHT process causing the stresses to reduce due to creep relaxation.  Weld 
Passes 10 through 20 then are applied (Figure A-1).  The geometry used for the surge nozzle 
analysis has an inner radius of 128 mm (5.03 inches), an outer radius of 170 mm (6.68 inches) 
with a wall thickness of 42 mm (1.65 inches). The mean radius-to-thickness ratio (Rm/t) for the 
surge nozzle is 3.5. 
  
The temperature-dependent material properties used for all three materials in the dissimilar metal 
(DM) weld can be found in References [3] and [6] (including Appendix B), including creep 
properties.  The weld parameters, thermal physical properties, and all other modeling parameters 
required to model the welds can be found in Reference [3] and the references cited therein.  For 
the three-dimensional analysis, full moving-arc solutions were performed since ‘lump pass’ 
solutions produce similar results to axis-symmetric solutions.    
  
In most cases, the DM welds in the larger diameter pipe were completed, the inner diameter (ID) 
region was ground out (~10 to 15% of the wall thickness here), and a weld bead re-deposited 
over the full 360-degree pipe.  It turns out that this grind and redeposit process typically 
increases the tensile residual stresses in the repair region.  This effect is especially detrimental in 
thick pipe such as in the pressurizer surge nozzle.   
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Axial stresses in the butter region for the pressurizer surge nozzle weld are shown in Figure A-2.  
This figure illustrates the residual stresses using an axis-symmetric solution and a full three-
dimensional solution.  The three-dimensional results are at a location 180 degrees from the 
start/stop location of the welds.  The weld geometry for the surge line is shown in Figure A-1.  
The assumption of axis-symmetry is acceptable for locations away from start/stop locations but 
is drastically different near these locations.  Figure A-2 further supports the commonly held 
belief that axis-symmetric solutions produce conservative predictions (higher in absolute 
magnitude) compared with the 3D solution.  It is seen that the axis-symmetric results do differ 
more for this case near the outer diameter (OD) of the pipe compared with the 3D results.  In 
fact, the axial stresses on the pipe OD in the butter region are quite a bit higher in the axis-
symmetric analysis.  Note from Figure A-2 (lower 3D plot) that the pipe inner diameter (ID) is 
shown (white line) since the ID is not entirely distinguishable.  Keep in mind that the three-
dimensional axial residual stresses self-equilibrate around the circumference and not through-
thickness as required in the axis-symmetric solutions. 
  
Figure A-3 shows the corresponding hoop weld residual stresses for both cases.  In general, the 
hoop residual stresses are larger in the axis-symmetric solution.  However, the higher hoop 
stresses appear to spread further into the carbon steel (left side) in the three-dimensional analysis.  
This is somewhat surprising since this same effect is not seen for axial stresses (Figure A-2). 
  
Notice that the mesh refinement for both the axis-symmetric and 3D solutions is identical so that 
differences cannot be attributed to mesh size differences.  Also, note that these stresses are at 
maximum operating stress temperature of 324C rather than room temperature but the differences 
are quite similar at room temperature. 
  
During construction of piping systems in nuclear power plants, repair welds were necessary if a 
weld defect was found.  This was typically performed by grinding out the damaged region of 
weld and re-depositing the weld metal.  Figure A-4 illustrates this procedure.  Here, after 
deposition of the nine butter passes (see bottom of Figure A-1), and eleven weld passes, the 360-
degree grinding operation is modeled (about 15% of the thickness is removed) and two repair 
passes are deposited.  After this, the 90-degree repair is modeled as seen in Figure A-4.  A 26 
percent through-thickness repair is deposited in four new weld passes.  The repair was designed 
such that the center of the 90-degree repair coincided with 180 degrees from the original 
start/stop location of the pipe weld as seen in Figure A-1 (upper right).  The effect of the repair is 
dramatic.  The three-dimensional solution had 55,000 elements and took four days to run on a 
two processor machine using ABAQUS in 2005.  In 2009, this analysis would only take 1 day on 
a four-processor machine. 
  
Figure A-5 shows the corresponding axial weld residual stresses in the pipe at a section at the 
center of the 90-degree repair.  The white outline indicates the butter and weld boundaries.  Also 
for the 3D solution, the pipe ID location is marked with white boundaries to illustrate the bevel 
geometry.  It is clear that the weld residual stresses are strongly affected by the repair.  Note that 
these results are at the 324C operating temperature.   
  
Figure A-6 illustrates the residual stress distribution in the butter (through-thickness) for the axis-
symmetric and 3D solutions without the 90-degree repair, and the 3D solution with the 90-degree 
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repair. The repair increases the depth of the tensile residual stresses but the magnitude is not 
increased significantly.  The 15% grinding and re-deposition of these weld passes was the 
dominant weld feature here which imposed high weld residual stresses on the pipe ID.  If this 
grinding step was not included here, there would have been a significant effect on the weld 
repair. 
  
Figure A-7 provides a view of the pipe ID centered over the weld repair.  These are axial 
stresses.  The two ‘red’ regions represent the 400 MPa contour levels and the ‘green’ regions in 
between these two levels are the stresses in the welds (compare with Figure A-5, top illustration).  
For this case, circumferential primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) in DM welds 
may occur in the repair region.  It is clear that partial weld repairs must be analyzed using 3D 
solutions.  One can see that the effect of the start-stop weld repair location is to dramatically alter 
the weld residual stress state at this location, actually reversing the sign of the stresses at some 
locations near the start and stop locations of the repair.  This is due to the shrinkage of the weld 
material in the repair region, which causes tension, pulls the un-repaired region into compression 
just beyond the end of the repair.  Figure A-8 shows a plot of axial stress in the weld repair 
center as a function of normalized distance around the circumference (starting at the 90- and 
ending at the 270-degree locations).  The effect of the repair is present for only a short distance 
beyond the stop location but extends for quite a distance before the start of the repair.  Note that 
these stresses are along the center of the repair.   
  
Summary – Pipe and Vessel Type 3D Solutions.  The following comments summarize the three-
dimensional effect of pipe weld analysis for DM welds.  Similar comments hold true for single 
material welded pipe also. 
 

• Axis-symmetric solutions tend to produce higher weld residual stress predictions 
compared with a more physically correct full moving arc three-dimensional solution.  
Hence, axis-symmetric solutions are more conservative in general. 

• Axis-symmetric solutions model the application of the girth weld passes in one step.  In 
effect, the weld is modeled as being deposited around the 360-degree weld 
simultaneously and cooled in a similar manner.  For a 360-degree weld, especially for a 
large-diameter pipe, the deposited weld material has cooled by the time the weld returns 
to the start position.  The axis-symmetric solution essentially models the radial shrinkage 
of the weld bead simultaneously around the 360-degree circumference.  This over 
predicts the radial shrinkage compared with a 3D solution, which leads to the over 
prediction of both axial and hoop weld residual stresses. 

• The three-dimensional axial stress solutions do not self-equilibrate through the pipe wall 
thickness as they do in the axis-symmetric solutions.  This is important near start/stop 
weld locations or in repair weld regions.  Therefore, the through-wall axial residual 
stresses may be tensile through-thickness in some regions, although this is considered 
unlikely for thick pipe. 

• The axis-symmetric solutions here differed somewhat from the full three-dimensional 
results near the pipe OD.   

• Predicted 3D stresses near the start/stop locations in pipe are significantly different from 
the axis-symmetric solutions. 
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• Lump pass solutions, where the entire weld bead is deposited simultaneously, produce 
conservative predictions (larger in absolute magnitude) of weld residual stresses. 

• Lumping several passes into a larger pass also tends to produce conservative weld 
residual stresses. 

• Full three-dimensional solutions are preferred and will replace the simple axis-symmetric 
analysis procedures in coming years. 

 
Please see References [1, 2, 3] for many more details regarding three-dimensional solutions. 
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Figure A-1 Schematic description and mesh for surge nozzle weld 
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Figure A-2 Axis-symmetric (top) and three-dimensional (bottom) axial weld 

residual stresses for surge nozzle DM weld.  These stresses are at 
operating temperature of 324C. 
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Figure A-3 Axis-symmetric (top) and three-dimensional (bottom) hoop weld 

residual stresses for surge nozzle DM weld.  These stresses are at the 
operating temperature of 324 C. 

 

 
 

Figure A-4 Weld repair of surge nozzle weld
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Figure A-5 Surge nozzle weld residual stresses 

 

 
Figure A-6 Axial residual stresses plotted through the pipe wall thickness 

 

 
Figure A-7 Top view of axial weld residual stresses (MPa) for 3D repair case.  This 

is a view of the pipe ID. 
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Figure A-8 Axial weld residual stresses in the center of the weld repair.  The 
normalized circumferential distance starts at the 90-degree location and 
ends at the 270-degree location. 
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Appendix B 
 

Material Data Used for Analysis 
 

The dissimilar metal welding process involves depositing molten weld material (Alloy 
82/182) to join an A508 nozzle with a 316 (or 304) stainless steel safe-end.  The 304 
stainless steel cladding is also added to the ID of the nozzle prior to applying the 
dissimilar metal (DM) weld.  During weld metal deposition, parts of the base materials 
(nozzle and stainless steel safe-end) near the weld can melt and solidify.  As such, the 
temperature-dependent material properties are needed and were used for simulating weld 
residual stress, including the thermo-physical (i.e., thermal expansion, etc.) and 
mechanical properties of the materials involved in butt weld fabrication.   
 
The material properties necessary for the butt weld stress analysis were collected from 
various sources in the open literature and through data exchanges with industry.  These 
data were originally developed for earlier PWSCC efforts [1,2].  The temperature-
dependent stress-strain curves for Alloy 82/182 solution-annealed weld metal, carbon 
steel, the SA-508, and stainless steel were experimentally determined at ORNL [3,4].   
 
A508 Nozzle Material 
The temperature-dependent material property data for A508 nozzle material came from 
test data developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) [3,4].  The original 
stress-strain curve for the heat of A508 is shown in Figure B-1.  Unfortunately, there are 
data at only five temperatures (the 1,500C data are set to very low values since the 
material is near melting).  Note that for weld analyses, the stress at the first deviation 
from nonlinearity is used for yield rather than the 0.2% offset yield stress.  Figure B-1 
lists thermal conductivity, heat capacity, elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio, stress strain 
curves, and Norton creep properties (for PWHT analysis) 
 
Finally, it is interesting to observe the stress-strain curves for other heats of A508. 
Materials with similar chemical content show quite similar behaviors, as seen in Figure 
B-2.  Figure B-2 plots yield and ultimate stress from a number of different material 
databases along with the ORNL data.  Several sets of data are from forgings with the test 
specimen cut in the axial and circumferential directions.  There are also Japanese data 
(Hitachi) and French data (CEA) shown on this plot. 
 
For the post weld heat treatment (PWHT), a power law defined as sns σε sA  =& was used 
and temperature dependent creep parameters [5] are listed in Figure B-1. Creep properties 
are only necessary up to the PWHT temperature of 607C.  The room temperature creep 
properties are set to a small number for analysis to prevent creep from occurring at low 
temperatures.  Figure B-1 also presents the thermo-physical data such as conductivity and 
specific heat.  The annealing temperature was set 1200C. 
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Alloy 82/182 Weld Material and Alloy 52 Weld Material   
The temperature-dependent material data for the Alloy 82/182 material were also 
obtained from ORNL data.  The test data were obtained on annealed weld material since 
the weld modeling process assumes the weld metal is cooling from a molten state with no 
prior strain-hardening during the analysis.  Using ‘as welded’ material property data will 
significantly overestimate the weld residual stresses since the weld process strain-hardens 
the weld metal about 10 percent.   
 
Figure B-3 shows the stress-strain curve data used for all nozzle inlay weld analyses.  
These are the direct data used for the isotropic-hardening analysis cases.  The annealing 
temperature is equal to 1300C.  Figure B-4 shows material data for Alloy 52, which was 
tested at Emc2 as part of Task 1 of this program [6].  The bottom plot shows the 
comparison between the Alloy 82/182 and Alloy 52 where the properties are seen to be 
almost identical, except at room temperature where the Alloy 52 curve is about 10% 
higher.  Since Alloy 82/182 properties were used in the analyses presented here for inlay 
(since Alloy 52 properties were not available when the analyses were conducted) there 
should only be a slight difference at room temperature between weld residual stress 
results.  At the operating temperature of 300C there should be essentially no difference in 
the stress results.  Figure B-5 shows the thermo-physical data of conductivity and specific 
heat along with elastic modulus, coefficient of thermal expansion, and Poisson’s ratio that 
were used.  The creep properties for Alloy 82/182 were obtained from the Special Metals 
Corporation Bulletin [7].   
 
316 Stainless Steel Base Metal 
The temperature-dependent material property data for the TP316 stainless steel various 
temperatures in the range from RT to 1,400C are shown in Figure B-6.  Figure B-7 
presents the thermo-physical data and other necessary material data.   The annealing 
temperature is set 1050C.  Creep properties for stainless steel were obtained from 
Reference [8].  For the stainless steel closure weld these same properties were used for 
both base and weld metal. 
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Figure B-1  A508 nozzle stress-strain curve data and thermal data. 
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Figure B-2 Comparison of yield and ultimate stress for A508 material and similar 
grades of steel 
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Figure B-3 Alloy 82/182 weld metal true stress-strain data as a function of 
temperature (22, 316, 538, 760, 962, and 1300C) used for all nozzles 
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Figure B-4  True stress strain curve comparisons for Alloy 52 and Alloy 82/182
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Figure B-5 Thermal and mechanical parameters for Alloy 82/182 weld metal. 
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Figure B-6  Fitted stress-strain response for TP316. 
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Figure B-7 TP316 material data for weld analysis. 
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Appendix C 
Compendium of Welding Residual Stress Results 

 
 
This appendix provides a compendium of weld residual stress solutions (without inlays) that can 
be used to perform PWSCC and fatigue evaluations for indications found in dissimilar metal 
welds.  These solutions represent the welding residual stress states prior to the application of an 
inlay, as described in the main body of the report.  The first section of this appendix (Section 1.0) 
provides solutions for Model 1 with a 50% repair (Cases 8 to 10 from Table C-1).  This section 
also provides results for Model 2 with 12, 25, and 50% repairs (Cases 8 to 14 from Table C-2).  
Section 2 provides additional results for some of the other cases considered (Cases 11 and 12 
from Table C-1 for Model 1) which dealt with an embedded flaw in the DM weld and a cast 
stainless steel safe-end.  In all cases, the welding residual stress simulation process, the weld 
geometry, and the model inputs are discussed in Section 3 of the main report.   
 

1. Compendium of Weld Residual Stresses for Hot Leg Nozzle 
Geometry Without Mitigation: With and Without Stainless Steel 
Safe-end Weld  

 
Cases 8 and 9 From Table C-1(Model 1) 
For completeness, this appendix presents welding residual stress plots for different cases from 
Table 1 (Model 1) and Table 2 (Model 2) from Section 3.2.3.  Table C-1 reproduces Table 1 and 
Table C-2 reproduces Table 2 of Section 3.2.3.  The results shown in this section can be used for 
PWSCC growth analyses for cases with and without the stainless steel safe-end weld.  The 
stainless steel safe-end weld is known to improve (make more compressive) the WRS state on 
the ID of a DM weld.  The dimensions for Model 1 are presented in Figure 5 of the main body of 
this report. 
 
Centerline Location - Figure C-1 shows the axial (top) and hoop (bottom) weld residual stress 
distributions for Cases 8 and 9 from Table C-1 taken along the weld centerline.  These cases 
represent a 50% repair performed prior to the application of the stainless steel safe-end weld, i.e., 
a pre-service repair. The stainless steel safe-end weld reduces both axial and hoop weld residual 
stresses in the DM weld.  A polynomial 4th order fit to the calculated stress distributions is shown 
with the equation constants listed.  These fits were made with Excel using a least squares fit.  For 
an idealized crack growth analysis, these constants can be used directly.  The 4th order fit was 
used since published stress intensity factor solutions for surface cracks in pipe are typically up to 
a 4th order fit.  It is noted that a 6th order fit more accurately captures the distribution, especially 
at the ID and OD, but since the K-solutions are typically not developed for 6th order fits, these 
are not included.  In all plots in this appendix, the polynomial fits for the cases without the 
stainless steel safe-end weld are in ‘red’ and the fit for the cases with the SS safe-end weld are in 
‘blue’.  It is seen that the fit for the axial stresses is reasonable at the nozzle ID, and less accurate 
near the OD.  Note that the simulation results and not the curve fit solutions, tabulated in Table 
C-3 for the case without a SS safe-end weld and Table C-4 for the case with the SS safe-end 
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weld, should be used in a natural crack growth analysis since the thermal fit algorithm used in 
the AFEA approach can capture the non-polynomial behavior more accurately.  Note that the 
hoop weld residual stresses tend to ‘wiggle’ somewhat.  Often, this is due to the plotting 
algorithm within ABAQUS viewer when paths are used to extract results.  This local fluctuation 
in the stresses also occurs due to the heating and cooling of each weld pass.  This behavior is 
amplified when isotropic hardening is assumed. Isotropic hardening tends to produce higher (in 
absolute magnitude) weld residual stress predictions. 
 
DM Weld/SS, DM Weld/Butter, and DM Weld/Nozzle Locations - Figures C-2 to C-4 show 
similar plots and polynomial fits for the other locations through the nozzle wall for Cases 8 and 9 
from Table C-1.  Hoop stresses for the cases along the DM weld/SS line and DM weld/nozzle 
line sometimes fluctuate locally since these are along the material discontinuity (in material 
properties) line.  Finally, Figure C-5 shows a comparison of axial WRS for the weld centerline 
location with no SS safe-end weld assumed (Case 8), with the SS safe-end weld assumed (Case 
9), and after inlay weld (Case 1) for comparison.  It is clear that the stainless steel weld has a 
strong stress benefit at the DM weld, while the inlay eliminates the residual stress benefits of the 
stainless steel safe-end weld. 
 
The WRS using an isotropic hardening assumption may tend to be an upper bound (both in 
tension and compression).  For many cases, the calculated crack growth rate may be higher than 
they would appear in service.  However, there are cases where the compression may become 
large, reducing crack growth rates, so that the predictions of growth may not always be 
conservative from a time standpoint.  Finally, it is noted that these stresses are all at 300C with 
no pressure applied.  For crack growth predictions, the user must combine the service loads 
(pressure, bending, thermal expansion, etc.) with the welding residual stress.  If the operating 
temperature is higher than 300C, it is conservative to use these values since WRS generally 
decrease as the temperature increases.   
 
Case 10 From Table C-1(Model 1) 
This section provides weld residual stresses for the special case where a repair is made after the 
stainless steel safe-end weld is made.  Such a repair, which is called a PWSCC repair in this 
report, essentially eliminates the advantages of the stainless steel weld.  Here these results are 
presented along with the Case 9 results (repair before the stainless steel safe-end weld) for 
comparison. 
 
Centerline Location - Figure C-6 shows the results for Case 9 (repair before the stainless steel 
safe-end weld, i.e. pre-service repair) and Case 10 (PWSCC repair), without mitigation at the 
weld centerline location.  The Case 9 results are shown for contrast (these are the same as 
presented in Figure C-1) illustrating the effect of the PWSCC repair and how such a repair 
eliminates the benefits produced from the SS safe-end weld.  Axial stresses are presented in the 
top illustration and hoop stresses in the bottom illustration.  The fourth order polynomial fit to 
the distribution is also presented for convenience.  In Figure C-6 (top) a 6th order fit is also 
shown for comparison.  The 6th order polynomial fit provides a better match with the finite 
element results, especially at the ID and OD regions.  However, as mentioned above, the 4th 
order fit is provided for all the distributions since published stress intensity solutions typically 
use a 4th order fit to the stress.  The actual WRS data are tabulated in Table C-5. 
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DM Weld/SS, DM Weld/Butter, and DM Weld/Nozzle Locations - Figures C-7 through C-9 
provide the axial and hoop stresses, along with the 4th order polynomial fit, for stresses along the 
DM weld/SS line, the DM weld/butter line, and DM weld/nozzle line, respectively.  Again, the 
results for a pre-service repair with the stainless steel safe-end weld (which are identical to the 
Case 9 results presented in Figures C-2 to C-4) are shown at each location for comparison.  The 
‘wiggles’ in some of the plots are caused in part by the multiple pass nature of the welds (which 
can lead to slight bead-to-bead stress variations) along with ABAQUS  plotting anomalies, which 
are especially prevalent along the DM weld/SS and DM weld/nozzle interfaces.  These local 
variations cause some difficulties in obtaining a reasonable 4th order fit.  However, the resulting 
crack growth predictions should not be affected significantly.  As discussed with relation to 
Figures C-1 to C-4, the actual weld residual stresses (Tables C-4 and C-5) should be used for the 
natural crack growth calculations for better accuracy.   
 
Cases 8 to 11 From Table C-2 (Model 2) – No Stainless Steel Weld 
This section compiles residual stress distributions for the Model 2 (Figure 9 in main body of 
report) hot leg for Cases 8 to 11 in Table C-2.  These compilations represent the weld residual 
stresses for the case of no repair (Case 8), and 12, 25, and 50% repairs (Cases 9, 10, 11, 
respectively) without a stainless steel safe-end weld.   
 
Centerline Location - Figure C-10 summarizes the axial (upper plot) and hoop (lower plot) weld 
residual stresses prior to application of the stainless steel safe-end weld.  These WRS could be 
used for crack growth analysis in a DM weld where the stainless steel weld was long.  For the 
case of no ID repair, the weld residual stresses are tensile at the nozzle ID.  However, once the 
repairs are made, the tensile ID stresses rise sharply just inside the pipe ID.  Model 2 wall 
thickness is quite thick (~81 mm at the stainless steel side and ~87 mm at the nozzle side, Figure 
9).  The WRS behavior observed is due to the thickness used in this model.  For smaller diameter 
pipe (spray and surge size), where the thickness is smaller, the large increase in stress at the ID is 
not apparent.  Essentially, for such a thick nozzle, the WRS crosses through zero stress three 
times, as seen in the top illustration in Figure C-10.  As the repair depth increases from 12% to 
50%, it is seen that the distance through the thickness where the stresses cross through zero 
becomes deeper (for instance, the 12% repair crosses zero at about R/t = 0.27, the 25% repair 
crosses at R/t = 0.29, and 50% repair at about R/t = 0.32 for the centerline location).  The 
location of the maximum compression stress also increases as the repair depth increases.  
Interestingly, the maximum axial tensile stress for the 25% and 50% repairs are about the same 
while for the 12% repair the maximum axial stress is lower.  The hoop stresses are shown in the 
bottom illustration of Figure C-10.  The undulations in the curves are due to the pass-by-pass 
local heating and cooling and by the isotropic hardening assumption.  The hoop WRS are 
strongly affected by the repair. 
 
Figure C-11 provides 4th order polynomial fits for the no repair and 12% repair cases.  In general, 
the 4th order fits do not capture the residual stress distributions perfectly, but can be used for 
idealized crack growth analysis.  Figure C-12 provides the same information for the 25% and 
50% repair cases, including the 4th order polynomial curve fits.  Again, the fits tend to average 
the stresses of the actual calculations and can be used for idealized crack growth predictions.  For 
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natural crack growth, the actual data should be used since the thermal fit to the WRS data can 
provide very good predictions.  The actual WRS data is tabulated in Table C-6. 
 
DM Weld/SS Line Location – Figure C-13 provides the WRS at the DM weld and stainless steel 
safe-end location.  Note that the insert in Figure C-13 defines the actual path, which is longer 
than a path directly through the thickness.  However, the data are plotted as a function of the 
radius divided by the thickness.  The axial stresses are higher along the centerline compared with 
the DM weld/SS location.  However, the distance at which the stress crosses through zero 
follows the same trends as discussed earlier.  The hoop stresses from this location also have the 
same trends as the stresses from the centerline location.  Figure C-14 summarizes the 4th order 
fits for the no repair and 12% repair cases while Figure C-15 does the same for the 25% and 50% 
fits.  The WRS data for the DM weld/SS line for the case of no SS weld (Model 2) is listed in 
Table C-7. 
 
DM Weld/Butter Line Location – Figure C-16 compares the WRS for the no repair and three 
repair cases along the DM weld/butter location.  Again, even though the path where the stresses 
were extracted is angled, the plots are presented at radial locations through the nozzle wall.  
Similar trends are observed as compared to the centerline case.  The WRS are maximum (and 
most severe for PWSCC growth concerns) for the centerline and this location.  Figure C-17 
shows the distribution and 4th order fit for the no repair and 12% repair, while Figure C-18 is for 
the 25% and 50% repair cases.  Table C-8 tabulates the WRS for these cases. 
 
DM Weld/Nozzle Line Location – Figure C-19 shows the results along the DM weld/nozzle line.  
The stresses at this location are lower than at the centerline or DM weld/butter location on 
average.  However, the ID stresses are more tensile.  The ‘hump’ and higher tensile stresses 
observed at the centerline and DM weld/butter locations are not seen at this location (compare to 
Figures C-10 and C-16).  Figures C-20 and C-21 show the polynomial fits.  These fits  represent 
the analysis results more accurately than the centerline and DM weld/butter fits since the stresses 
only cross zero twice at this location as compared with three times at the other locations.  Table 
C-9 tabulates the WRS for these cases. 
 
Cases 12 to 14 From Table C-2 (Model 2) – With Stainless Steel Safe-End Weld 
This section compiles residual stress distributions for Model 2 (Figure 9), Cases 12 to 14 in 
Table C-2.  These compilations represent the weld residual stresses for the case with a stainless 
steel safe-end weld and a 12% repair (Case 12), and 25, and 50% pre-service repairs (Cases 13, 
14, respectively).   
 
Centerline Location - Figure C-22 summarizes the axial (upper plot) and hoop (lower plot) weld 
residual stresses after application of the stainless steel safe-end weld.  The stainless steel safe-
end weld improves (reduces) the weld residual stresses if the SS weld is in the proximity of the 
DM weld (within 75 to100 mm).  These WRS could be used for crack growth analysis in a DM 
weld with a short safe-end.  If the safe-end is long , the distributions shown in Figures C-10 to C-
21 should be used.  The weld residual stresses become compressive at the ID.  Note that Model 2 
is quite thick (~81 mm at the stainless steel side and ~87 mm at the nozzle side, Figure 9).  The 
axial stresses reach a maximum tensile level of about 200 MPa at a depth of R/t ~ 0.15 to 0.2 
regardless of the repair depth.  However, the deeper 50% repair does not cause a large 
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compression region as compared to the other repair depths.  This suggests that for crack growth 
predictions, the 50% deep repair case will not cause the crack growth to slow down as much in 
the compressive zone, and through-wall crack growth will be more rapid.  The hoop stresses for 
the 12% and 25% repairs are close to each other, while the 50% repair deviates somewhat. 
 
Figure C-23 presents these same plots for the centerline location with 4th order polynomial (least 
squares) fit shown.  These curve fits can be used in idealized crack growth predictions.  The fit is 
good at the ID and OD, but deviations occur for all stress distributions in the interior of the wall 
thickness.  A 4th order polynomial fit does not capture this distribution accurately because the 
stresses cross through zero three times (for axial stresses).  Table C-10 tabulates the results for 
these cases. 
 
DM Weld/SS Line Location – Figure C-24 provides the WRS at the DM weld and stainless steel 
safe-end location.  Note from the insert in Figure C-24 the path where the stresses were extracted 
is angled.  However, the data are plotted as a function of the radial location divided by the 
thickness.  The axial stresses are higher along the centerline compared with the DM weld/SS 
location.  The hoop stresses behave similarly to those at the centerline location.  The undulations 
in the hoop stress plots exist due to the complicated repair depths and the pass-to-pass local 
fluctuations in the local stresses.  Figure C-25 summarizes the 4th order fits for the all cases.  
Table C-11 tabulates the WRS results for these cases. 
 
DM Weld/Butter Line Location – Figure C-26 compares the WRS for the three repair cases 
along the DM weld/butter location.  Again, the path where the stresses are extracted is actually 
angled, but the plots are presented along a radial location through the nozzle wall.  The trends in 
stress are similar to those shown earlier.  The WRS are maximum (and most severe for PWSCC 
growth concerns) for the centerline and this location.  The hoop stresses along this line fluctuate 
through the thickness.  Figure C-27 shows the distribution and 4th order fits for the 12% repair, 
25% and 50% repair cases.  Table C-12 tabulates the WRS for the DM weld/butter line. 
 
DM Weld/Nozzle Line Location – Figure C-28 shows the results along the DM weld/nozzle line.  
The axial stresses at this location are slightly tensile at the ID.  However, the hoop stresses at the 
ID are more tensile.  Figures C-29 shows the polynomial fits.  These data are tabulated in  
Table C-13 for these cases.   
 
Finally, Figure C-30 summarizes the differences between Model 1 and Model 2 for the centerline 
location. These are for Cases 8 and 9 for Model 1 and Cases 11 and 14 for Model 2.  The 
differences between two hot leg geometries are seen here.  The general trends are similar, but 
some of the magnitudes are different. 
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2. Summary of Additional Weld Residual Stresses for Hot Leg 
 
For completeness, this part of the appendix presents welding residual stress plots for different 
cases from Table 1 (Model 1) and Table 2 (Model 2) from Section 3.2.3. Results not shown in 
the main body of the report are presented here and are labeled with a ‘*’ in the tables below.  
 
Case 11, (75% PWSCC Flaw and 50% Pre-service Flaw).  This example examines the axial 
weld residual stress for a case where the inlay is deposited in a hot leg nozzle where a pre-
existing flaw exists.  This might be the case where a flaw was not detected prior to depositing the 
inlay.  There are two flaw examples considered here.  Referring to Figure C-31, the deep 
embedded flaw case (lower left) considers an 11.4 mm flaw that is assumed to exist 5.1 mm 
under the OD of the DM weld.  The weld and butter lines are shown in this illustration for 
reference.  The second embedded flaw case, called the shallow embedded flaw case (lower right 
in Figure C-31), consists of a flaw that begins 9.52 mm above the ID of the machined inlay and 
is 24 mm in length.  The flaws were modeled simply by removing elements and possible contact 
was ignored.   
 
Figure C-32 shows the axial weld residual stresses before and after application of the 75% 
PWSCC repair.  Recall that a 75% PWSCC repair is a repair occurring over 75% of the wall 
depth after deposition of the SS safe-end weld.  The stresses on the ID reverse from compression 
to tension and the tension on the OD reverses to compression, a well known deleterious effect of 
weld repairs.  Figure C-33 shows the axial WRS (at 300C) along two paths (see Figure C-31) 
compared to the case with no flaw.  The presence of the deep flaw decreases the axial stress near 
the ID.   Near the OD, the stress state depends on the path chosen.  For Path 1 (which follows 
closely to the flaw where the stresses must approach zero at the free surface) the stresses oscillate 
more than for Path 2.  Finally, Figure C-34 shows a comparison of WRS for Case 4 with and 
without an embedded flaw (Model 1).  It is seen that only the stresses in the vicinity of the deep 
embedded flaw are altered by the presence of the flaw.   
 
Figure C-35 shows the axial residual stress state for Case 1 with and without the presence of a 
flaw during the deposition of the inlay (Model 1).  It is seen that the flaw reduces the WRS state 
in magnitude (both tensile and compression) compared to the case without the embedded flaw.  
Hence, from a WRS standpoint, the flaw has little effect.  However, in practice if a flaw did exist 
and was not detected prior to application of the inlay, a PWSCC crack may link up and reduce 
the time to leakage. 
 
Case 12, (Case 1 Assuming Cast Stainless Steel Properties).   Figure C-36 compares the weld 
centerline axial weld residual stresses at 300C (no pressure applied) for a wrought and cast 
stainless steel safe-end.  The material properties for the cast stainless are available at room 
temperature up to 320C and are about 15% higher than wrought stainless steel.  The weld 
residual stresses do not change much at the weld centerline. In fact, the stresses vary about the 
same amount at all locations including the DM weld/SS line.   
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Table C- 1 Weld Residual Stress Analysis Cases for Model 1 (from Section 3.2.3) 
WRS 

Case # WRS case 
Inlay 
depth 

Comments 
 

1 50% pre-service repair 3 mm DMW-50% Repair-SS Weld- Inlay+ 
2 50% PWSCC repair 3 mm DMW-SS Weld-50% Repair-Inlay+ 
3 75% (2-inch) pre-service repair 3 mm DMW-75% Repair-SS Weld- Inlay+ 
4 75% (2-inch) PWSCC repair 3 mm DMW-SS Weld-75% Repair-Inlay 

5 50% preservice-75%PWSCC repair 3 mm 
DMW-50% Repair-SS Weld- 75% 

Repair- Inlay+ 
6 50% pre-service repair 6 mm DMW-50% Repair-SS Weld- Inlay+ 
7 50% PWSCC repair 6 mm DMW-SS Weld-50% Repair-Inlay+ 
8 50% pre-service repair – No SS Weld None DMW-50% Repair* 
9 50% pre-service repair –SS Weld None DMW-50% Repair-SS Weld* 

10 50% PWSCC repair – No inlay None DMW-SS Weld-50% Repair* 

11 Pre-existing flaw cases 3 mm 
Deep embedded OD flaw and embedded 

flaw near ID 

12 50% pre-service repair 3 mm 
DMW-50% Repair-SS Weld- Inlay* 

Cast Stainless Steel Properties 
+presented in section 3.2.3 

*presented here 
 

Table C- 2 Weld Residual Stress Analysis Cases for Model 2 (from Section 3.2.3) 
WRS 

Case # WRS case 
Inlay 
depth 

Comments 
 

1 12% pre-service repair 3 mm DMW-12% Repair-SS Weld- Inlay+ 

2 12% preservice-12%PWSCC repair  3 mm 
DMW-12% Repair-SS Weld-12% 

Repair-Inlay+ 
3 12% PWSCC repair 3 mm DMW-SS-12% Repair-Inlay+ 
4 50% pre-service repair 3 mm DMW-50% Repair-SS-Inlay+ 
5 50% PWSCC repair 3 mm DMW-SS-50% Repair-Inlay+ 
6 25% pre-service repair 3 mm DMW-50% Repair-SS-Inlay+ 
7 25% PWSCC repair 3 mm DMW-SS-50% Repair-Inlay+ 
8 DMW with No repair-No SS weld None DMW-No Repair-No SS Weld* 
9 DMW with 12% repair-No SS weld None DMW-12% Repair-No SS Weld* 

10 DMW with 25% repair-No SS weld None DMW-25% Repair-No SS Weld* 
11 DMW with 50% repair-No SS weld None DMW-50% Repair-No SS Weld* 
12 DMW with 12% repair- After SS weld None DMW-12% Repair- SS Weld* 
13 DMW with 25% repair-After SS weld None DMW-25% Repair- SS Weld* 
14 DMW with 50% repair-After SS weld None DMW-50% Repair- SS Weld* 

+presented in section 3.2.3 
*presented here 
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Table C-3 Case 8 – Model 1 (No SS Weld) – 50% Repair 
 
     Weld Centerline                DMW/SS                      DMW/Butter                     DMW/Nozzle 
R/t  Axial  Hoop  R/t  Axial Hoop R/t Axial Hoop   R/t  Axial Hoop
  MPa  MPa    MPa MPa MPa MPa     MPa MPa

0.000  44.3  281.7  0.000  164.1 247.5 0.000 ‐68.6 251.2   0.000  63.5 310.1
0.024  80.3  271.0  0.024  161.0 282.9 0.021 ‐7.0 275.2   0.024  73.0 284.0
0.050  117.3  266.8  0.033  139.1 285.1 0.046 70.9 329.1   0.048  102.3 291.0
0.065  131.5  268.4  0.042  124.5 280.4 0.066 111.6 343.8   0.071  131.8 287.2
0.086  146.5  275.1  0.053  112.2 276.5 0.086 157.3 363.7   0.092  154.7 293.5
0.107  148.5  281.7  0.067  106.0 282.3 0.102 185.4 367.9   0.117  185.1 313.5
0.116  187.7  347.2  0.080  109.6 288.4 0.106 192.1 370.0   0.128  258.2 319.4
0.125  216.6  384.0  0.100  116.8 289.7 0.118 219.5 369.7   0.136  271.5 319.5
0.145  175.5  323.1  0.117  103.7 276.5 0.128 320.1 553.5   0.143  271.2 308.7
0.159  150.5  314.8  0.128  126.6 269.3 0.143 297.7 482.6   0.175  250.3 332.8
0.181  138.0  327.1  0.139  141.3 382.9 0.175 261.9 450.9   0.204  137.7 323.0
0.207  150.1  420.6  0.167  152.9 380.8 0.204 208.1 470.3   0.235  93.9 305.6
0.227  150.9  495.7  0.201  128.4 415.4 0.235 60.1 415.5   0.267  55.6 278.4
0.249  109.6  443.0  0.224  110.3 403.9 0.267 6.4 349.0   0.298  45.1 271.0
0.260  87.7  424.1  0.247  103.2 378.6 0.298 0.4 339.5   0.328  9.7 256.7
0.278  76.7  419.7  0.272  65.2 338.2 0.328 ‐19.5 328.1   0.358  ‐23.6 215.9
0.290  63.7  405.7  0.298  53.8 360.2 0.358 18.2 332.6   0.388  4.9 212.7
0.310  62.6  419.4  0.328  41.6 394.4 0.388 ‐12.0 322.9   0.423  8.5 235.9
0.332  42.0  420.2  0.358  ‐50.5 319.9 0.423 ‐47.1 313.3   0.457  ‐0.3 229.5
0.348  7.9  392.3  0.387  ‐99.7 302.8 0.457 15.0 340.7   0.492  ‐52.7 193.0
0.361  ‐32.5  364.7  0.413  ‐46.3 364.0 0.492 ‐4.4 367.7   0.527  ‐100.1 118.7
0.383  ‐59.1  353.2  0.439  ‐15.2 357.9 0.529 ‐74.6 360.4   0.562  ‐164.0 34.4
0.394  ‐56.6  347.8  0.465  ‐87.5 285.0 0.565 ‐108.1 309.3   0.597  ‐214.8 ‐29.1
0.417  ‐33.7  359.4  0.491  ‐68.1 320.5 0.602 ‐157.0 257.7   0.632  ‐254.0 ‐67.6
0.450  ‐20.8  354.8  0.526  ‐0.7 393.1 0.639 ‐242.7 180.6   0.667  ‐271.9 ‐65.9
0.471  ‐48.0  340.2  0.559  ‐70.4 314.3 0.677 ‐313.2 90.1   0.702  ‐290.5 ‐40.4
0.502  ‐72.5  331.0  0.592  ‐136.5 260.7 0.714 ‐344.8 56.8   0.735  ‐237.2 ‐0.4
0.522  ‐55.3  367.1  0.634  ‐142.6 274.9 0.748 ‐321.2 91.3   0.768  ‐190.2 50.0
0.553  ‐65.8  429.8  0.675  ‐200.2 222.6 0.782 ‐219.5 168.2   0.801  ‐119.8 106.4
0.577  ‐93.7  385.2  0.715  ‐258.5 159.5 0.815 ‐74.6 258.9   0.836  ‐19.3 157.7
0.608  ‐126.5  333.8  0.743  ‐241.8 146.4 0.849 55.0 312.8   0.871  92.9 202.2
0.625  ‐135.8  320.6  0.771  ‐214.8 180.5 0.884 148.6 319.8   0.906  141.1 240.5
0.644  ‐172.7  286.4  0.801  ‐138.1 292.2 0.918 216.8 326.5   0.937  250.5 259.0
0.662  ‐224.8  246.3  0.831  ‐29.8 329.7 0.945 242.8 309.7   0.969  263.1 245.8
0.674  ‐258.0  226.9  0.841  ‐2.2 334.4 0.973 253.2 268.8   1.000  267.5 233.2
0.709  ‐275.0  192.9  0.872  87.0 338.2 1.000 256.7 254.0      
0.718  ‐274.8  183.8  0.925  178.8 363.4      
0.740  ‐282.6  160.8  1.000  225.6 306.1      
0.746  ‐281.9  160.5           
0.777  ‐245.2  201.9           
0.792  ‐206.5  247.8           
0.812  ‐148.9  306.4           
0.829  ‐59.4  351.5           
0.834  ‐29.8  367.2           
0.856  50.0  408.2           
0.881  120.1  419.0           
0.909  175.5  422.2           
0.929  190.0  363.8           
0.961  204.6  318.9           
1.000  214.9  304.6           
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Table C-4 Case 9 – Model 1 (After SS Weld Only) – 50% Repair 
 
     Weld Centerline                DMW/SS                      DMW/Butter                     DMW/Nozzle 
R/t  Axial  Hoop  R/t  Axial Hoop R/t Axial Hoop   R/t  Axial Hoop
  MPa  MPa    MPa MPa MPa MPa     MPa MPa

0.000  116.6  385.8  0.000  225.2 362.1 0.000 ‐15.4 325.0   0.000  99.6 345.1
0.014  137.7  378.9  0.010  257.3 360.9 0.021 46.4 359.3   0.019  123.2 358.1
0.043  180.0  368.3  0.019  247.6 385.6 0.046 124.8 420.7   0.043  147.8 365.9
0.061  195.2  362.4  0.042  196.7 422.4 0.070 178.3 443.3   0.063  174.2 395.4
0.079  201.5  364.9  0.060  174.1 426.5 0.090 223.8 459.8   0.084  200.3 380.5
0.103  193.6  375.7  0.074  168.2 431.8 0.110 261.5 464.1   0.105  227.4 435.5
0.114  208.3  412.2  0.094  174.0 435.0 0.122 345.5 573.6   0.121  274.3 419.9
0.134  236.7  454.3  0.110  169.3 425.4 0.130 365.1 608.9   0.131  311.7 398.3
0.145  218.6  443.9  0.128  189.6 564.5 0.158 354.8 567.9   0.143  316.9 382.9
0.178  201.3  464.7  0.135  201.3 521.0 0.175 348.4 561.6   0.159  313.3 379.3
0.204  198.7  528.1  0.153  202.9 496.3 0.204 254.1 551.6   0.170  301.3 390.8
0.233  175.1  568.3  0.166  209.9 517.0 0.235 107.5 458.9   0.175  292.0 390.9
0.262  129.9  521.3  0.172  213.3 522.1 0.267 41.2 402.7   0.204  181.7 375.1
0.296  91.3  478.2  0.201  175.9 544.8 0.298 42.2 398.5   0.235  129.2 362.3
0.344  66.2  498.9  0.224  151.7 528.4 0.328 29.1 382.6   0.267  85.9 346.9
0.374  ‐18.9  430.3  0.247  141.8 497.7 0.358 66.7 408.3   0.298  64.6 346.7
0.406  ‐20.7  398.7  0.272  103.6 447.4 0.358 66.7 408.3   0.328  69.6 339.7
0.443  43.5  452.6  0.297  91.8 465.6 0.388 48.9 423.4   0.358  39.2 316.5
0.454  42.6  440.2  0.328  75.7 489.9 0.423 19.0 405.9   0.388  44.0 306.2
0.482  21.9  410.2  0.358  ‐19.8 391.1 0.457 74.2 419.4   0.423  85.3 319.1
0.497  11.7  416.1  0.387  ‐57.9 373.6 0.492 86.0 473.4   0.457  85.0 326.3
0.518  27.9  408.3  0.413  1.8 453.4 0.529 33.3 484.7   0.492  58.9 298.7
0.537  77.9  509.0  0.439  38.9 458.6 0.565 ‐12.1 426.6   0.527  12.9 220.9
0.542  77.9  526.4  0.465  ‐9.7 392.5 0.602 ‐64.4 372.9   0.562  ‐66.6 117.5
0.561  52.8  549.4  0.491  23.8 439.1 0.639 ‐182.4 267.9   0.597  ‐150.9 29.1
0.597  ‐12.6  476.6  0.526  84.9 521.5 0.677 ‐278.9 142.9   0.632  ‐222.4 ‐26.5
0.604  ‐13.8  475.0  0.559  32.6 455.4 0.714 ‐311.2 98.2   0.667  ‐267.4 ‐43.7
0.632  ‐19.6  458.9  0.592  ‐13.2 408.5 0.748 ‐294.9 122.1   0.702  ‐288.5 ‐39.9
0.666  ‐137.6  372.3  0.634  ‐9.1 422.8 0.782 ‐243.9 161.3   0.735  ‐284.5 ‐14.7
0.692  ‐193.6  294.7  0.675  ‐90.1 344.4 0.815 ‐184.0 212.5   0.768  ‐258.0 23.5
0.731  ‐268.4  202.1  0.715  ‐216.4 211.0 0.849 ‐123.4 263.0   0.801  ‐210.4 71.6
0.757  ‐293.8  167.9  0.743  ‐240.6 141.4 0.884 ‐69.8 295.3   0.836  ‐144.0 127.3
0.759  ‐294.8  167.4  0.771  ‐249.7 129.9 0.918 ‐10.8 338.1   0.871  ‐71.1 183.8
0.786  ‐278.6  203.9  0.801  ‐230.7 215.4 0.945 27.6 355.4   0.906  5.2 230.2
0.809  ‐232.6  251.5  0.831  ‐180.4 259.6 0.973 36.3 325.4   0.937  68.9 265.0
0.837  ‐153.0  303.8  0.841  ‐164.8 268.5 1.000 50.9 326.2   0.969  103.2 277.3
0.856  ‐121.6  331.6  0.872  ‐120.9 293.3   1.000  117.7 275.5
0.874  ‐85.3  365.7  0.925  ‐70.4 347.3      
0.877  ‐84.1  361.5  1.000  ‐56.6 296.4      
0.906  ‐88.1  311.7           
0.924  ‐81.8  304.6           
0.966  ‐85.5  289.0           
1.000  ‐89.5  279.4           
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Table C-5 Case 10 – Model 1 (50% Repair After SS Weld) – 50% PWSCC Repair 
 
     Weld Centerline                DMW/SS                      DMW/Butter                     DMW/Nozzle 
R/t  Axial  Hoop  R/t  Axial Hoop R/t Axial Hoop   R/t  Axial Hoop
  MPa  MPa    MPa MPa MPa MPa     MPa MPa

0.000  116.6  385.8  0.000  225.2 362.1 0.000 ‐15.4 325.0   0.000  99.6 345.1
0.014  137.7  378.9  0.010  257.3 360.9 0.021 46.4 359.3   0.019  123.2 358.1
0.043  180.0  368.3  0.019  247.6 385.6 0.046 124.8 420.7   0.043  147.8 365.9
0.061  195.2  362.4  0.042  196.7 422.4 0.070 178.3 443.3   0.063  174.2 395.4
0.079  201.5  364.9  0.060  174.1 426.5 0.090 223.8 459.8   0.084  200.3 380.5
0.103  193.6  375.7  0.074  168.2 431.8 0.110 261.5 464.1   0.105  227.4 435.5
0.114  208.3  412.2  0.094  174.0 435.0 0.122 345.5 573.6   0.121  274.3 419.9
0.134  236.7  454.3  0.110  169.3 425.4 0.130 365.1 608.9   0.131  311.7 398.3
0.145  218.6  443.9  0.128  189.6 564.5 0.158 354.8 567.9   0.143  316.9 382.9
0.178  201.3  464.7  0.135  201.3 521.0 0.175 348.4 561.6   0.159  313.3 379.3
0.204  198.7  528.1  0.153  202.9 496.3 0.204 254.1 551.6   0.170  301.3 390.8
0.233  175.1  568.3  0.166  209.9 517.0 0.235 107.5 458.9   0.175  292.0 390.9
0.262  129.9  521.3  0.172  213.3 522.1 0.267 41.2 402.7   0.204  181.7 375.1
0.296  91.3  478.2  0.201  175.9 544.8 0.298 42.2 398.5   0.235  129.2 362.3
0.344  66.2  498.9  0.224  151.7 528.4 0.328 29.1 382.6   0.267  85.9 346.9
0.374  ‐18.9  430.3  0.247  141.8 497.7 0.358 66.7 408.3   0.298  64.6 346.7
0.406  ‐20.7  398.7  0.272  103.6 447.4 0.358 66.7 408.3   0.328  69.6 339.7
0.443  43.5  452.6  0.297  91.8 465.6 0.388 48.9 423.4   0.358  39.2 316.5
0.454  42.6  440.2  0.328  75.7 489.9 0.423 19.0 405.9   0.388  44.0 306.2
0.482  21.9  410.2  0.358  ‐19.8 391.1 0.457 74.2 419.4   0.423  85.3 319.1
0.497  11.7  416.1  0.387  ‐57.9 373.6 0.492 86.0 473.4   0.457  85.0 326.3
0.518  27.9  408.3  0.413  1.8 453.4 0.529 33.3 484.7   0.492  58.9 298.7
0.537  77.9  509.0  0.439  38.9 458.6 0.565 ‐12.1 426.6   0.527  12.9 220.9
0.542  77.9  526.4  0.465  ‐9.7 392.5 0.602 ‐64.4 372.9   0.562  ‐66.6 117.5
0.561  52.8  549.4  0.491  23.8 439.1 0.639 ‐182.4 267.9   0.597  ‐150.9 29.1
0.597  ‐12.6  476.6  0.526  84.9 521.5 0.677 ‐278.9 142.9   0.632  ‐222.4 ‐26.5
0.604  ‐13.8  475.0  0.559  32.6 455.4 0.714 ‐311.2 98.2   0.667  ‐267.4 ‐43.7
0.632  ‐19.6  458.9  0.592  ‐13.2 408.5 0.748 ‐294.9 122.1   0.702  ‐288.5 ‐39.9
0.666  ‐137.6  372.3  0.634  ‐9.1 422.8 0.782 ‐243.9 161.3   0.735  ‐284.5 ‐14.7
0.692  ‐193.6  294.7  0.675  ‐90.1 344.4 0.815 ‐184.0 212.5   0.768  ‐258.0 23.5
0.731  ‐268.4  202.1  0.715  ‐216.4 211.0 0.849 ‐123.4 263.0   0.801  ‐210.4 71.6
0.757  ‐293.8  167.9  0.743  ‐240.6 141.4 0.884 ‐69.8 295.3   0.836  ‐144.0 127.3
0.759  ‐294.8  167.4  0.771  ‐249.7 129.9 0.918 ‐10.8 338.1   0.871  ‐71.1 183.8
0.786  ‐278.6  203.9  0.801  ‐230.7 215.4 0.945 27.6 355.4   0.906  5.2 230.2
0.809  ‐232.6  251.5  0.831  ‐180.4 259.6 0.973 36.3 325.4   0.937  68.9 265.0
0.837  ‐153.0  303.8  0.841  ‐164.8 268.5 1.000 50.9 326.2   0.969  103.2 277.3
0.856  ‐121.6  331.6  0.872  ‐120.9 293.3   1.000  117.7 275.5
0.874  ‐85.3  365.7  0.925  ‐70.4 347.3      
0.877  ‐84.1  361.5  1.000  ‐56.6 296.4      
0.906  ‐88.1  311.7         
0.924  ‐81.8  304.6         
0.966  ‐85.5  289.0         
1.000  ‐89.5  279.4         
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Table C-6 Model 2 Weld Centerline Line (No SS Weld)  
 
           No Repair                      12% Repair                25% Repair                      50% Repair 
R/t  Axial  Hoop  R/t  Axial  Hoop R/t  Axial  Hoop   R/t  Axial  Hoop 
  MPa  MPa    MPa  MPa    MPa  MPa      MPa  MPa 

0.000  232.5  25.6    0.000  ‐86.7  243.2   0.000 ‐91.7  239.0   0.000  ‐116.4 220.2 
0.012  241.2  18.5    0.020  ‐11.5  299.5   0.027 46.5  335.2   0.024  3.1  313.2 
0.024  231.9  15.4    0.050  91.7  344.6   0.054 150.1  393.7   0.050  117.5  381.1 
0.035  244.7  11.9    0.091  169.4  380.4   0.076 209.9  427.6   0.080  202.1  428.9 
0.043  247.9  14.5    0.131  273.0  485.4   0.091 241.3  447.0   0.099  242.8  451.9 
0.064  183.0  43.7    0.179  296.7  553.3   0.109 301.4  502.2   0.113  334.9  563.5 
0.084  132.2  59.1    0.205  272.0  550.4   0.127 357.4  567.3   0.127  347.3  566.0 
0.099  92.5  57.1    0.229  206.2  543.1   0.156 368.8  561.7   0.156  360.7  561.3 
0.113  76.3  84.0    0.256  83.2  493.7   0.205 188.6  541.9   0.179  345.4  561.2 
0.131  96.5  143.2    0.263  46.6  471.4   0.229 34.0  482.2   0.205  185.5  533.8 
0.142  73.1  116.7    0.273  ‐19.5  420.8   0.256 26.1  445.8   0.229  41.0  495.6 
0.156  26.7  88.4    0.297  ‐155.0 289.6   0.263 35.1  449.8   0.256  32.7  422.1 
0.179  ‐41.8  139.0    0.320  ‐252.4 207.2   0.273 24.2  461.4   0.263  37.1  400.9 
0.205  ‐52.6  200.5    0.345  ‐306.9 133.9   0.297 ‐33.4  426.8   0.273  51.0  432.9 
0.229  ‐55.6  185.2    0.378  ‐293.3 133.7   0.320 ‐153.8 325.2   0.297  49.0  441.1 
0.256  ‐79.4  179.1    0.383  ‐292.3 139.3   0.345 ‐249.2 214.0   0.320  ‐6.0  389.1 
0.263  ‐87.1  162.6    0.416  ‐279.8 157.1   0.378 ‐307.3 103.4   0.345  ‐69.8  334.4 
0.273  ‐102.3  178.6    0.452  ‐246.9 202.2   0.383 ‐316.4 93.6    0.378  ‐117.8 330.6 
0.297  ‐122.0  196.1    0.465  ‐236.9 215.4   0.416 ‐344.4 83.6    0.383  ‐115.2 334.5 
0.320  ‐126.6  208.6    0.495  ‐210.6 233.2   0.452 ‐315.2 135.5   0.416  ‐51.3  361.4 
0.345  ‐160.0  179.4    0.509  ‐183.6 259.5   0.465 ‐303.2 152.8   0.452  ‐60.8  365.0 
0.346  ‐160.6  179.7    0.532  ‐147.3 306.0   0.495 ‐273.6 178.3   0.465  ‐82.3  366.9 
0.378  ‐169.7  197.1    0.552  ‐145.8 277.2   0.509 ‐250.6 208.8   0.495  ‐103.6 397.1 
0.383  ‐171.7  203.1    0.553  ‐144.7 276.1   0.532 ‐224.2 268.2   0.509  ‐87.4  429.0 
0.416  ‐165.5  189.7    0.581  ‐143.8 276.8   0.552 ‐221.7 251.0   0.532  ‐92.0  422.4 
0.452  ‐154.0  236.9    0.611  ‐91.7  317.1   0.581 ‐200.1 248.3   0.552  ‐165.9 360.8 
0.465  ‐152.8  251.8    0.627  ‐46.3  362.7   0.611 ‐142.8 291.4   0.581  ‐205.8 269.5 
0.495  ‐138.1  269.6    0.646  ‐4.8  371.8   0.646 ‐49.1  356.3   0.611  ‐246.4 201.3 
0.532  ‐81.8  329.6    0.666  10.7  359.3   0.666 ‐29.5  345.9   0.627  ‐267.1 190.1 
0.553  ‐87.2  297.9    0.683  3.4  353.3   0.683 ‐30.6  341.3   0.666  ‐307.0 152.2 
0.581  ‐95.2  301.1    0.705  ‐27.6  349.0   0.705 ‐51.6  337.1   0.683  ‐325.4 144.1 
0.611  ‐49.7  343.9    0.711  ‐34.8  356.2   0.711 ‐56.1  343.8   0.711  ‐310.8 143.3 
0.627  ‐9.6  389.1    0.732  ‐36.3  376.0   0.732 ‐50.0  363.5   0.732  ‐278.6 160.6 
0.646  26.5  394.2    0.748  ‐4.4  402.8   0.748 ‐14.0  394.3   0.748  ‐256.9 205.6 
0.666  36.3  374.5    0.761  4.9  414.3   0.761 ‐1.4  408.8   0.761  ‐237.4 244.8 
0.683  23.3  365.2    0.773  16.3  405.1   0.790 36.4  405.5   0.773  ‐213.5 264.7 
0.705  ‐13.0  360.1    0.790  35.1  405.0   0.814 110.7  439.8   0.790  ‐171.3 297.7 
0.732  ‐24.1  386.8    0.814  99.4  433.9   0.817 117.2  440.1   0.814  ‐53.1  378.2 
0.748  5.7  413.2    0.817  104.9  433.6   0.835 157.7  431.6   0.835  33.0  406.3 
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0.761  12.5  424.3    0.835  138.2  420.2   0.866 200.6  415.9   0.866  137.3  415.3 
0.790  35.5  412.0    0.866  172.6  401.3   0.901 255.9  457.7   0.901  262.4  459.4 
0.814  98.2  445.0    0.901  220.4  440.6   0.910 260.3  460.1   0.910  275.1  455.6 
0.835  137.9  438.0    0.937  181.8  435.9   0.937 227.1  455.5   0.937  288.3  428.9 
0.866  169.3  420.4    0.956  107.0  393.9   0.956 158.1  414.5   0.956  253.9  390.4 
0.937  159.5  444.5    0.976  31.5  371.3   0.976 85.7  393.5   0.976  233.8  381.6 
0.956  77.6  389.1    1.000  ‐8.6  352.8   1.000 45.8  379.0   1.000  229.5  376.2 
0.976  ‐7.1  350.6                         
1.000  ‐53.1  325.8                         
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Table C-7 Model 2 DMW/SS Line (No SS Weld)  
 
           No Repair                      12% Repair                25% Repair                      50% Repair 
R/t  Axial  Hoop  R/t  Axial  Hoop R/t  Axial  Hoop   R/t  Axial  Hoop 
  MPa  MPa    MPa  MPa    MPa  MPa      MPa  MPa 

0.000  227.2  92.7    0.000  ‐55.5  272.3   0.000 ‐2.3  333.7   0.000  ‐29.4  318.5 
0.004  244.3  98.1    0.012  17.3  302.3   0.020 78.0  376.3   0.020  54.3  365.8 
0.016  274.9  103.0    0.024  47.9  312.9   0.043 131.3  423.7   0.043  110.5  412.9 
0.028  269.4  98.7    0.050  104.5  336.1   0.062 173.5  453.3   0.062  154.3  441.7 
0.043  256.3  58.1    0.065  129.6  347.1   0.076 206.8  470.5   0.076  189.0  459.5 
0.062  208.2  78.6    0.087  159.2  362.5   0.098 260.9  485.2   0.098  245.2  476.3 
0.087  170.9  146.3    0.101  168.0  396.9   0.105 271.4  485.1   0.112  259.9  475.8 
0.101  145.4  170.0    0.116  219.3  490.7   0.118 300.0  480.0   0.131  291.4  474.2 
0.118  115.6  182.0    0.118  228.6  499.6   0.131 302.3  478.9   0.145  312.9  563.5 
0.131  79.8  165.0    0.131  225.5  339.6   0.155 321.3  555.7   0.155  315.8  553.7 
0.160  6.6  104.9    0.160  256.4  462.5   0.179 295.0  569.6   0.179  290.9  575.8 
0.179  ‐27.3  146.6    0.179  267.1  471.9   0.206 138.4  507.7   0.206  138.1  507.4 
0.206  ‐22.4  232.4    0.206  250.6  474.6   0.231 82.6  433.4   0.231  63.0  418.9 
0.231  ‐45.0  225.0    0.231  205.8  473.3   0.256 80.6  444.9   0.256  65.3  395.4 
0.256  ‐101.7  191.6    0.256  107.2  423.0   0.283 24.6  452.9   0.283  57.9  389.5 
0.283  ‐126.1  241.6    0.283  ‐47.1  356.2   0.310 ‐102.0 334.7   0.310  27.6  425.8 
0.310  ‐122.7  269.8    0.310  ‐171.1 268.9   0.343 ‐223.6 167.0   0.343  ‐10.2  438.6 
0.343  ‐164.2  183.5    0.343  ‐238.6 149.9   0.375 ‐292.6 108.0   0.375  ‐103.5 324.4 
0.375  ‐189.4  212.9    0.375  ‐266.7 132.8   0.407 ‐287.4 141.7   0.407  ‐120.8 289.4 
0.407  ‐163.2  261.8    0.407  ‐259.3 175.0   0.435 ‐271.2 117.7   0.435  ‐55.6  387.4 
0.435  ‐172.9  221.9    0.435  ‐250.8 147.4   0.463 ‐257.4 130.2   0.463  ‐67.2  383.4 
0.463  ‐165.2  247.8    0.463  ‐227.5 168.3   0.491 ‐223.2 215.9   0.491  ‐146.5 267.9 
0.491  ‐113.0  326.5    0.491  ‐181.2 261.5   0.519 ‐214.3 214.3   0.519  ‐119.7 288.2 
0.519  ‐108.7  311.8    0.519  ‐171.5 261.6   0.556 ‐228.6 178.4   0.556  ‐104.7 323.7 
0.556  ‐135.2  266.0    0.556  ‐186.1 226.9   0.593 ‐173.9 267.1   0.593  ‐209.2 228.0 
0.593  ‐87.4  339.5    0.593  ‐131.7 307.9   0.629 ‐94.7  331.9   0.629  ‐255.8 147.5 
0.629  ‐13.7  380.8    0.629  ‐54.9  355.6   0.673 ‐65.8  318.5   0.673  ‐273.1 105.8 
0.673  0.4  351.1    0.673  ‐31.1  331.7   0.717 ‐48.0  347.3   0.717  ‐263.2 163.6 
0.717  ‐1.5  372.4    0.717  ‐24.4  356.6   0.761 ‐41.8  338.1   0.761  ‐211.2 213.2 
0.761  ‐14.8  354.8    0.761  ‐29.1  329.3   0.792 ‐33.6  313.2   0.792  ‐165.0 227.9 
0.792  ‐20.5  321.6    0.792  ‐25.2  285.7   0.823 4.6  322.2   0.823  ‐104.1 286.7 
0.823  8.9  339.6    0.823  9.3  291.8   0.854 89.2  392.3   0.854  11.5  394.3 
0.854  83.7  404.1    0.854  82.5  358.1   0.886 182.7  437.3   0.886  175.3  464.3 
0.886  160.7  433.6    0.886  160.5  412.9   0.924 222.2  428.0   0.924  277.9  439.9 
0.924  180.9  423.3    0.924  189.6  407.3   0.962 248.1  429.2   0.962  321.7  395.2 
0.962  189.3  429.6    0.962  205.6  401.2   0.962 248.1  429.2   1.000  270.5  304.1 
1.000  182.3  372.5    1.000  202.1  353.1   1.000 242.6  360.8        
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Table C-8 Model 2 DMW/Butter Line (No SS Weld)  
 
           No Repair                      12% Repair                25% Repair                      50% Repair 
  R/t  Axial  Hoop    R/t  Axial  Hoop R/t  Axial  Hoop   R/t  Axial  Hoop 
  MPa  MPa      MPa  MPa  MPa  MPa  MPa  MPa    MPa  MPa  MPa 
  0.000  274.2  62.8    0.000  ‐13.1  297.2 0.000 20.9  399.9   0.000  ‐2.0  388.5 
  0.012  265.2  34.8    0.021  45.7  315.3 0.021 73.5  406.6   0.021  53.0  397.5 
  0.029  235.6  ‐13.8    0.042  91.9  334.1 0.042 139.1 429.8   0.046  130.0 423.1 
  0.046  171.9  ‐15.7    0.062  133.5 353.6 0.062 189.4 441.8   0.062  172.4 435.7 
  0.062  121.1  ‐7.9    0.079  163.0 369.6 0.083 235.8 445.2   0.083  220.8 441.1 
  0.083  61.7  ‐13.3    0.100  203.2 527.5 0.108 290.2 488.4   0.108  278.4 486.9 
  0.096  48.6  11.6    0.112  240.6 524.2 0.121 373.2 586.1   0.125  351.5 568.9 
  0.108  45.3  47.1    0.125  247.4 481.9 0.129 351.6 558.7   0.142  339.5 530.9 
  0.123  58.6  104.0    0.137  250.5 456.0 0.142 338.0 535.4   0.171  253.1 493.2 
  0.133  61.8  125.4    0.171  256.0 458.4 0.171 263.3 503.0   0.201  118.6 426.7 
  0.153  27.7  72.5    0.201  221.2 463.9 0.201 123.2 434.8   0.233  47.5  383.7 
  0.171  ‐27.9  80.9    0.233  134.4 443.5 0.233 48.4  398.3   0.266  54.0  402.2 
  0.201  ‐42.8  121.3    0.266  ‐67.6  304.7 0.266 24.9  411.5   0.298  15.7  403.8 
  0.233  ‐36.7  164.4    0.298  182.1 202.0 0.298 ‐31.3  381.2   0.329  2.0  408.3 
  0.266  ‐93.7  57.6    0.329  237.8 145.2 0.329 148.2 258.8   0.360  ‐66.6  352.4 
  0.298  111.5  131.9    0.360  294.4 48.3  0.360 301.4 84.2    0.391  ‐45.0  378.9 
  0.329  ‐74.9  200.9    0.391  301.1 55.3  0.391 336.2 37.1    0.427  16.7  421.0 
  0.360  128.5  100.1    0.427  273.4 129.6 0.427 358.8 49.1    0.463  ‐75.0  372.6 
  0.391  180.8  118.8    0.463  245.0 159.4 0.463 348.6 67.8    0.499  ‐80.9  393.7 
  0.427  173.1  190.1    0.499  162.6 225.4 0.499 275.1 143.9   0.536  ‐88.8  381.2 
  0.463  159.8  206.6    0.536  129.9 240.7 0.536 231.1 193.6   0.574  226.8 233.4 
  0.499  100.2  265.2    0.574  149.5 201.3 0.574 222.2 173.1   0.612  316.9 115.7 
  0.536  ‐76.6  268.5    0.612  ‐27.4  277.3 0.612 117.5 251.7   0.651  367.4 57.7 
  0.574  109.1  223.9    0.651  10.9  327.8 0.651 ‐20.4  308.1   0.690  394.4 19.1 
  0.612  ‐36.9  303.4    0.690  ‐33.2  232.5 0.690 ‐52.4  223.0   0.729  351.0 78.3 
  0.651  34.4  348.8    0.729  ‐21.3  279.9 0.729 ‐39.0  275.4   0.763  250.3 192.6 
  0.690  ‐19.8  240.8    0.763  12.1  350.5 0.763 23.9  350.2   0.798  115.3 267.9 
  0.729  ‐28.8  284.6    0.798  72.3  353.0 0.798 62.4  354.6   0.833  62.2  338.7 
  0.763  13.7  351.1    0.833  191.7 409.7 0.833 170.7 419.3   0.868  191.6 372.7 
  0.798  32.1  355.3    0.868  234.7 424.6 0.868 254.0 446.6   0.903  241.2 356.4 
  0.833  136.9  433.9    0.903  220.5 399.3 0.903 240.5 427.5   0.939  265.7 355.1 
  0.868  220.1  467.9    0.939  166.9 387.4 0.939 211.4 417.2   0.967  260.3 349.4 
  0.903  194.6  441.7    0.967  92.3  370.6 0.967 161.9 399.1   0.995  248.3 337.9 
  0.939  150.5  419.3    0.995  52.0  328.0 0.995 77.2  350.4   1.024  237.9 343.0 
  0.967  88.0  388.6    1.024  24.1  306.0 1.024 32.5  328.3    
  1.0  ‐9.0  315.2         
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Table C-9 Model 2 DMW/Nozzle Line (No SS Weld)  
 
           No Repair                      12% Repair                25% Repair                      50% Repair 
R/t  Axial  Hoop    R/t  Axial  Hoop  R/t  Axial  Hoop    R/t  Axial  Hoop 
  MPa  MPa      MPa  MPa    MPa  MPa      MPa  MPa 

0.000  182.1  ‐0.5    0.000  175.8  303.1    0.000 287.3  371.5    0.000  271.4  360.7 
0.023  134.6  7.1    0.019  172.9  283.3    0.023 248.8  338.9    0.011  248.8  345.2 
0.049  81.9  14.5    0.046  185.0  262.7    0.049 242.1  309.9    0.031  229.4  322.6 
0.066  51.5  9.0    0.066  191.6  246.6    0.066 227.6  292.9    0.046  230.5  307.6 
0.092  13.7  ‐16.1    0.092  192.0  229.4    0.088 203.0  266.4    0.058  224.1  296.0 
0.108  ‐20.5  ‐65.2    0.112  197.8  248.2    0.116 179.8  226.4    0.075  203.0  276.9 
0.131  ‐10.5  ‐39.7    0.116  228.5  261.1    0.135 154.3  241.4    0.099  172.7  245.5 
0.167  ‐9.8  ‐2.1    0.124  230.8  273.1    0.167 164.9  281.6    0.116  156.4  218.0 
0.196  ‐3.2  ‐14.6    0.128  226.2  268.7    0.196 111.7  231.4    0.135  141.1  229.7 
0.228  ‐9.4  ‐44.3    0.139  183.2  216.5    0.228 55.4  166.7    0.167  157.5  278.3 
0.260  ‐27.2  ‐80.3    0.151  155.3  198.3    0.260 ‐8.4  82.3    0.196  121.2  268.9 
0.292  ‐60.3  ‐116.5    0.167  132.3  171.6    0.292 ‐108.1 ‐19.6    0.228  93.5  286.9 
0.322  ‐91.1  ‐140.0    0.196  36.3  71.1    0.322 ‐209.3 ‐119.6   0.260  86.5  292.0 
0.352  ‐83.6  ‐129.4    0.228  ‐51.1  ‐11.4    0.352 ‐271.3 ‐199.2   0.292  27.5  252.2 
0.382  ‐92.2  ‐106.1    0.260  ‐127.4 ‐67.9    0.382 ‐304.5 ‐221.6   0.322  ‐7.1  247.7 
0.417  ‐125.4  ‐89.8    0.292  ‐184.7 ‐125.9   0.417 ‐295.9 ‐188.8   0.352  17.0  268.5 
0.452  ‐130.4  ‐88.4    0.322  ‐209.6 ‐186.7   0.452 ‐265.9 ‐162.0   0.417  ‐41.5  235.1 
0.487  ‐127.4  ‐86.3    0.352  ‐191.5 ‐193.5   0.487 ‐248.3 ‐146.5   0.452  ‐43.7  224.2 
0.522  ‐96.7  ‐37.4    0.382  ‐182.6 ‐162.3   0.522 ‐200.1 ‐86.2    0.487  ‐103.0 140.9 
0.558  ‐52.8  29.5    0.417  ‐196.7 ‐135.1   0.558 ‐139.2 ‐9.3    0.522  ‐196.6 25.2 
0.593  ‐45.0  54.1    0.487  ‐176.2 ‐116.4   0.593 ‐113.3 24.3    0.558  ‐266.6 ‐65.3 
0.629  ‐48.7  48.8    0.522  ‐136.8 ‐61.9    0.629 ‐98.7  27.6    0.629  ‐344.1 ‐101.6 
0.664  ‐16.5  60.1    0.558  ‐84.8  9.9    0.664 ‐50.0  46.7    0.664  ‐345.0 ‐65.4 
0.700  23.1  95.1    0.629  ‐66.1  37.6    0.700 5.6  89.2    0.700  ‐291.0 ‐4.6 
0.733  24.3  114.4    0.664  ‐27.1  52.7    0.733 21.8  115.7    0.733  ‐211.4 59.0 
0.766  26.4  109.4    0.700  19.4  91.4    0.766 39.1  117.8    0.766  ‐121.6 111.3 
0.799  38.2  96.2    0.766  36.2  113.2    0.799 65.1  111.4    0.799  ‐27.0  159.1 
0.835  55.9  86.2    0.835  78.2  97.3    0.835 97.1  108.5    0.835  76.6  200.6 
0.870  71.1  106.6    0.870  98.8  119.2    0.870 127.1  135.5    0.870  168.5  241.9 
0.905  87.6  140.8    0.905  119.3  144.7    0.905 160.7  172.5    0.905  238.0  275.2 
0.937  129.6  186.4    0.937  165.2  167.4    0.937 213.0  199.2    0.937  281.0  289.7 
0.968  208.5  257.9    0.968  219.7  206.4    0.968 257.7  227.4    0.968  288.5  280.7 
1.000  260.3  295.4    1.000  245.7  226.0    1.000 276.1  240.9    1.000  290.6  269.0 
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Table C-10 Model 2 Weld Centerline Line (After SS Weld) Model 2 
 
         12% Repair                                    25% Repair                                     50% Repair 
R/t  Axial  Hoop    R/t Axial Hoop R/t  Axial Hoop
  MPa  MPa    MPa MPa   MPa  MPa

0.000  ‐259.6  63.7    0.000 ‐262.0 59.4 0.000  ‐299.6 ‐5.8
0.020  ‐214.8  131.7    0.020 ‐196.6 155.9 0.020  ‐250.4 89.5
0.039  ‐132.3  169.4    0.043 ‐99.2 257.9 0.043  ‐162.6 202.1
0.058  ‐68.6  196.3    0.064 ‐11.3 311.9 0.064  ‐65.2 258.4
0.076  ‐20.1  217.8    0.084 54.5 341.2 0.084  9.5  290.8
0.091  10.7  231.4    0.095 86.8 355.8 0.091  34.2  302.2
0.106  36.9  243.6    0.109 152.2 409.5 0.095  45.6  306.1
0.124  69.8  260.6    0.113 202.1 474.1 0.099  57.2  310.6
0.131  136.2  344.7    0.124 219.4 481.5 0.113  166.0 426.3
0.156  172.3  406.4    0.131 224.2 474.9 0.127  189.8 432.0
0.179  185.8  422.5    0.156 251.2 472.2 0.137  199.6 427.4
0.205  175.6  424.7    0.179 251.3 478.4 0.156  223.5 428.0
0.229  122.8  422.4    0.205 90.9 448.7 0.179  220.8 436.4
0.256  12.6  381.8    0.229 ‐54.8 370.2 0.205  56.6  406.9
0.263  ‐20.4  361.4    0.256 ‐43.3 344.1 0.229  ‐84.1 344.8
0.273  ‐83.6  316.5    0.273 ‐34.7 372.4 0.256  ‐66.6 250.1
0.297  ‐211.6  197.8    0.297 ‐84.2 362.4 0.263  ‐55.2 228.2
0.320  ‐301.9  121.4    0.320 ‐198.8 268.2 0.273  ‐35.7 266.7
0.345  ‐346.0  51.7    0.345 ‐283.3 158.9 0.297  ‐26.3 295.9
0.346  ‐347.1  49.9    0.346 ‐287.1 153.1 0.320  ‐67.1 248.1
0.378  ‐328.2  52.8    0.378 ‐332.5 50.7 0.345  ‐114.7 195.8
0.383  ‐325.1  58.4    0.383 ‐340.7 40.4 0.346  ‐117.5 196.2
0.416  ‐292.1  60.8    0.416 ‐365.7 28.1 0.378  ‐150.9 210.2
0.452  ‐247.1  115.2    0.452 ‐319.6 87.2 0.383  ‐144.5 215.0
0.465  ‐232.0  131.3    0.458 ‐315.8 93.9 0.416  ‐48.3 241.2
0.495  ‐192.0  152.4    0.495 ‐254.3 134.1 0.452  ‐43.4 255.6
0.509  ‐158.6  179.1    0.509 ‐221.8 161.0 0.458  ‐47.8 250.4
0.532  ‐114.8  226.1    0.532 ‐175.5 207.5 0.465  ‐61.0 266.9
0.581  ‐100.8  201.6    0.552 ‐162.4 182.7 0.509  ‐50.6 370.9
0.611  ‐41.6  244.7    0.581 ‐147.3 191.3 0.532  ‐42.3 375.0
0.627  7.8  291.8    0.611 ‐77.7 241.4 0.552  ‐110.3 312.3
0.646  53.5  302.5    0.646 30.8 301.9 0.581  ‐144.6 219.3
0.666  72.4  291.6    0.666 56.1 287.2 0.611  ‐178.7 147.3
0.683  68.6  287.1    0.683 58.2 283.0 0.646  ‐207.7 103.6
0.711  35.0  293.4    0.705 35.6 292.7 0.683  ‐227.5 86.9
0.732  36.8  314.3    0.732 37.6 345.9 0.705  ‐209.3 79.0
0.748  71.7  341.5    0.748 79.8 377.1 0.761  ‐105.9 195.8
0.761  83.3  354.1    0.773 116.3 365.9 0.773  ‐78.2 217.5
0.790  118.0  346.8    0.814 215.0 403.5 0.790  ‐31.6 253.2
0.814  186.4  377.8    0.817 219.7 402.2 0.817  107.6 351.7
0.835  228.2  365.5    0.835 247.5 381.0 0.835  188.8 374.6
0.866  266.5  348.5    0.866 274.0 341.2 0.866  286.9 357.3
0.901  319.5  389.9    0.901 322.1 361.0 0.901  371.0 347.9
0.937  287.1  388.9    0.937 284.0 356.3 0.937  316.7 271.7
0.956  215.8  348.7    0.956 223.4 333.6 0.956  269.8 237.9
0.976  142.5  336.7    0.976 165.1 345.3 0.976  248.6 240.2
1.000  102.6  327.9    1.000 136.0 348.2 1.000  248.2 234.7
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Table C-11 Model 2 DMW/SS Line (After SS Weld) Model 2 
 
         12% Repair                                    25% Repair                                     50% Repair 
R/t  Axial  Hoop    R/t Axial Hoop R/t  Axial Hoop
  MPa  MPa    MPa MPa   MPa  MPa

0.000  ‐259.6  63.7    0.000 ‐262.0 59.4 0.000  ‐299.6 ‐5.8
0.020  ‐214.8  131.7    0.020 ‐196.6 155.9 0.020  ‐250.4 89.5
0.039  ‐132.3  169.4    0.043 ‐99.2 257.9 0.043  ‐162.6 202.1
0.058  ‐68.6  196.3    0.064 ‐11.3 311.9 0.064  ‐65.2 258.4
0.076  ‐20.1  217.8    0.084 54.5 341.2 0.084  9.5  290.8
0.091  10.7  231.4    0.095 86.8 355.8 0.091  34.2  302.2
0.106  36.9  243.6    0.109 152.2 409.5 0.095  45.6  306.1
0.124  69.8  260.6    0.113 202.1 474.1 0.099  57.2  310.6
0.131  136.2  344.7    0.124 219.4 481.5 0.113  166.0 426.3
0.156  172.3  406.4    0.131 224.2 474.9 0.127  189.8 432.0
0.179  185.8  422.5    0.156 251.2 472.2 0.137  199.6 427.4
0.205  175.6  424.7    0.179 251.3 478.4 0.156  223.5 428.0
0.229  122.8  422.4    0.205 90.9 448.7 0.179  220.8 436.4
0.256  12.6  381.8    0.229 ‐54.8 370.2 0.205  56.6  406.9
0.263  ‐20.4  361.4    0.256 ‐43.3 344.1 0.229  ‐84.1 344.8
0.273  ‐83.6  316.5    0.273 ‐34.7 372.4 0.256  ‐66.6 250.1
0.297  ‐211.6  197.8    0.297 ‐84.2 362.4 0.263  ‐55.2 228.2
0.320  ‐301.9  121.4    0.320 ‐198.8 268.2 0.273  ‐35.7 266.7
0.345  ‐346.0  51.7    0.345 ‐283.3 158.9 0.297  ‐26.3 295.9
0.346  ‐347.1  49.9    0.346 ‐287.1 153.1 0.320  ‐67.1 248.1
0.378  ‐328.2  52.8    0.378 ‐332.5 50.7 0.345  ‐114.7 195.8
0.383  ‐325.1  58.4    0.383 ‐340.7 40.4 0.346  ‐117.5 196.2
0.416  ‐292.1  60.8    0.416 ‐365.7 28.1 0.378  ‐150.9 210.2
0.452  ‐247.1  115.2    0.452 ‐319.6 87.2 0.383  ‐144.5 215.0
0.465  ‐232.0  131.3    0.458 ‐315.8 93.9 0.416  ‐48.3 241.2
0.495  ‐192.0  152.4    0.495 ‐254.3 134.1 0.452  ‐43.4 255.6
0.509  ‐158.6  179.1    0.509 ‐221.8 161.0 0.458  ‐47.8 250.4
0.532  ‐114.8  226.1    0.532 ‐175.5 207.5 0.465  ‐61.0 266.9
0.581  ‐100.8  201.6    0.552 ‐162.4 182.7 0.509  ‐50.6 370.9
0.611  ‐41.6  244.7    0.581 ‐147.3 191.3 0.532  ‐42.3 375.0
0.627  7.8  291.8    0.611 ‐77.7 241.4 0.552  ‐110.3 312.3
0.646  53.5  302.5    0.646 30.8 301.9 0.581  ‐144.6 219.3
0.666  72.4  291.6    0.666 56.1 287.2 0.611  ‐178.7 147.3
0.683  68.6  287.1    0.683 58.2 283.0 0.646  ‐207.7 103.6
0.711  35.0  293.4    0.705 35.6 292.7 0.683  ‐227.5 86.9
0.732  36.8  314.3    0.732 37.6 345.9 0.705  ‐209.3 79.0
0.748  71.7  341.5    0.748 79.8 377.1 0.761  ‐105.9 195.8
0.761  83.3  354.1    0.773 116.3 365.9 0.773  ‐78.2 217.5
0.790  118.0  346.8    0.814 215.0 403.5 0.790  ‐31.6 253.2
0.814  186.4  377.8    0.817 219.7 402.2 0.817  107.6 351.7
0.835  228.2  365.5    0.835 247.5 381.0 0.835  188.8 374.6
0.866  266.5  348.5    0.866 274.0 341.2 0.866  286.9 357.3
0.901  319.5  389.9    0.901 322.1 361.0 0.901  371.0 347.9
0.937  287.1  388.9    0.937 284.0 356.3 0.937  316.7 271.7
0.956  215.8  348.7    0.956 223.4 333.6 0.956  269.8 237.9
0.976  142.5  336.7    0.976 165.1 345.3 0.976  248.6 240.2
1.000  102.6  327.9    1.000 136.0 348.2 1.000  248.2 234.7
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Table C-12 Model 2 DMW/Butter Line (After SS Weld) Model 2 
 
         12% Repair                                    25% Repair                                     50% Repair 
R/t  Axial  Hoop    R/t  Axial  Hoop    R/t  Axial  Hoop 
  MPa  MPa      MPa  MPa      MPa  MPa 

0.000  ‐198.6  148.4    0.000  ‐169.9  273.9    0.000  ‐226.5  222.0 
0.021  ‐133.9  169.3    0.021  ‐115.3  293.8    0.021  ‐171.5  257.5 
0.042  ‐79.4  191.4    0.042  ‐44.9  332.0    0.042  ‐100.2  292.7 
0.062  ‐28.4  214.5    0.062  17.1  354.7    0.062  ‐34.3  311.1 
0.083  10.8  232.2    0.083  79.0  371.1    0.083  31.9  323.8 
0.104  71.8  400.2    0.104  132.9  386.9    0.104  91.3  342.4 
0.112  103.3  393.9    0.112  182.1  468.7    0.112  142.5  424.0 
0.123  115.9  358.7    0.123  245.2  522.1    0.123  208.7  479.4 
0.133  122.3  332.2    0.133  231.5  494.0    0.133  196.4  451.1 
0.153  142.1  332.9    0.153  222.8  491.6    0.153  187.4  445.6 
0.171  147.9  339.7    0.171  157.2  451.7    0.171  116.2  405.4 
0.201  126.5  350.7    0.201  19.6  347.2    0.201  ‐17.9  296.1 
0.233  52.2  332.0    0.233  ‐37.4  287.6    0.233  ‐68.7  214.7 
0.266  ‐140.4  200.4    0.266  ‐48.8  319.3    0.266  ‐42.4  246.8 
0.298  ‐245.0  101.8    0.298  ‐94.6  300.5    0.298  ‐61.2  268.3 
0.329  ‐290.6  49.0    0.329  ‐203.1  178.9    0.329  ‐62.4  307.3 
0.360  ‐337.0  ‐44.0    0.360  ‐345.2  ‐2.2    0.360  ‐115.2  245.3 
0.391  ‐331.6  ‐32.2    0.391  ‐366.1  ‐47.3    0.391  ‐67.5  270.7 
0.427  ‐289.8  47.7    0.427  ‐376.7  ‐21.4    0.427  11.7  350.0 
0.463  ‐248.8  82.6    0.463  ‐353.4  9.5    0.463  ‐73.3  311.4 
0.499  ‐154.3  153.4    0.499  ‐266.3  93.0    0.499  ‐63.2  341.8 
0.536  ‐109.3  173.7    0.536  ‐200.5  141.6    0.536  ‐54.4  334.0 
0.574  ‐118.2  138.8    0.574  ‐174.7  118.1    0.574  ‐182.4  171.9 
0.612  ‐24.5  219.1    0.612  ‐58.7  216.1    0.612  ‐253.8  48.6 
0.651  68.4  273.9    0.651  55.5  279.2    0.651  ‐281.8  ‐4.1 
0.690  33.7  182.7    0.690  41.0  186.4    0.690  ‐284.4  ‐33.0 
0.729  42.9  233.6    0.729  68.4  244.9    0.729  ‐219.1  42.5 
0.763  104.4  307.3    0.763  155.8  328.3    0.763  ‐84.1  185.9 
0.798  140.9  312.2    0.798  205.0  313.0    0.798  94.7  259.3 
0.833  242.6  370.1    0.833  259.9  315.4    0.833  242.8  256.9 
0.868  315.1  385.9    0.868  288.5  307.2    0.868  290.9  217.6 
0.903  292.3  361.7    0.903  269.4  294.0    0.903  287.5  180.4 
0.939  259.3  352.1    0.939  252.7  302.4    0.939  289.7  184.3 
0.967  210.5  337.9    0.967  219.5  307.0    0.967  279.6  197.0 
1.000  79.4  284.2    1.000  124.8  310.9    1.000  270.8  213.4 
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Table C-13 Model 2 DMW/Nozzle Line (After SS Weld) Model 2 
 
         12% Repair                                    25% Repair                                     50% Repair 
R/t  Axial  Hoop    R/t  Axial  Hoop    R/t  Axial  Hoop 
  MPa  MPa      MPa  MPa      MPa  MPa 

0.000  13.5  178.0    0.000  104.2  242.7    0.000  52.1  197.1 
0.023  18.3  157.6    0.023  85.1  224.9    0.023  33.3  181.7 
0.042  33.8  145.5    0.042  92.7  211.8    0.042  43.7  169.5 
0.062  47.7  132.0    0.062  93.8  201.6    0.062  46.1  159.1 
0.079  55.9  121.8    0.079  83.7  192.9    0.079  26.5  147.2 
0.100  54.6  111.4    0.100  63.2  158.6    0.100  ‐5.0  83.0 
0.120  114.6  161.6    0.120  57.4  167.2    0.120  ‐2.5  91.8 
0.135  96.0  149.9    0.135  35.0  182.6    0.135  ‐8.3  112.0 
0.151  46.9  111.5    0.151  55.2  214.2    0.151  17.3  152.1 
0.167  28.3  88.1    0.167  53.5  226.2    0.167  19.3  166.3 
0.196  ‐57.9  ‐8.7    0.196  8.9  181.9    0.196  ‐6.4  169.1 
0.228  ‐136.4  ‐92.7    0.228  ‐35.7  116.0    0.228  ‐18.9  184.5 
0.260  ‐203.6  ‐152.9    0.260  ‐88.0  23.0    0.260  ‐8.6  183.6 
0.292  ‐250.5  ‐212.0    0.292  ‐176.0  ‐92.3    0.292  ‐54.5  167.9 
0.322  ‐264.8  ‐269.8    0.322  ‐266.0  ‐200.3    0.322  ‐76.0  161.4 
0.352  ‐236.7  ‐272.4    0.352  ‐316.9  ‐276.8    0.352  ‐31.6  181.0 
0.382  ‐217.1  ‐237.0    0.382  ‐339.9  ‐295.0    0.382  ‐48.6  179.1 
0.417  ‐219.7  ‐205.3    0.417  ‐320.0  ‐257.2    0.417  ‐66.9  185.4 
0.452  ‐200.7  ‐190.9    0.452  ‐277.2  ‐224.9    0.452  ‐53.0  170.5 
0.487  ‐176.3  ‐177.6    0.487  ‐245.5  ‐203.5    0.487  ‐98.5  67.5 
0.522  ‐125.7  ‐118.6    0.522  ‐182.4  ‐137.0    0.522  ‐177.5  ‐58.3 
0.558  ‐62.8  ‐42.3    0.558  ‐106.9  ‐54.0    0.558  ‐229.8  ‐141.0 
0.593  ‐37.0  ‐9.0    0.593  ‐67.5  ‐14.2    0.593  ‐256.8  ‐174.2 
0.629  ‐23.1  ‐5.7    0.629  ‐39.7  ‐4.7    0.629  ‐268.6  ‐151.2 
0.664  26.0  13.8    0.664  22.8  20.9    0.664  ‐252.9  ‐84.3 
0.700  82.5  57.1    0.700  92.3  70.3    0.700  ‐181.8  7.9 
0.733  100.4  84.9    0.733  123.7  104.5    0.733  ‐76.1  96.8 
0.766  120.9  89.1    0.766  157.6  114.8    0.766  46.5  157.6 
0.799  152.6  85.5    0.799  198.7  115.8    0.799  167.2  188.0 
0.835  185.7  83.7    0.835  219.8  110.7    0.835  249.3  193.2 
0.870  207.1  103.0    0.870  225.2  120.7    0.870  288.6  194.3 
0.905  225.5  125.9    0.905  239.3  140.6    0.905  303.9  193.6 
0.937  262.1  147.9    0.937  261.0  154.0    0.937  302.9  182.3 
0.968  293.9  176.0    0.968  272.5  161.4    0.968  295.2  170.0 
1.000  306.2  187.3    1.000  275.8  161.7    1.000  293.4  163.9 
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Figure C- 1 Axial and Hoop WRS (Model 1) for Cases 8 and 9 (50% repair: centerline). 
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Figure C-2  Axial and Hoop WRS (Model 1) for Cases 8 and 9 (50% repair case: DM 

Weld/SS line). 
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Figure C-3  Axial and Hoop WRS (Model 1) for Case 8 and 9 (50% repair case: DM 
Weld/Butter). 
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Figure C-4  Axial and Hoop WRS (Model 1) for Case 8 and 9 (50% repair case: DM 
Weld/Nozzle). 
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Figure C-5 WRS for Model 1 for 50% repair case. 
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Figure C-6  Axial and Hoop WRS (Model 1) for Case 9 and 10 (50% repair case: 
Centerline). 
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Figure C-7  Axial and Hoop WRS (Model 1) for Case 9 and 10 (50% repair case: DM 
Weld/SS Line). 
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Figure C-8  Axial and Hoop WRS (Model 1) for Case 9 and 10 (50% repair case: DM 
Weld/Butter). 
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Figure C-9  Axial and Hoop WRS (Model 1) for Case 9 and 10 (50% repair case: DM 
Weld/Nozzle). 
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Figure C-10  Axial and Hoop WRS at weld centerline line for different depth repairs for 

the case without the stainless steel weld (Model 2). 
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Figure C-11 Axial and hoop WRS at weld centerline line for different no repair and 12% 

deep repair for the case without the stainless steel weld (Model 2). 
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Figure C-12 Axial and hoop WRS at weld centerline line for different 25% repair and 50% 

deep repair for the case without the stainless steel weld (Model 2). 
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Figure C-13  Axial and Hoop WRS at DM Weld/SS line for different depth repairs for the 

case without the stainless steel weld (Model 2). 
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Figure C-14 Axial and hoop WRS at DM Weld/SS line for no repair and 12% deep repair 

for the case without the stainless steel weld (Model 2). 
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Figure C-15  Axial and hoop WRS at DM Weld/SS line for 25% repair and 50% deep 

repair for the case without the stainless steel weld (Model 2). 
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Figure C-16  Axial and Hoop WRS at DM Weld/Butter line for different depth repairs for 

the case without the stainless steel weld (Model 2). 
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Figure C-17  Axial and hoop WRS at DM Weld/Butter line for no repair and 12% deep 

repair for the case without the stainless steel weld (Model 2). 
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Figure C-18 Axial and hoop WRS at DM Weld/Butter line for 25% repair and 50% deep 

repair for the case without the stainless steel weld (Model 2). 
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Figure C-19  Axial and Hoop WRS at DM Weld/Nozzle line for different depth repairs 

for the case without the stainless steel weld (Model 2). 
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Figure C-20  Axial and hoop WRS at DM Weld/Nozzle line for no repair and 12% deep 

repair for the case without the stainless steel weld (Model 2). 
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Figure C-21 Axial and hoop WRS at DM Weld/Nozzle line for 25% repair and 50% deep 

repair for the case without the stainless steel weld (Model 2). 
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Figure C-22  Axial and Hoop WRS at weld centerline line for different depth repairs for 

the case with safe-end weld (Model 2). 
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Figure C-23  Axial and Hoop WRS at weld centerline line for different depth repairs for 

the case with safe-end weld (Model 2). 
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Figure C-24  Axial and Hoop WRS at DM Weld/SS line for different depth repairs for the 

case with safe-end weld (Model 2). 
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Figure C-25  Axial and Hoop WRS at DM Weld/SS line for different depth repairs for the 

case with safe-end weld (Model 2). 
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Figure C-26  Axial and Hoop WRS at DM Weld/Butter line for different depth repairs for 

the case with safe-end weld (Model 2). 
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Figure C-27  Axial and Hoop WRS at DM Weld/Butter line for different depth repairs for 

the case with safe-end weld (Model 2). 
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Figure C-28  Axial and Hoop WRS at DM Weld/Nozzle line for different depth repairs for 

the case with safe-end weld (Model 2). 
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Figure C-29  Axial and Hoop WRS at DM Weld/Nozzle line for different depth repairs for 

the case with safe-end weld (Model 2). 
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Figure C-30  Comparison of Model 1 and Model 2 WRS before and after SS weld. 
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Figure C-31 Embedded Flaw WRS cases. 
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Figure C-32 Comparison of axial stresses after SS safe-end weld and after 75% repair. 

 

 
Figure C-33  Axial WRS comparison in DM Weld for Case 4 (75% PWSCC flaw) – before 

inlay. 
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Figure C-34 Case 4 axial WRS at centerline for no flaw and deep embedded flaw. 
 

 
Figure C-35 50% Pre-service repair case; with and without flaw. 
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Figure C-36 Case 1 with cast stainless steel properties. 
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